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Summary

Transport networks form the backbone of communication networks by cost-efficiently offering
huge bandwidth and by guaranteeing a high service quality and availability. These requirements
can best be met by using optical communication technologies. Currently, wavelength-switching
is the most prominent network technology employing optical fiber communication and wa-
velength division multiplexing. It transports data in circuit-switched wavelength channels, the
so-called lightpaths. While for years progress in optical networks has been defined by ever in-
creasing transmission bit-rates, higher flexibility and manageability as well as multi-service and
multi-layer integration are equally important criteria today. Accounting for these trends, optical
burst switching (OBS) has been proposed as a highly dynamic optical network architecture. It
offers fine-granular transport of different packet-switched services and applies statistical multi-
plexing directly in the optical layer.

This thesis presents the design, modeling, and evaluation of the optical burst transport net-
work architecture (OBTN). The architecture is motivated by the need for flexible, scalable, and
cost-efficient transport in next generation networks. In addition, it is stimulated by the research
activities towards highly dynamic optical network infrastructures.

OBTN defines a network architecture to transport and switch optical burst data in a core net-
work. The design objectives for the OBTN architecture are (i) an overall high quality of service,
(ii) a network design allowing for cost-efficiency and scalability, and (iii) a network evolution
perspective based on the current wavelength-switched networks. These objectives are achieved
by combining selected concepts, architectures, and strategies of optical burst and optical packet
switching as well as of multi-layer traffic engineering.

In order to provide the background information for the design of OBTN, Chapter 2 introduces
the general characteristics, requirements, and trends for next generation transport networks. Al-
so, it discusses the concept of layering in next generation networks and its application in layer
networks for the virtualization of transport resources. Consequently, virtual topology design and
dimensioning are analyzed to quantify the trade-offs regarding connectivity and resource requi-
rements. Chapter 2 also reviews the fundamental technologies as well as currently emerging
data and control plane architectures for optical transport networks. This presentation is then ex-
tended towards a long-term perspective. It describes architectural constraints and classification
criteria for highly dynamic optical network architectures. These criteria are used to characterize
the fast optical circuit switching, optical burst switching, and optical packet switching archi-
tectures. Then, hybrid optical network architectures are discussed as a framework to combine
wavelength-switched and optical burst/packet-switched networks.
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ii Summary

Chapter 3 discusses the state of research and technology for optical burst switching to struc-
ture the design space and identify promising approaches. Thus, it presents the requirements for
the different functions in an OBS network and classifies the proposed architectures and me-
chanisms. Particularly, it addresses contention resolution which is necessary to achieve a high
QoS in burst-switched networks. Here, wavelength conversion, fiber delay line buffering, alter-
native/deflection routing, and their combinations are looked at. It is concluded that wavelength
conversion is a promising primary contention resolution strategy but should be complemented
by FDL buffering and/or alternative routing. Thus, architectures, parameters, and operational
strategies for FDL buffers are discussed in detail. This is supported by Appendix A which
analyzes the performance of shared FDL buffers for different configurations and traffic cha-
racteristics. The review of alternative/deflection routing shows that it can only support other
contention resolution schemes if it is closely controlled, i.e., if extensive deflections and rou-
te variations are avoided. Finally, architectures and realization aspects for burst-switched core
nodes are presented to understand their resource and scalability constraints.

Chapter 4 presents the design rationale for OBTN and explains how OBTN combines a burst-
switched client layer network with a wavelength-switched server layer network. Then, it in-
troduces its fundamental concepts, namely the dense virtual topology, constrained alternative
routing, and shared overflow capacity. These components are analyzed regarding their conse-
quences for the overall node and network architecture. Further architectural details and variants
as well as operational strategies of OBTN are discussed to complete the presentation. Final-
ly, a qualitative discussion of OBTN with respect to optical burst switching and hybrid optical
networks concludes this chapter.

Chapter 5 describes a unified resource model which allows to dimension and evaluate burst-
switched architectures with different virtual topologies. Also, it details the dimensioning pro-
cess for OBTN. Then, it addresses the simulation methodology and the reference evaluation
scenario used in Chapter 6. It discusses metrics for node and network resources as well as for
QoS performance. Finally, it derives QoS objectives for burst-switched core networks.

Chapter 6 evaluates OBTN and compares it with the two burst-switched reference architec-
tures OBS and Burst-over-Circuit-Switching. OBS uses a sparse virtual topology while BoCS
employs a full-mesh virtual topology. The evaluations in Section 6.1 show that for the same
high target QoS, suitable OBTN dimensionings require substantially less resources in burst-
switched nodes than OBS and slightly less than BoCS. This improvement comes at the cost
of higher resource requirements compared to OBS in the underlying wavelength-switched ser-
ver layer. However, applying the cost relations for lambda grid networks, in which bandwidth
is considered a commodity and client layer resources the major cost driver, OBTN yields an
overall cost reduction. The best results for OBTN are obtained when approximately 10 % of the
network capacity is assigned as shared overflow capacity.

The comparison of OBTN and OBS is extended towards OBS architectures without an FDL
buffer and OBS architectures with alternative routing. It is demonstrated that bufferless OBS
with and without alternative routing requires approximately the same amount of server layer
resources as OBTN. However, it consumes more client layer resources. For OBS with an FDL
buffer, alternative routing does neither impact the client layer nor the server layer resources
substantially. Furthermore, the effectiveness of constrained alternative routing and of the shared
overflow capacity in OBTN is assessed by isolating them. This is achieved by comparing OBTN
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and BoCS which use the same virtual topology but differ in the routing flexibility and network
dimensioning. The evaluations show that applying any of the concepts alone to BoCS does not
yield any or only limited improvements or even produces severe penalties. However, if applied
together as OBTN, they harmonize and effectively improve performance.

Evaluations with different FDL buffer architectures and dimensionings quantify the trade-off
of improved contention resolution, thus reduced node and network resources and the additional
node resources required for the FDL buffer. The results show that increasing the number of
FDL buffer ports up to approx. 16–24 leads to fewer node and network resources. Beyond this
dimensioning, node resources increase with diminishing reductions regarding resources in the
underlying server layer. Extending the studies to advanced virtual topologies, it is demonstrated
that OBTN is not restricted to the full-mesh virtual topology used for all previous evaluations.
A traffic demand-based and a path-length-based virtual topology design approach is introduced
and investigated. For one example parameterization, the number of virtual links can be mo-
re than halved with a small penalty in client layer resources and a small gain in server layer
resources.

Finally, the impact of changing the total traffic demands on the performance and on resource
requirements of all three architectures is studied. It shows that when increasing the total traffic
demand, BoCS becomes increasingly efficient. For small traffic demands OBS becomes mo-
re attractive. However, OBTN provides an attractive solution for intermediate traffic demands
where neither OBS nor BoCS can offer optimal solutions.

Concluding, OBTN is shown to offer an overall high QoS, to effectively reduce the node re-
sources of the burst-switched client layer, and to perform well in a wavelength-switched net-
work context.





Zusammenfassung

Transportnetze stellen das Rückgrad von Telekommunikationsnetzen dar, für die sie große
Bandbreiten kostengünstig, ausfallsicher und mit hoher Dienstgüte bereitstellen. Da diese An-
forderungen durch optische Kommunikationsnetze am besten erfüllt werden können, basieren
Transportnetze heute meist auf Glasfasernetzen mit Wellenlängenmultiplex-Technik. Die mo-
mentan wichtigste optische Netzarchitektur schaltet im Netz Wellenlängenkanäle und baut da-
mit sogenannte Lichtpfade auf. In diesen Lichtpfaden werden die Daten verschiedenster darüber
liegender Netzschichten transportiert. Viele Jahre lang wurde Fortschritt in optischen Netzen
mit stetig steigenden Übertragungsbitraten gleichgestellt. Inzwischen haben aber hohe Flexibi-
lität und Steuerbarkeit sowie die Möglichkeit verschiedene Transportdienste und Netzschichten
auf einer Platform zu integrieren eine ebenso hohe Bedeutung erlangt.

Um diesen Trends Rechnung zu tragen, wurde Optical Burst Switching (OBS) als hochdy-
namische optische Netzarchitektur vorgeschlagen. OBS ermöglicht feingranularen Transport
und statistisches Multiplexen in der optischen Ebene zur Integration paketvermittelter Trans-
portdienste. Durch Verkehrsaggregation und Assemblierung zu Bursts vermeidet es jedoch die
Probleme optischer Paketvermittlung, in der einzelne Pakete vermittelt werden müssen.

Diese Dissertation behandelt den Entwurf, die Modellierung sowie die Bewertung der Optical
Burst Transport Network Architektur (OBTN). Sie ist durch den Bedarf der Next Generation
Networks (NGN) an Datentransport mit hoher Flexibilität, Skalierbarkeit und Kosteneffizienz
motiviert. Darüberhinaus ordnet sie sich in Forschungsaktivitäten in Richtung auf hochdynami-
sche optische Netze ein.

OBTN beschreibt eine Netzarchitektur, die optische Bursts in einem Transportnetz vermittelt.
Dem Entwurf der OBTN Architektur lagen folgende Ziele zugrunde: (i) eine insgesamt hohe
Dienstgüte (QoS), (ii) Kosteneffizienz und Skalierbarkeit und (iii) eine Perspektive für die Net-
zevolution auf der Basis der momentanen wellenlängen-vermittelten Netze. Um diese Entwurfs-
ziele zu erreichen, bedient sich OBTN Konzepten, Architekturen und Strategien der Netztech-
niken Optical Burst und Optical Packet Switching sowie des Multilayer-Verkehrsmanagements.

Zunächst führt das Kapitel 2 allgemeine Eigenschaften, Anforderungen und Trends der nächsten
Generation von Transportnetzen ein, die den Hintergrund des Entwurfs von OBTN darstellen.
Dazu wird das Schichtenkonzept (Layering) für NGNs sowie dessen Anwendung als sog. layer
networks zur Virtualisierung von Transportressourcen diskutiert. Der Entwurf und die Dimen-
sionierung virtueller Topologien werden analysiert, um Abhängigkeiten zwischen Konnektivität
und Ressourcenbedarf zu quantifizieren. Anschließend werden die grundlegenden Technologi-
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vi Zusammenfassung

en und momentan in der Einführung befindlichen Architekturen für die Daten- und Steuerebene
optischer Netze besprochen. Diese Aufarbeitung wird im Hinblick auf Architekturen mit einer
langfristigen Perspektive fortgesetzt. Dazu werden architekturelle Randbedingungen und Klas-
sifizierungskriterien für hochdynamische optische Netzarchitekturen zusammengestellt. Diese
Kriterien werden wiederum verwendet, um die Architekturen Fast Optical Circuit Switching,
Optical Burst Switching und Optical Packet Switching zu charakterisieren. Schließlich zeigt der
Abschnitt über hybride optische Netze Möglichkeiten auf, solche hochdynamischen Netze mit
den aktuellen, wellenlängen-vermittelten Netzen zu kombinieren.

Kapitel 3 arbeitet den Stand von Wissenschaft und Technik zu Optical Burst Switching (OBS)
auf, um die Entwurfsoptionen zu strukturieren und vielversprechende Lösung zu identifizieren.
Deshalb werden für die wesentlichen Funktionsblöcke in OBS jeweils Anforderungen genannt,
sowie verfügbare Architekturen und Mechanismen für deren Realisierung klassifiziert. Insbe-
sondere geht das Kapitel dabei auf Verfahren zur Blockierungsauflösung ein. Diese sind in OBS
notwendig, um eine hohe Dienstgüte zu erreichen. Dazu werden Wellenlängenkonversion, Puf-
ferung in Faserverzögerungsleitungen (Fiber Delay Lines, FDL), sowie alternative Verkehrs-
lenkung (Deflection Routing) besprochen. Schließlich beschreibt das Kapitel Technologien und
Architekturen für burst-vermittelte Kernetzknoten, um Ressourcenbeschränkungen und Skalier-
barkeitsgrenzen aufzuzeigen.

Im 4. Kapitel wird die OBTN-Architektur eingeführt und alle wesentlichen Elemente disku-
tiert. Dazu werden ihre Kernkonzepte, eine stark vermaschte virtuelle Topologie, alternative
Verkehrslenkung mit eingeschränkter Wegewahl und gemeinsam genutzte Überlaufkapazität,
erklärt. Deren Auswirkungen auf die darunter liegende, wellenlängen-vermittelte Netzschicht
sowie auf die Knotenarchitektur werden analysiert. Außerdem werden weitere architekturelle
Details und Varianten sowie mögliche Steuerabläufe beschrieben. Eine qualitative Diskussion
von OBTN und Vergleiche mit verwandten Architekturen schließen das Kapitel ab.

Kapitel 5 schlägt eine einheitliche Ressourcen-Modellierung für burst-vermittelte Architektu-
ren mit unterschiedlichen virtuellen Topologien vor. Diese wird anschließend zur Ressourcen-
Dimensionierung von OBTN-Netzen angewandt. Darüberhinaus werden die Bewertungsmetho-
dik für Kapitel 6 und das Untersuchungsszenario diskutiert. Schließlich werden Metriken zur
Bewertung der Dienstgüte und des Ressourcenbedarfs eingeführt sowie im Fall der Dienstgüte
durch entsprechende Zielwerte konkretisiert.

Kapitel 6 untersucht die OBTN-Architektur und vergleicht sie mit den zwei burst-vermittelten
Referenzarchitekturen OBS und Burst-over-Circuit-Switching (BoCS). Dabei verwendet OBS
eine schwach-vermaschte virtuelle Topologie, während BoCS eine stark vermaschte virtuelle
Topologie einsetzt. Die Bewertung in Kapitel 6 zeigt, dass OBTN prinzipiell in der Lage ist,
eine hohe Dienstgüte bei guter Ressourcenausnutzung bereitzustellen. Geeignete Dimensionie-
rungen von OBTN benötigen in den burst-vermittelten Knoten deutlich weniger Ressourcen als
OBS und sogar etwas weniger als BoCS. Diese Verbesserung wird jedoch durch einen höheren
Ressourcenbedarf als OBS in der darunter liegenden, wellenlängen-vermittelten Netzschicht
erkauft. Da in Transportnetzen typischerweise die Kosten für die Netzelemente höherer Netz-
schichten diejenigen niederer Netzschichten dominieren, ergeben sich durch OBTN insgesamt
Kosteneinsparungen.
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Diese Untersuchungen werden bzgl. OBS-Architekturen mit erweiterter Funktionalität zur Auf-
lösung von Blockierungen fortgesetzt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen allerdings, dass auch diese OBS-
Varianten höhrere Ressourcenanforderungen an die Burstknoten stellen als OBTN. Anschlie-
ßend werden die einzelnen Architekturkomponenten von OBTN bezüglich ihrer Effektivität
isoliert betrachtet. Es zeigt sich, dass jede einzelne Komponente keine oder nur eine relativ
geringe Verbesserung ergibt. Wirken die entsprechenden Komponenten aber wie in OBTN vor-
geschlagen zusammen, lassen sich die angestrebten Leistungsmerkmale erreichen.

Anschließend werden die Einflüsse komplexerer Einheiten zur Blockierungsauflösung auf den
Ressourcenbedarf burst-vermittelter Knoten analysiert. Während die Installation solcher Ein-
heiten den Ressourcenbedarf meist direkt erhöht, ermöglichen sie aber auch eine höhere Aus-
lastung und damit eine Verringerung benötigter Ressourcen. Die Untersuchung dieser gegen-
läufigen Effekte für den Fall von FDL-Puffern ergibt, dass bereits sehr einfache Puffer optimal
hinsichtlich der benötigten Ressourcen sind. Mit Hilfe von erweiterten virtuellen Topologien,
die ihre Konnektivität über Mindestwerte für Verkehrsangebote oder für Pfadlängen definieren,
wird gezeigt, dass OBTN auch mit weniger stark vermaschten Topologien vergleichbar lei-
stungsfähig ist. Dadurch kann der Aufwand zur Steuerung und Verwaltung der virtuellen Links
reduziert werden. Schließlich thematisieren Studien den Einfluss kleiner und großer Verkehrs-
angebote auf die Dienstgüte und den Ressourcenbedarf von OBTN, OBS und BoCS.

Zusammenfassend wird festgestellt, dass die OBTN-Architektur die an sie ursprünglich gestell-
ten Anforderungen nach hoher Dienstgüte, nach Ressourceneffizienz sowie nach einer Migrati-
onsperspektive erfüllt.
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1 Introduction

The rapid and successful emergence of the Internet in the 1990s leveraged the penetration of
our society and economy with information and communication technologies. This process sig-
nificantly accelerated transformations towards an information society and a knowledge-based
economy. At the same time, major economic shifts and technical trends materialized. From
an economic perspective, competition among operators, market deregulation, and globalization
changed the telecommunication industry. From a technical perspective, the explosion of digital
media, new high-bandwidth applications, and the support of mobility defined new requirements
for communication networks. Within telecommunications, this triggered the break-up of many
monolithic, service-specific communication infrastructures and founded a strong convergence
trend towards general platforms for services and transport.

Within few years, the Internet has developed from a scientific network for a limited user group,
via an era of the free public Internet with its non-profit aura, to the most important commer-
cial platform for any type of information and communication service. Shopping and trading,
information retrieval, human-to-human communication, and television are only a selection of
services that have been shifted to the Internet. However, the Internet suffers from the fact that
its basic concepts and infrastructures have neither been designed for wide-spread commercial
usage nor for the operation by telecommunication carriers. Next generation networks are thus
embraced as a framework for realizations to bridge the gap between the Internet and carrier
networks. They provide the convergence towards flexible, scalable, and cost-efficient platforms
to offer services and to transport data.

1.1 Photonic Transport Networks

Transport networks form the backbone of communication networks by cost-efficiently offering
huge bandwidth and by guaranteeing a high service quality and reliability. These requirements
can best be met by using optical communication technologies. Currently, wavelength-switching
is the most prominent network technology employing optical fiber communication and wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM). It transports data in circuit-switched wavelength channels,
the so-called lightpaths. While for years progress in optical networks has been defined by ever
increasing transmission bit-rates, higher flexibility and manageability as well as multi-service
and multi-layer integration are equally important criteria today.

Accounting for these trends, optical burst switching (OBS) has been proposed as a highly dy-
namic optical network architecture. It offers fine-granular transport of different packet-switched
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services and applies statistical multiplexing directly in the optical layer. Over the past years it
has become an active field of research with a considerable number of publications and a series of
workshops dedicated to OBS. Most contributions focus on the architecture and functionality of
nodes and study performance aspects. Far less work is available on realization topics, resource
requirements or migration scenarios for OBS and wavelength-switched networks.

However, especially optical network architectures have to comply with several realization and
operational constraints. On the one hand, they are restricted by limitations of optical technolo-
gies and on the other hand they can be stimulated by new break-through components or systems.
Also, they have to fit into the operational environment of a transport network provider regarding
quality of service (QoS) and reliability. Finally, new optical network architectures should offer
a network evolution perspective and a migration path.

Considering these trends and requirements, this thesis designs, models, and evaluates, the op-
tical burst transport network architecture (OBTN). OBTN combines a burst-switched with a
wavelength-switched network layer to minimize the resource requirements for the OBS layer.
In addition, OBTN defines advanced routing, dimensioning, and contention resolution schemes
to achieve a high QoS.

1.2 Overview of the Thesis

This thesis is structured into the fundamental chapters on transport networks (Chapter 2) and
optical burst switching (Chapter 3) as well as the chapters on the architecture (Chapter 4),
modeling and dimensioning (Chapter 5), and evaluation (Chapter 6) of OBTN.

Chapter 2 discusses next generation networks (NGN) with a focus on transport networks. It
first introduces the NGN basic reference model, its transport stratum, and layering concept.
This concept can be used for virtualization of network resources: a transport network can pro-
vision an arbitrary virtual topology to a client layer network. Also, it reviews key technical and
non-technical characteristics of transport networks and their operation. Then, optical transport
networks are surveyed in terms of fundamental technologies as well as current and emerging
data and control plane architectures. Furthermore, architectural constraints for future, highly
dynamic optical network architectures are presented and related to each other. They are used
to define and characterize the fast optical circuit switching, optical burst switching, and optical
packet switching architectures. Finally, it treats virtual topology design and dimensioning and
derives quantitative relations for their resource requirements.

Chapter 3 takes a detailed look at OBS and its functional components. It classifies mechanisms,
architectures, and the available literature for aggregation and assembly, reservation, scheduling,
contention resolution, switching in core nodes, and QoS support. This in depth review not only
structures the design space but also identifies promising concepts and deficiencies in OBS. The
chapter is supported by Appendix A in which new performance results for shared fiber delay
line (FDL) WDM buffers are presented. It demonstrates the principal behavior of FDL buffers
and allows to derive suitable parameterizations for burst traffic and FDL buffers to be used in
Chapter 6.
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The new optical burst transport network architecture (OBTN) is introduced in Chapter 4. In a
design rationale, QoS requirements, cost-aware network design, and the application scenario for
burst transport networks are discussed. Then, the key extensions of the OBTN architecture with
respect to OBS are presented, namely a densely-meshed virtual topology, constrained alternative
routing, and shared overflow capacity on a subset of the virtual links. These extensions are
analyzed regarding their consequences for the node and network elements. Finally, a qualitative
discussion and comparison with respect to related reference architectures concludes this chapter.

Chapter 5 describes a unified resource model, which allows one to evaluate burst-switched ar-
chitectures with different virtual topologies. This model is used to extend the dimensioning
process for virtual topologies introduced in Chapter 2 towards OBTN. Then, the methodol-
ogy, the QoS and resource metrics as well as the scenario of the evaluations in Chapter 6 are
discussed.

Chapter 6 evaluates OBTN and compares it with two basic OBS reference architectures us-
ing different virtual topologies. It analyzes both the QoS performance of the architectures for a
given dimensioning and the required node and network resources for a given target QoS. Further
evaluations extend the comparison to other OBS reference architectures with a higher degree of
routing flexibility, without an FDL buffer, or using different node control strategies. This also
allows to isolate the different architectural components of OBTN and to assess their effective-
ness. Then, variants of the node design and of the OBTN virtual topology design are studied to
further optimize node resources and network operation. Finally, the impact of the total traffic
demand in the network is analyzed.

Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis and presents an outlook to future work.





2 Next Generation Transport Networks

This chapter introduces the fundamental transport network concepts and architectures support-
ing Next Generation Networks (NGN). The term NGN is frequently but also ambiguously used
to refer to new concepts in networking, ranging from first voice-over-IP (VoIP) deployments
to entirely new service and transport architectures. In the context of this chapter, NGN, on the
one hand, refers to the particular instantiation of the Global Information Infrastructure (GII)
[Y.100] as covered by the ITU in its Y-series of recommendations. These documents and the
recommended reference models introduce and structure key concepts of NGN and their design.
On the other hand, the term next generation allows for a more fundamental and possibly disrup-
tive change in networking technology rather than marginal evolutionary developments. In this
sense, the chapter not only looks at current and emerging but also at future transport network
architectures with a long-term perspective.

The first section of this chapter discusses the role of transport in the NGN and concepts for
structuring transport networks. The second section focuses on current and emerging optical
transport networks and presents main architectures for the data and control plane. Then, the third
section introduces future, highly dynamic optical network architectures like fast optical circuit
switching, optical burst and optical packet switching. Finally, the design and dimensioning of
virtual topologies are discussed in the fourth section.

2.1 Transport Networks in Next Generation Networks

A central characteristic of the NGN is that service and transport should be decoupled in order
to allow them to be offered separately and to evolve independently. This is reflected in the NGN
Basic Reference Model [Y.2011] and discussed below. As this thesis concentrates on transport
networks, the following subsections then take a closer look at the transport stratum and transport
networks characteristics.

2.1.1 NGN Basic Reference Model

For several years, the well-known seven layers OSI Basic Reference Model (BRM [ISO94],
[X.200]) represented the main model of communication systems. It formulates the principal
concept of layered architectures and rigidly assigns functionality and specific characteristics to
the seven layers. However, it does not adequately cover service platforms and shows deficiencies
in several practical situations. Problems occur, for instance, if the functionality of the different
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Figure 2.1: Basic reference model for next generation networks [Y.2011]

layers does not correspond to the OSI model or if the ordering of layers significantly differs,
e.g., due to tunneling. Therefore, the NGN BRM defines a more general layering concept which
offers more flexibility. It should be noted that it does not replace the OSI BRM but complements
it with respect to overall network design aspects1.

Figure 2.1 shows the separation of an NGN into the service stratum at the top and the trans-
port stratum at the bottom. Both strata comprise user, control, and management planes, which
are independent across the strata boundary. The service stratum is the part of an NGN ex-
changing service-related data and the functions to produce, control and manage the services
as well as their resources. In contrast, the transport stratum comprises all functions to trans-
fer data (including user, control and management information) and to control and manage the
transport itself as well as the transport resources. This data transport thus provides user-to-user,
user-to-services-platform, and services-platform-to-services-platform connectivity. As this the-
sis focuses on the user plane of transport networks, only the transport stratum will be further
discussed.

2.1.2 The Transport Stratum

The NGN transport stratum is implemented by a hierarchy of layer networks as described in the
recommendations of the functional architecture of transport networks [G.805, G.809]. These
layer networks can use different types of switching technologies (circuit-switched, packet-
switched) and different connection concepts (connection-oriented, connectionless). In principle,
they also have their own user, control, and management planes. Nevertheless, a unified control
and management can be implemented across layers in a single protocol (cf. Section 2.2.5).

The concepts of layering, i.e., the decomposition into independent layer networks, and of par-
titioning a layer network into sub-networks are described for transport network in [G.805] and
[G.809] for connection-oriented and connectionless networks, respectively. The recommenda-

1The NGN BRM document [Y.2011] discusses the relation of the two BRMs in detail. Note that the terms
transport stratum and transport network are not related to the layer 4 in the OSI BRM called transport layer.
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tions are technology-independent and also introduce a graphical and formal textual notation to
model layering, partitioning as well as generic functions of layer networks. Obviously, layer-
ing supports the concept of virtualization of resources, i.e., it allows to independently design,
operate, add, and modify layer networks. In transport networks, it also supports recursive aggre-
gation and multiplexing from higher to lower layers such that coarser granularities with lower
cost per bit can be employed. In contrast, partitioning is mainly motivated by boundaries de-
fined by operator or vendor domains as well as by administrative domains within the network
of one operator. While layering plays an important role in the context of this thesis and is thus
treated with more detail, partitioning is not considered in the following.

A hierarchy of layer networks as depicted in Figure 2.2 is called a multi-layer network. In
a multi-layer network, the upper of two adjacent layer networks acts as a transport service
requester and the lower layer as a transport service provider respectively. Therefore, [G.805]
refers to the upper as the client layer network and to the lower as the server layer network. The
connectivity and the characteristic functionality provided by a server layer is called a transport
service which may or may not be offered to external customers depending on the operator’s
business model. As the links in the client layer network and thus the entire client layer topology
is provisioned by the server layer, they are called virtual links and virtual topology. The terms
virtual or alternatively logical topology refer to the fact that the client layer connectivity does
not have to match any physical topology but can be changed by the server layer. For instance,
Figure 2.2 shows that the virtual link between nodes C1 and C4 in the client layer is provided
as a trail of server layer links.

Having multiple layer networks in the transport stratum requires coordination in order to avoid
conflicts and inefficiencies. For instance, traffic engineering or failure recovery functions can
benefit significantly if information is explicitly exchanged or protocols are suitably parame-
terized. Therefore, multi-layer or cross-layer design and engineering are actively worked on
in several areas of communications. In transport networks, multi-layer traffic engineering and
resilience attempt to optimally exploit the specific granularities and dynamics of the different
network technologies [Mod01, Cin03, NGB03, VPD04, Köh05b, OM05, ZZM05]. In wireless
communications, architectures and protocols on different layers are mostly adapted to match
the special characteristics of radio transmission links, e.g., high packet losses or transfer delays
[KHFK05, KHFK06]. From a strategic point of view, however, it is of utmost importance that
cross-layer design and operation do not neutralize the benefits realized by layer independence.

The very generic definition of the transport stratum covers a wide range of network types, tech-
nologies and layers ranging all the way from access to core, from wireline to wireless, and from
a physical to a network layer. In practical realizations, the transport stratum typically comprises
the layers 1–3 of the OSI BRM. As the NGN explicitly targets packet-based networks [Y.2001]
and as the interface to the services layer should be a convergence layer, the top-most layer of the
transport stratum will likely be based on the Internet protocol (IP). The attractiveness of the IP
layer [RFC791, RFC2460, Com06] is not only based on its packet-based communication or the
availability of IP-centric control and management protocols defined by the IETF. It is mostly
based on its universal deployment in the Internet and the multitude of applications and services
built on top.
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Figure 2.2: Client and server layer network in a layered transport network

2.1.3 Transport Network Characteristics

In contrast to the broad coverage of the term transport stratum, the term transport network
is commonly used in a more restricted way. It primarily refers to high-capacity aggregation
networks, metropolitan area networks (MAN) or wide area networks (WAN). Consequently,
most transport networks are wireline except for high-speed point-to-point microwave radio sys-
tems. Typical transport networks comprise several layer networks using technologies such as
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) [RFC3031], asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [I.121,
ATM06], the synchronous (SDH) [G.707]2 and plesiochronous (PDH) [G.702] digital hierarchy
and WDM. In addition to those technologies, Ethernet is currently extended towards carrier-
grade Ethernet to satisfy the higher operational requirements in an operator compared to an
enterprise network [GPTV04, GPTB05, Med05, ABMR06]. Due to its frame-based transport,
its aura as a cost-efficient solution, and the huge market potential for Ethernet-based transport
services it can be expected to win a significant market share over the next years. From the point
of view of a transport network, the IP layer is usually not considered as a transport network but
acts as a client layer network.

Apart from their high capacity, transport networks are also characterized by their role as the
backbones of public networks. In order to offer attractive capacity, transport networks have
to satisfy requirements towards low capital expenditures (CapEx) and low operational expen-
ditures (OpEx). Although the components of CapEx and OpEx are not clearly specified, the
former commonly comprises the cost of switching and transmission equipment. In contrast,
the latter focuses on the cost of network operations, which not only includes control and man-
agement but also parts of the inbound and outbound logistics of a transport service provider
[PKI+05, KIA+05]. Despite their importance, the cost of real estate infrastructure, e.g., central
offices or fiber ducts, and the respective utilities like power and cooling are not consistently
assigned to either CapEx or OpEx.

2In the US and Canada, the respective standard is called synchronous optical network (SONET). For the re-
mainder of this thesis, only SDH will be used to refer to both though.
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Regarding CapEx, a transport network technology has to prove cost-efficiency in terms of cost
per bit, scalability, upgradability, and multi-service support. These requirements can be satisfied
by high bit-rate transmission, aggregate and coarse-grain processing and switching, as well as
transparency. Low OpEx can be achieved by effective control and management of the network,
both in normal operation mode and in failure situations [PKI+05]. As transport services require
specialized, expensive equipment and often installations, provisioning has traditionally taken
months and involved paper-based orders, long-term contracts as well as service personnel in the
field. Thus, an automated transport service provisioning process is essential to achieve lower
OpEx values [KIA+05]. Finally, low power consumption and heat emission as well as a small
foot-print are desirable, e.g., using small form factors or ultra-long-haul transmission to avoid
inline amplifier locations.

As transport networks form the backbone, onto which operators deploy all other layer networks
and all services, their service quality and reliability is of highest technical and strategic impor-
tance. The lower a transport network is in the hierarchy of layer networks, the higher are these
requirements as they are the aggregation of the individual requirements of the higher layer net-
works and services. Therefore, network survivability as well as network and traffic engineering
are important research areas in transport networks [GLM+00, Cha03a, Cha03b, Cha04, VPD04,
Cha05a, Muk06].

Transport networks are not necessarily owned by the service provider, whose traffic it trans-
ports. Although this is still the case for the incumbent telecommunications operators, many
regional, national or global carriers only own transport infrastructure and market wholesale or
value-added transport services, e.g., Ethernet LINE [MEF6] or virtual private networks (VPN)
on the OSI layers 1, 2, and 3 [KL04, MEF6, TBPOB05]. Their customers in turn are large enter-
prises, Internet service providers (ISP), competitive operators with only geographically limited
presence or even virtual network operators without any transport network. The increasingly
complex business relations also motivate the trends towards higher degrees of flexibility, layer
independence, and automation in transport networks.

Summarizing this discussion of non-technical characteristics, transport networks constitute huge
capital investments by their operators which only amortize over relatively long periods. In addi-
tion, quality of service and reliability are primary operational objectives. Therefore, technology
evolution in transport networks proceeds slower than in other business segments and more di-
rectly depends on an operator’s business model and market position3. Therefore, the architecture
for optical burst transport proposed in Chapter 4 takes an evolutionary approach to introduce
burst switching techniques. It builds on an existing optical server layer instead of a commonly
assumed greenfield deployment.

2.2 Optical Transport Networks

After this general introduction of the technical and non-technical characteristics of transport
networks, this section discusses current and emerging transport network architectures in more

3This conservative tendency explains at least partly why several of the expectations of the Internet bubble period
did not materialize at all or not as quickly as promised—certainly apart from technological immaturity of several
solutions and wrong estimations of the traffic growths.
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detail. It first outlines the scope of optical networking with an emphasis on wavelength-switched
networks. Then, the vision of IP-over-WDM networking is presented which stimulated many
recent developments in the user and control plane. Finally, multi-layer networks and the control
of optical transport networks are looked at more closely.

2.2.1 Optical Networking

The term optical networking is neither precisely defined nor does it refer to a single, well-
defined network technology. Also, it has undergone a continuous change over the past fifteen
years as technology evolved and expectations grew and shrinked. Nevertheless, a fundamental
part of optical networking is the transmission of data by means of light in free space or over
glass fiber (in low-cost, short-reach applications also plastic fiber). The key benefits of optical
compared to electrical transmission are the low attenuation and distortion at very high bit-
rates, the immunity to electro-magnetic interference, and the lack of electromagnetic radiation.
Consequently, optical communication can achieve very long transmission distances, does not
suffer from or produce cross-talk across fibers, and is difficult to eavesdrop.

In fiber-based communication, lasers generate signals with wavelengths in the infrared spectrum
around 1550 nm, 1310 nm or 850 nm. As the signal attenuation of glass fibers is minimal around
1550 nm, this spectrum is most attractive for long-reach transmission while the lower wave-
length spectra are most frequently used in short-reach optics. Currently, transmission bit-rates
of 10–40 Gbps across hundreds of kilometers with carrier-grade equipment and of 1–10 Gbps
across up to ten kilometers with standard Ethernet equipment are reached in the field.

This already high capacity is increased even more by wavelength division multiplexing (WDM),
i.e., the transmission of many wavelength channels in parallel within a single fiber. Depending
on the frequency/wavelength spacing, dense WDM (DWDM, 12.5–100 GHz spacing around
1550 nm [G.694.1]) and coarse WDM (CWDM, 20 nm→3.3 THz spacing over a much broader
spectrum [G.694.2]) are distinguished. The smaller number of wavelength channels for CWDM
is tolerated because less complex and thus more cost-efficient equipment can be deployed. In
addition to the higher transmission capacity of a fiber using WDM, the joint amplification of all
wavelength channels with the same fiber amplifier leads to significant CapEx reductions. These
fiber amplifiers pump the data wavelengths with an additional laser in erbium-doped (EDFA for
1550 nm) [FML+89] or praseodym-doped (PDFA for 1310 nm) [Wan96] fiber segments.

In contrast to optical transmission, optical switching has been introduced later and is still not
always present in optical networks. Traditionally, this has been due to the relative infancy of
optical compared to electronic switching matrices and the lack of flexible optical memory.
However, several optical switching technologies are available (cf. Table 4.1 in [Buc05]) and
currently make their way into operational networks. If switching is not performed in optics
there are two main categories of optical networks: (i) Optical transmission links can be used as
point-to-point links between client layer nodes. (ii) Alternatively, a switch converts the optical
signal from optics to electronics (O/E) at the input and from optics to electronics (O/E) at the
output. In-between, this O/E/O or opaque switch uses an electronic switching matrix without
terminating the end-to-end server layer signals. Nevertheless, both cases suffer from the high
number and cost of optical receivers and transmitters, which are called transponders if paired.
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As an extreme vision for optical networking, all-optical or photonic networks transport and
process data entirely in the optical domain. However, combining the advantages of electron-
ics, e.g., processing, with those of optics, e.g., transmission and (partial) transparency, seems
more promising [CHH94]. Transparency describes the capability of a network element to both,
perform its task independent of certain signal attributes and not to interfer with certain sig-
nal attributes. Transparency is attractive as it allows providers to operate different services,
technologies, and types of equipment together in the same optical network. [BHJD96, SSJ97]
classify transparency with respect to the carrier type (e.g., carrier frequency), the signal type
(analog, digital), the modulation format, the maximum supported bit-rate, the line coding, the
transmission type (e.g., continuous, burst-mode), and the transmission format (e.g., SDH, Eth-
ernet). Note that for this classification order, each level of transparency also includes all of the
following levels. Transparency is often also used in a more general sense. Then, it refers to an
optical signal which is transported from transmitter to receiver entirely in the optical domain
without O/E/O conversions [RFC3717].

Today, optical networking has also found its place in many network segments. In core networks,
wavelength-switched DWDM networks, which are discussed in the next subsection, are primar-
ily deployed. In metro networks, more cost-efficient and robust CWDM ring networks with
SDH or metro Ethernet client layers [MEF] are deployed. Finally, FTTx (fiber-to-the-curb, -
premises, -building, -desktop, etc.) [Gre04, Shi05] installations rely on passive optical networks
(PON) [UOF+01, KP02] or active point-to-point links and are used in access and distribution
networks. In the following, only WSN, WDM multi-layer networks, and future, highly dynamic
optical networks will be considered though.

2.2.2 Wavelength-Switched Networks

A wavelength-switched network (WSN) represents the fundamental optical network architec-
ture. It transports data in optical connections, which are called lightpaths and several of which
form a lambda grid. Lightpaths start in an optical transmitter, span wavelength channels on sev-
eral fibers, and terminate in an optical receiver. In intermediate nodes lightpaths are switched as
circuits either statically using an optical patch panel or dynamically using an optical add-drop
multiplexer (OADM) or an optical cross-connect (OXC). Thus, routing and wavelength as-
signment are the essential tasks when setting up lightpaths in WSNs [BM96, Spä02]. Dynamic
WSN not only support rapid and automated service provisioning and capacity adaptation but
also enable more efficient resilience concepts. Protection resources no longer have to be dedi-
cated but can be shared and assigned dynamically when a failure occurs. Also, networks can be
dynamically reconfigured/restored upon a failure accounting for the current network state.

Figure 2.3 depicts a WSN with two lightpaths connecting the terminal nodes T1 and T3 as well
as T2 and T4 by lightpaths. The lightpaths span several fiber links and are switched in the op-
tical cross-connects OXC1, OXC2, and OXC3. If a lightpath has to use the same wavelength
channel on all fiber links, which is called the wavelength continuity constraint, it is called a
wavelength path. Wavelength converters [WPW+02], which can translate an optical signal from
one wavelength channel to another, can lift this constraint and yield substantial performance im-
provements [RM98, Spä02]. While the lightpath T2→T4 in Figure 2.3 is wavelength converted
in node OXC2, T1→T3 satisfies the continuity constraint forming a wavelength path.
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Figure 2.3: Wavelength-switched network and OTN sections

The ITU architecture of a WSN is the optical transport network (OTN) which is defined and
modeled as a layered transport network in [G.872] (also cf. [ITG06]). The WSN is decomposed
into the optical channel (OCh), the optical multiplex section (OMS), and optical transmission
section (OTS) layer networks to account for the different layers and their supervisory overhead.
An OCh network connection represents a lightpath as an optical connection between reference
points with 3R signal regeneration4. It can be member of a group of WDM signals and can span
multiple multiplex sections in the physical layer. An OMS transports several optical channels
between a WDM multiplexer and a WDM demultiplexer. Finally, the OTS covers the multi-
plexed channel group across several fibers or amplifier sections. Figure 2.3 illustrates the OTN
transport entities OCh, OMS, and OTS in a WSN with transparent optical cross-connects. The
optical transport hierarchy (OTH) [G.709] implements the G.872 OCh with a digital framed
signal with digital management overhead. Further, it supports the operation and management
of OTNs across sub-networks and across domains by complete internal and restricted external
interfaces. Despite the digital implementation of G.709, the OTN architecture is more general
and also covers implementations with a greater degree of transparency [ITU03] as assumed for
the remainder of this thesis.

Wavelength-switched networks allow multi-service integration in WDM by transporting dif-
ferent services in different lightpaths. However, even large customers (enterprises, research
centers) are still hardly able to directly connect to and exploit the huge offered bandwidth
of lightpaths. Therefore, WSNs are currently mainly applied as server layer for electronic
client layer transport networks, which provide sub-wavelength granularity, e.g., SDH/WDM or
MPLS/WDM. The task of dimensioning and routing in such networks is defined as grooming
[Muk06]. Nevertheless, high-speed customer interfaces and advances in control plane technolo-
gies will make lightpath services more common. At the same time, traffic growth expectations
and operational requirements motivate the extension of WSN towards coarser granularities, i.e.,
entire wavebands or fibers, which is called hierarchical optical switching [IGW+02, ZZZM03].

43R regeneration comprises re-amplification, re-shaping, and re-timing. Despite significant efforts towards op-
tical 3R regeneration, most solutions still comprise O/E and E/O conversion.
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2.2.3 IP-over-WDM Networks

The terms IP-over-WDM or IP/WDM integration are synonymous with the vision of a multi-
layer network only comprising IP and wavelength-switched layer networks. However, they
also name cornerstone activities in the evolution of optical networking basically recognizing
two important facts: First, that optics has more to offer than static point-to-point transmis-
sion links and thus requires support for dynamic optical networking in the user and control
plane. Second, that the traditionally high number of layers stacked in a transport network (e.g.,
IP/ATM/SDH/WDM) introduce unbearable overhead.

The trend towards dynamic optical networks triggered a huge amount of research and develop-
ment activities [Dix03], the key resulting architectures of which are discussed in Section 2.3.
Also, several of the control plane activities led to new standards (cf. Section 2.2.5) which are
currently introduced in carrier networks. In order to leverage the integration with IP, these stan-
dards use or extend IP-based protocols for signaling, routing, and resource management.

The trend towards fewer transport network layers initiated detailed considerations on the func-
tionality and effectivity of different overall architectures. While ATM deployments in transport
networks are disappearing, SDH has remained in the networks due to its large installed base
and new data-centric functionality. It has been extended to map various client layer data ser-
vices (generic framing procedure, GFP [G.7041]) and to flexibly (virtual concatenation, VCAT
[G.707]) and adaptively (link capacity adjustment scheme, LCAS [G.7042]) provision trans-
port capacity. Nevertheless, carrier-grade Ethernet may replace SDH as soon as high-speed
transport interfaces as well as traffic engineering and management support become available
[GPTV04, GPTB05, Med05, ABMR06].

Unfortunately, IP-over-WDM integration activities also partly over-stimulated the market ex-
pectations and thus finally contributed to the optical speculation bubble. Therefore, the term
IP-over-WDM has the more general meaning of packet-aware WDM transport networks today.
IP is no longer assumed to become the only client layer network to be supported. Still, it clearly
functions as the convergence network layer and thus remains at the top of many layered transport
networks for years to come. However, in addition to IP, network operators market (premium)
layer 1 and layer 2 transport services, e.g., FiberChannel for storage area network (SAN) in-
terconnection [TDY05] or Ethernet VPNs [MEF]. Independent of the services evolution, these
network layers are built on top of WDM optical networks.

2.2.4 Multi-layer Transport Networks

Multi-layer transport networks are currently the architecture of choice for transport networks.
They comprise wavelength-switched and electronic transport layers, e.g., SDH/WDM, MPLS/WDM,
etc. As a key advantage, they bridge the bandwidth and cost gap between the packet-switched
data world and the circuit-switched transport world. While higher layers offer fine-grain multi-
plexing but have higher cost per bit, the WDM layer provides a coarse granularity but substan-
tially smaller cost per bit. Optimal multi-layer network designs follow two principal strategies:
On the one hand, they apply recursive aggregation and multiplexing to achieve a high utiliza-
tion. On the other hand, they offload transit traffic to lightpaths, which bypass client layer nodes,
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and thus decrease the number of client layer switch ports. For instance, in Figure 2.2, the direct
virtual link between nodes C1 and C4 offloads traffic to the server layer, which avoids tran-
sit traffic in nodes C2 and C3. Section 2.4 quantifies principal trade-offs when applying those
two strategies in virtual topology design. In addition to the design related CapEx reductions,
multi-layer networks can also improve OpEx by coordinated control and management across
layers.

Multi-layer network engineering allocates resources in the server layer to optimally transport
static or average client layer traffic demands. This task comprises the design and dimension-
ing of a virtual topology offered to the client layer (cf. Section 2.4). In contrast, multi-layer
traffic engineering, commonly referred to as grooming, routes and assigns client layer con-
nections or traffic flows to this virtual topology. For static traffic demand and network scenar-
ios, multi-layer network and traffic engineering are frequently treated together using optimiza-
tion or derived heuristics [DR00, Mod01, Cin03, ZZM05, Muk06]. Alternatively, they can be
performed sequentially to reduce the design complexity or to account for different layer dy-
namics. For instance, the WDM layer can be static or only be reconfigured on much higher
time-scales than the client layer [SBG04, BSG04, Gal05]. Finally, completely dynamic multi-
layer scenarios can again integrate both tasks to react to explicit client layer service requests
[Nec02, NGB03, Köh05b, ZZM05] or traffic variability [GG05, YMC+03].

Similar to network and traffic engineering, multi-layer resilience [VPD04, OM05] targets an
overall optimum in terms of minimal resource requirements, fast reaction to failures, and high
availability. Here, the WDM layer can directly detect and thus quickly react to failures in the
physical infrastructure. In contrast, higher client layers experience failures only indirectly or
delayed due to their limited, logical topology view, which slows down root cause analysis and
reaction. Also, if the WDM layer recovers a coarse transport granularity, the client layer does
not have to individually recover a large number of connections or flows. However, recovery
on lower layers cannot offer survivability towards client layer failures, e.g., a router interface
failure.

Section 2.4 discusses virtual topology design and dimensioning and analyzes the resource re-
quirements of different virtual topologies under dynamic client layer traffic. Client-server hy-
brid optical networks introduced in Section 2.3.4 constitute multi-layer networks with burst-
switched and wavelength-switched technology. The optical burst transport network architecture
(OBTN) introduced in Chapter 4 implements such a hybrid optical network for cost-optimal
burst transport.

2.2.5 Control of Optical Transport Networks

Section 2.1 and the previous subsections showed the trend towards more flexible and dynamic
optical networks in next generation layered transport networks. In order to enable a customer
or client network to set-up a transport service on demand, e.g., a lightpath, control planes have
to be introduced to overcome the limitations of the existing provisioning schemes using the
management plane. Similarly, flexible and fast reaction to failures, e.g., a fiber cut, across lay-
ered networks demand for control planes especially if they belong to different administrative
domains.
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In order to ensure compatibility, the control plane functions and conventions for resource man-
agement, routing, signaling, and fault management have to be standardized. ITU-T and IETF
both formulated their requirements, key issues and candidate models for the control plane.
While the ITU requirements for automatic switched transport networks (ASTN [G.807]) are
network technology independent, IETF’s IP over optical networks framework [RFC3717] is
more centered around the interaction of IP/MPLS and optical networks. Both standard bodies
focus on IP-based protocols in the optical control plane—non-IP protocols are not excluded
though.

Although layering of completely independent networks offers many benefits through separa-
tion of concerns, the lack of any coordination can also lead to conflicts or inefficiencies. Thus,
control planes have to interconnect to enable the required coordination while protecting opera-
tional independence and business boundaries. The different types of layer interconnection can
be classified by three basic models [RFC3717]:

- In the overlay model, the layer networks run separate instances of the control plane (cf.
Figure 2.4 left) and apply independent overlay routing. Through a user network interface
(UNI), they only exchange the information absolutely necessary to set-up and maintain
a service but no topology information. Therefore, the overlay model protects internal
operational details in business models, in which an operator offers the transport service
of a server network to customer client networks [PV05, BDL+01a].

- The peer model tightly couples or integrates the control planes (cf. Figure 2.4 right) to
share all information and perform integrated routing and unified signaling. This model can
be applied in trusted environments such as inside an operator’s administrative domain to
facilitate traffic engineering and resilience [BDL+01a].

- Finally, the augmented model only loosely couples the control planes by separate routing
instances and limited exchange of information, e.g., only regarding reachability. In this
case, routing would be domain-specific in the sense that a routing protocol is running
between the control planes.

While [RFC3717] introduces these models in an unbiased way, the ASTN requirements [G.807]
demand that the layer independence of [G.805] be respected and server layer topology cannot
be assumed to be available to a client layer.

A further classification criterion of control plane architectures is whether information storage
and processing is centralized or distributed. While a centralized approach benefits from consis-
tent information and better justifies complex optimizations, distributed intelligence scales better
and avoids single points of failure. Here, ITU-T formulates no preference in [G.807], whereas
the IETF favors the distributed approach in [RFC3717].

Based on the ASTN requirements, ITU-T standardized the control plane architecture and func-
tional requirements for the automatically switched optical network (ASON [G.8080]) applicable
to SDH and OTN layer networks. The recommendation realizes an overlay model the functional
components of which can be implemented either centrally or distributed. Additional recom-
mendations further specify the component architectures and all protocols used. For instance,
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Figure 2.4: Control plane interconnection models: overlay (left) and peer model (right)

in [G.7713.2], ITU-T adopted the UNI 1.0 standardized by the Optical Internet Forum (OIF)
[OIF04]. This UNI applies the IP-based signaling protocols CR-LDP [RFC3036, RFC3212]
and RSVP-TE [RFC3209, RFC3471, RFC3477].

Generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS) [RFC3945] constitutes the unified control
plane architecture of the IETF intended to cover various packet-switched and circuit-switched
architectures [BDL+01a, BDL+01b, MTF05]. This is achieved by first defining a hierarchy of
switching capabilities for label-switched paths (LSP) ranging from packet-switched, via label-
switched, TDM-switched (time-division-multiplexing, i.e., SDH) to wavelength-, waveband-,
and fiber-switched5. Second, it extends the control protocols for signaling (e.g., RSVP [RFC3209]
or LDP [RFC3472]), routing (e.g., OSPF [RFC3630, RFC4203]), and resource/link manage-
ment (LMP [RFC4204, RFC4209]) accordingly.

In GMPLS, constraint-based routing allows to compute label-switched paths respecting certain
topology, traffic engineering, resilience or signal quality requirements. Typical constraints relate
to hop count, total delay, underlying protection or in case of optical networks physical signal
impairments [RFC4054]. Constraint-based LSPs are signaled by RSVP-TE [RFC3209] or CR-
LDP (constraint-based routing LDP) [RFC3212] and are routed, e.g., by the extended OSPF-TE
[RFC4203].

Although GMPLS originally targeted a peer model with a distributed implementation, this is
only the case for the unified GMPLS approach. In addition, the GMPLS UNI [RFC4208], which
offers superior flexibility compared to the OIF UNI [PV05], can realize an overlay model. Also,
a path computation element (PCE) [IET06] and the respective protocols for information ex-
change are being developed to allow for (semi-) centralized path computation supporting more
complex constraint-based routing.

5GMPLS generalizes the control framework of MPλS, pronounce MPLamdaS, which was proposed as the
application of MPLS to optical networks.
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While control plane architectures and realizations are not in the center of this thesis, principal
control plane interconnection models and functional requirements are discussed for OBTN in
Section 4.2.5.

2.3 Architectures for Future Optical Networks

While the previous section discussed current and emerging optical transport network architec-
tures, this section looks farther into the future and prepares the in depth discussion of optical
burst switching in Chapter 3. Highly dynamic, switched optical network architectures aim to
support the high traffic variability of data services better than wavelength-switched networks by
offering finer, sub-wavelength granularities. In the layered transport network hierarchy, these
networks act as a server layer to carry IP/MPLS client layer traffic. Mainly because of techno-
logical challenges, most of these future IP-over-WDM architectures have a midterm to long-
term perspective.

The first subsection introduces key architectural constraints with which highly dynamic optical
network architectures have to comply. It classifies fast optical circuit switching as well as optical
burst and packet switching and introduces OPS and OBS in greater detail. Finally, architectures
for hybrid optical switching, i.e., the combination of an optically burst/packet-switched with a
wavelength-switched network, are classified and qualitatively discussed.

2.3.1 Architectural Constraints

In order to structure the design space for highly dynamic optical networks, this subsection
discusses key architectural constraints and practical design rules. Here, the switched granularity,
the resource reservation scheme and the used technology are of particular importance. They
are characterized by the transmission time (of the switched granularity), the round-trip time in
case of end-to-end signaling, the switching time, and the maximum FDL delay, respectively.
Figure 2.5 summarizes typical time ranges for them over a logarithmic time-line ranging from
1 ns to 100 s [San01].

Relevant ranges for transmission times in future optical networks can be obtained by analyzing
the switching granularities of circuits and packets. Future dynamic wavelength/circuit-switched
networks can be expected to support much higher dynamics with holding (transmission) times
as low as seconds. In contrast, the transmission times of typical IP packets (≈ 40–1500 Byte)
at 10 Gbps range from few tens of nanoseconds to approx. 1 microsecond. Obviously, they
further decrease for higher bit-rates. In order to reduce the requirements towards forwarding
and switching performance of core packet switches [Jun06] and to decouple the switched-
granularity in the client and server layer, IP packets can be aggregated to form larger transport
entities, the so-called bursts. While the aggregation function leads to minimal burst transmission
times of a few microseconds, there is no definite maximum. However, reasonable maximum
values of several hundreds of milliseconds can be derived from the shortest holding times of
dynamic circuits.
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Figure 2.5: Timing constraints in highly dynamic optical networks [San01]

Optical networks, other than electronic networks, cannot apply extensive buffering in network
nodes to resolve resource conflicts. Therefore, several architectures seek to avoid conflicts by
explicitly reserving network resources prior to data transport, instead. These schemes com-
monly apply end-to-end signaling, which takes at least one round-trip time, and store the reser-
vations in the respective network elements. Thus, if the round-trip time is large compared to the
transmission time, an unbearable amount of state information aggregates in the nodes. Also, if
resources are already exclusively reserved from the time the reservation request arrives, a sub-
stantial amount of bandwidth is wasted due to the large bandwidth-delay-product (cf. [Dol04]
Figure 2.11). In these cases, sending data without advance reservation is advantageous as fur-
ther discussed in Section 3.2. Figure 2.5 shows approximate round-trip propagation delays for
campus, metro, national, and international distances between ingress and egress nodes (20, 200,
2000, and 20,000 km at a speed-of-light in the fiber of 200,000 km/s, delays for processing the
reservation requests are not included). From these numbers, it can be concluded that end-to-end
resource reservation is only scalable for rather long bursts or dynamic circuits.

The switching technology and thus the switching time determine the minimal guard time be-
tween contiguous packets, bursts or circuit connections. Thus, the switching time should be
much smaller than the transmission time to achieve a small transmission overhead. Figure 2.5
contains approximate switching times for three representative devices [Buc05]. Micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), which redirect light beams by tilting mirrors, have typical switch-
ing times of 10 ms and less. Semiconductor-optical amplifiers (SOA) as on/off switches are
much faster and reach switching times of less than 10 ns. Finally, tunable wavelength convert-
ers (TWC) can be realized with tuning times well below 1 µs. TWCs affect the guard time as
they are used as converters in series with other switching devices or in wavelength switching
stages together with static arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG, cf. Section 3.5).

The transmission time also formulates requirements towards contention resolution schemes and
the transmission infrastructure. Section 3.4.3 argues that practical fiber delay lines (FDL) can
be assumed to have a maximum length of approx. 80 km and thus the maximum delay of ap-
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prox. 400 µs shown in Figure 2.5. From Section A.1 follows that FDLs require delays of at
least 2 mean burst transmission times to effectively resolve contentions. Thus, by combining
both arguments it can be concluded that only architectures with transmission times of approx.
200 µs or below can apply FDL buffers. In addition, short transmission times mandate that the
fiber amplifiers and receivers are burst-mode capable, i.e., the receivers can synchronize and
adapt the decision level to highly variable power levels within a negligible fraction of the burst
transmission time. Fiber amplifiers have to be stable in the presence of power fluctuations, e.g.,
using fast power control as shown for OBS in [FPS02, Buc05]. Similarly, the receivers have to
be able to adjust the decision level for the optical signal and to synchronize onto the bitstream
within very few leading bytes [EDLW04].

Based on these architectural constraints, only a subset of all combinations of switched granular-
ity, resource reservation, and switching technology comply with practical design rules and are
thus practically relevant. Also, due to the wide range of burst transmission times not all archi-
tectures for burst transport are able to cover the complete burst granularity spectrum. Therefore,
two regimes of the burst transmission time are distinguished in the succeeding list of highly
dynamic, switched optical network architectures.

- Optical packet switching (OPS): it transports client layer packets without aggregation
leading to minimal transmission times, which require fast switching technologies and
prohibit end-to-end resource reservation. FDL buffers can be used for contention resolu-
tion.

- Optical burst switching (OBS) with short transmission times: it aggregates traffic to re-
duce the forwarding and processing effort but requires fast switching technologies and
prohibits end-to-end resource reservation. FDL buffers can be used for contention resolu-
tion.

- OBS with long transmission times: it aggregates enough traffic to make end-to-end re-
source reservation feasible in the targeted network context. It is not useful to apply FDLs
for contention resolution. If the transmission time is significantly larger than the switching
time of MEMS switches, such slower switching technologies can be applied.

- Fast optical circuit switching can be considered as the extrapolation of the current wavelength-
switched networks towards shorter set-up and holding times. It can be distinguished from
OBS with long transmission times by the fact that it sets-up an end-to-end lightpath and
not only reserves resources for a transmission time which in most cases is shorter than the
propagation time. Thus, the switching time of a slow optical switching technology, e.g.,
MEMS, is small enough. Also, traffic aggregation and burst assembly are not considered
an integral function here. Instead, the client layer requests dynamic lightpaths as transport
circuits. These request can be triggered by machine-to-machine communication, e.g., in
grid computing [BBE+05].

As fast optical circuit switching requires fundamentally different architectures than OPS and
OBS, only the latter are relevant to this thesis and further characterized and contrasted in the
following.
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2.3.2 Optical Packet Switching

The success of electronic packet-switched networks based on Ethernet, ATM or IP technology
stimulated research on optical packet switches [Kar93, Haa93, GRG+98a, DDC+03, BBR+03].
Research on OPS explored the possibilities and limitations of agile optical switching, opti-
cal processing, and contention resolution including wavelength conversion and fiber delay line
buffering [OSHT01, YMD00, BBR+03]. As OPS laid the fundamentals for these topics still
highly relevant in OBS, many contributions are discussed in the context of OBS in Chapter 3.

Pure OPS definitions demand that the packet header is read optically and controls the switch
optically, which is still the focus of long-term technology research. Therefore, more practical
definitions allow for an opto-electronic approach. Here, the control header is read and processed
electronically to control the node while the data payload is switched transparently in optics. Ini-
tial OPS proposals used inline control headers which require to tap and receive all data wave-
length channels [GRG+98a]. Alternatively, the control information can be multiplexed more
cost-efficiently onto a sub-carrier [BCR+99] or onto the data wavelengths using an orthogonal
modulation format [Nor03, VZC+03].

While switches with slotted operation allow for simpler operation and fewer resource conflicts
they also mandate synchronization of optical packets to slot-boundaries [Muk06]. Thus, pro-
posals for unslotted also called asynchronous optical packet switches gained importance during
the past years. Optical packets can have either fixed or variable length. Depending on the client
layer packet format and the optical packet format this can require basic segmentation, aggrega-
tion or padding functions. Still, systematic traffic aggregation and assembly is commonly not
part of OPS but a defining concept for OBS.

2.3.3 Optical Burst Switching

Optical burst switching has been proposed in the late 1990s as a novel photonic network ar-
chitecture directed towards efficient transport of IP traffic [WPRT99, QY99, Tur99]6. While
this subsection only introduces the most fundamental concepts and topics, Chapter 3 discusses
OBS and its functional components in-depth. Because of the large amount of contributions in
the field of OBS and the wide range of burst transmission times, the definitions of OBS vary
substantially in literature. Nevertheless, the following core concepts can be regarded as defin-
ing for OBS and are thus assumed for the remainder of this thesis. Figure 2.6 illustrates these
characteristics in a network scenario.

6Already in the 1980s, burst switching was proposed for integrated voice and data switching with distributed
control [Ams83, Ams89]. It aimed at delivering high bit-rate services (200 kbps at that time) to the end-customer
over the twisted-pair copper telephone infrastructure. This application required electronic burst switches close to
the subscriber in the field and small enough (< 1 ft3) to fit into street cabinets or to be mounted onto poles. Sim-
ilarities with OBS are basically the aggregation of data and voice bursts (e.g., talkspurts) for transport through
the network and the distributed control. Although it has not been deployed as such, the concept of small switch-
ing elements close to the subscriber recently materialized: The rollout of very high speed digital subscriber lines
(VDSL) mandates that small digital subscriber line access multiplexers (DSLAM) be installed close to the sub-
scriber [NDT02].
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Figure 2.6: Network scenario for optical burst switching

- OBS ingress edge nodes aggregate client layer traffic, e.g., IP packets, and assemble vari-
able length optical bursts. These bursts are transported through the network to the egress
OBS edge node, which disassembles the bursts and forwards the client layer traffic, e.g.,
to an IP router.

- Data bursts are asynchronously and transparently switched in core nodes, i.e., they stay
in the optical domain until they reach their egress edge node.

- Control information for routing and resource reservation is signaled in control header
packets out-of-band and is processed electronically in core nodes. Burst control headers
are transmitted on a separate control wavelength as depicted in Figure 2.6 or are multi-
plexed onto the data wavelength using an orthogonal modulation scheme [Nor03].
This separation of control and data allows the core nodes to only terminate the point-to-
point control information and to transparently switch the data bursts. The fact that control
headers are processed electronically while data bursts are switched in optics is frequently
referred to as a hybrid approach. However, the term hybrid is used in a different sense
here as introduced in Section 2.3.4.

In the context of this thesis, the previous definitions apply to OBS architectures with longer and
shorter transmission times. This is due to the fact that these definitions neither specify resource
reservation schemes nor realization technologies.

As a principal qualitative comparison, the bandwidth granularity and the switching complexity
of OBS are in-between those of WSN and OPS networks. With respect to WSN, OBS provides
more bandwidth flexibility in the optical transport network, i.e., it can better adapt to changes
in the traffic. However, it also mandates more agile switching technology and support for burst-
mode transmission. Compared to fast optical circuit-switching, OBS aggregates and assembles
smaller data transfers inside the OBS layer network, which do not justify a complete circuit
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set-up and should not or cannot be transported over electronic packet-switched networks. Re-
garding optical packet switching, OBS requires less complex header processing technology and
simpler forwarding control. Because of aggregation, less complex switching technology can be
employed as bit-rates further increase. Also, in contrast to slotted OPS architectures, there is no
need for synchronization in OBS nodes. Finally, in literature, OBS is frequently distinguished
from OPS based on the fact that it does not use fiber delay line (FDL) buffering. However, OBS
can greatly benefit even from simple FDL buffers. Thus, FDL buffers are frequently proposed
for OBS nodes and an integral part of the discussion on contention resolution schemes for OBS
in Section 3.4.

2.3.4 Hybrid Optical Switching

In addition to the individual network architectures outlined so far, several hybrid optical net-
work architectures have been proposed. They target an overall improved network design by
combining several network technologies as motivated in [HN01]. In [GvBK+06], they are de-
fined to employ at least two of the basic optical network technologies, namely fiber, waveband,
wavelength, burst and packet-switching. OBS alone is often called hybrid, because it combines
electronic control and optical switching. However, it is not hybrid by itself according to the
former definition mandating that multiple network technologies be deployed simultaneously.

The following presentation focuses on combinations of optical burst-switched as well as wavelength-
switched networks because they are most relevant to this thesis. Also, their combination is
particularly instructive because they define entirely different requirements towards optical tech-
nology. For instance, OBS requires burst-mode capable receivers and transmission links and
mandates faster switching technology than WSN.

Existing proposals for hybrid optical networks are divided into following three classes based
on the degree of interaction and integration of the network technologies [GvBK+06]: (i) client-
server, (ii) parallel, and (iii) integrated hybrid optical networks. The following paragraphs and
figures define these classes in progressing order of integration level and show where current
proposals of architectures belong to. In addition, they qualitatively discuss key consequences of
these approaches.

Client-server Hybrid Optical Networks

The first class employs a hierarchy of optical layer networks with different network technologies
in client layer/server layer relationship. For efficient network design, a hierarchy of bandwidth
granularities is established with finer granularities in the higher layers and coarser granularities
in the lower layers. Again, the discussion focuses on architectures in which the client layer is
an OBS network and the server layer is a WSN. Figure 2.7 shows such a client-server hybrid
optical network consisting of an OBS client layer and a WSN server layer, which provides a
virtual topology of lightpaths. Optical bursts are only switched in the client layer nodes and
transparently flow in lightpaths through the WSN and its circuit-switched OXCs. the As direct
lightpaths bypass intermediate OBS nodes, they reduce the amount of transit traffic in the client
layer nodes (cf. Section 2.4). Also, they decrease the number of contention situations along a
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Figure 2.7: Client-server hybrid optical network architecture [GvBK+06]

path from source to destination [CW03]7. Such virtual topologies support attractive and likely
introduction or migration scenarios, in which OBS uses capacity provisioned by an existing
WSN. Finally, capacity adaptation and failure recovery schemes for the OBS client layer can
benefit from dynamic lightpath setup and tear-down in the server layer.

Client-server hybrid optical networks define several requirements for the WSN and for both
control planes. As mentioned above, OBS mandates a burst-mode capable transmission infras-
tructure and may use orthogonal modulation schemes for control information [Nor03]. Hence,
the underlying wavelength-switched transmission infrastructure also has to be burst-mode ca-
pable and transparent to the used modulation schemes. If the OBS network and the WSN are
operated by different service providers, wavelength services are leased by the OBS operator to
set-up the virtual topology links. Then, control planes can chose to implement either an over-
lay interconnection model with separate state information, an augmented model with partial
information sharing or a peer model with complete information sharing (cf. Section 2.2.5).

The migration scenarios outlined in [OSHT01] and [CSBO03] define an extreme type of a
client-server hybrid optical network. The client layer OBS nodes basically act as traffic aggre-
gation nodes at the edge of the core network. As these nodes are interconnected in a dense or
full-mesh virtual topology of direct lightpaths, the respective architectures are termed Burst-
over-Circuit-Switching (BoCS) in the following. In BoCS, most or all transit traffic bypasses
intermediate nodes, which minimizes the number of OBS switch ports required for transit traf-
fic. However, OBS depends on a high statistical multiplexing gain on network links to achieve
a high utilization for a target quality of service (QoS) level. Increasing the connectivity of a
network by virtual topology links as in BoCS leads to less traffic per virtual link and thus a re-
duced multiplexing gain and eventually higher resource requirements (cf. Section 2.4.3). Con-
sequently, a dense virtual topology saves switch ports for transit traffic in intermediate nodes but

7From an overall network design point of view, this effect is rather small compared to the effects of transit
traffic reductions. If the individual burst loss probabilities in the nodes along the path are small and independent
of each other, the end-to-end burst loss probability is approximately proportional to the number of nodes on the
path [DG01, ID03]. Thus, the end-to-end burst loss probability only changes marginally when decreasing the path
lengths. At the same time, the penalty in burst loss probability due to the lower statistical multiplexing gain on the
virtual links is substantial. This will be further discussed in Section 6.1.
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Figure 2.8: Parallel hybrid optical network architecture [GvBK+06]

requires additional resources at end nodes8. Therefore, the virtual topology has to be carefully
designed to reduce overall network cost. For OBS/WSN client-server hybrid optical networks,
Chapter 6 quantitatively evaluates this trade-off of QoS performance and resource requirements.

Parallel Hybrid Optical Networks

In the second class of hybrid optical networks two or more optical server layer networks with
different network technologies are accessible in parallel. An intelligent (client layer) edge node
selects the respective transport services individually or in combination in order to optimally
serve customer service requirements. Virtual optical networks (VON) [QY99] and polymor-
phic multi-service optical networks (PMON) [dM+04] introduce generic frameworks and de-
scribe possible realizations of this class of hybrid networks. They combine WSNs of different
dynamics with OBS (either with or without end-to-end resource reservation). [LWZ+03] and
[XQYD03] both propose and analyze a parallel hybrid optical network based on OBS with-
out end-to-end resource reservation and on a dynamic WSN. The edge nodes select a network
technology based on explicit user request, based on traffic characteristics like bandwidth or ex-
pected flow duration or based on QoS requirements. Figure 2.8 illustrates such a parallel hybrid
optical network in which an IP edge node can choose from an OBS or WSN transport service.
Thus, IP traffic can be either transported in optical bursts or in a continuous byte stream inside
a lightpath.

Resources for transmission and switching can be either dedicated to or shared among the dif-
ferent network technologies. The realization presented in Figure 2.8 has dedicated resources
for both transmission and switching. Alternatively, resources for transmission could be shared
while those for switching would remain separate. Finally, both transmission and switching
resources could be completely shared. While sharing of resources improves resource utiliza-
tion it also mandates that all involved equipment supports the requirements of the most de-
manding network technology. For instance, an integrated OBS and wavelength-switching node

8Note that this argument also applies to an IP client layer with SDH or WDM server layers [BSG04, Gal05].
However, its effect is less pronounced because the IP routers benefit from large and flexible electronic buffers.
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Figure 2.9: Integrated hybrid optical network architecture [GvBK+06]

[LWZ+03, XQYD03, dM+04] employs the faster switching technology and the burst-mode ca-
pability of OBS nodes even for the wavelength-switched services. Consequently, the design of
such parallel hybrid architectures has to trade-off efficiency and realization complexity. Similar
to the arguments on resource sharing, a unified control plane across all parallel optical layer
networks facilitates network operation [dM+04]. However, it also requires that all specifics of
the different network technologies are considered in its design and implementation.

The discussion of this class implicitly assumed that the selecting edge node is under the control
of the service provider. However, the customer could also decide upon the transport service.
In CHEETAH [VZL+03], a high capacity customer has two network attachments and chooses
between a primary, dynamic SDH and a secondary TCP/IP-based transport service.

Integrated Hybrid Optical Networks

Integrated hybrid optical networks extend the parallel approach by collapsing the two networks
and sharing all resources at all times. Figure 2.9 illustrates this approach for nodes comprising a
wavelength-switched and a packet-switched part. In this case, an intermediate node has access
to a bypassing wavelength channel without terminating it. Thus, if a bypassing lightpath is
underutilized, an intermediate node can inject additional traffic destined to a downstream node
into that lightpath. Such traffic is marked by an outband label to be in a special burst/packet
mode and can be detected and extracted downstream based on this marker. For instance, the
center node in Figure 2.9 extracts and injects marked traffic from and to the bypassing green
and red lightpaths.

From a pure resource point of view, this approach can be assumed to be optimal. However, it is
also the most complex, both from a control and a technology point of view. As explained above
for parallel hybrid optical networks, the realization of integrated nodes is substantially more
difficult compared to non-integrated nodes. Thus, only OpMiGua [Bjo04] and overspill routing
in optical networks (ORION) [vBCC+03] currently propose integrated hybrid optical networks.
In both architectures, every node is able to detect the current mode of operation of traffic in
all lightpaths and to insert and extract traffic without disturbing existing wavelength-switched
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traffic. Avoiding collisions is extremely complex so that both approaches rely on advanced
optical functionality and components. While OpMiGua encodes the marker by an orthogonal
polarization state, ORION uses an orthogonal modulation format, e.g., frequency shift keying
(FSK) [VZC+03].

2.4 Virtual Topology Design and Dimensioning in WDM Networks

This section discusses virtual topology design and dimensioning as fundamental tasks in net-
work engineering for multi-layer networks. It surveys fundamental work on virtual topology
design, particularly heuristics which are adapted and evaluated for OBTN in Section 6.6. Also,
it introduces a formalization of the virtual and physical design process based on a flow analysis
and matrix transformations. Then, two limiting virtual topologies are analyzed to quantify key
trade-offs regarding traffic offloading.

In this thesis, virtual topology design and dimensioning are only used to quantify principal
trade-offs and dimension example virtual topologies for the performance and resource evalua-
tion of OBTN in Chapter 6. Therefore, design and dimensioning apply a flow analysis and are
not approached by optimization.

2.4.1 Virtual Topology Design

Virtual topology design comprises the sub-problems of deciding which client layer nodes to
connect with a virtual link and of dimensioning the respective virtual links. The dimensioning
step usually mandates that both the traffic demands and the routing on the virtual links are
known. For small networks, solutions for the virtual topology optimization problem can be
found even under additional constraints like wavelength continuity in the server layer [RS96,
RR00, BM00, Muk06]. However, for larger networks the problem is often decomposed into its
sub-problems and approached with heuristics as, e.g., proposed in [RS96, RR00].

Traffic demands and the lengths of virtual links in the physical topology are fundamental criteria
in the sub-problem of deciding which client layer nodes to connect. Regarding traffic demands,
the Heuristic Logical topology Design Algorithm (HLDA) [RS96] assigns virtual links starting
from the largest end-to-end demands ai, j until all available resources are used, i.e., this approach
integrates the dimensioning step. All other traffic demands are then routed onto the set-up virtual
links. In order to isolate the selection step and control the absolute size of traffic demands
that qualify for virtual links, only traffic demands ai, j between two nodes i and j exceeding
a threshold Athr could be selected instead (cf. the demand-based virtual topology design in
Section 6.6).

With respect to the route lengths in the physical topology, the Traffic Independent Logical topol-
ogy Design Algorithm (TILDA) [RS96] selects virtual links starting from the shortest physical
hop distance Hi, j again until all available resources are used. The combined heuristic in [BM00]
selects a virtual links by considering the end-to-end traffic demand ai, j and the respective phys-
ical hop distance Hi, j together. Similarly, the Minimum-delay Logical topology Design Algo-
rithm (MLDA) [RS96] first selects the virtual links, which connect physical neighbor nodes,
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and then applies HLDA. In contrast, virtual topology design minimizing transit traffic should
not only select virtual links with a small physical hop distance but preferably those with a very
high hop distance (cf. the path-based virtual topology design in Section 6.6).

Regarding the dimensioning of virtual links, most heuristics treat traffic demands as flows and
assume that the required capacity of a virtual link depends linearly on the respective offered
traffic. However, this neglects the effects of statistical multiplexing exploited in packet-switched
or burst-switched client layer networks—both electronic and optical. Based on mathematical
models which relate a QoS objective to a link dimensioning, virtual links could be dimensioned
for a specific QoS level. This is, e.g., shown for SDH/WDM networks in [KG03] using the
Erlang loss formula and for IP-WDM and IP-SDH-WDM networks in [Gal05] using effective
bandwidth schemes.

2.4.2 Virtual and Physical Topology Dimensioning

In order to dimension and quantitatively compare network architectures with different virtual
topologies this section describes a formalization of the network dimensioning process. Based
on this flow analysis formulation, the required resources of the client layer virtual topology and
the server layer physical topology are derived. In order to explain the key trade-offs of sparse
and dense virtual topologies, two limiting cases with a sparse and dense virtual topology are
analyzed and the governing effect of economy of scales, commonly also referred to as statistical
multiplexing gain, is discussed.

2.4.2.1 Formulation of the Network Dimensioning Process

The network dimensioning process applies a flow analysis as shown in Figure 2.10 to translate
traffic demand values into client layer and server layer resources respecting QoS objectives.
Network dimensioning can be formulated as a sequence of matrix transformations which rep-
resent routing and resource computation. Quadratic matrices of order n, the number of nodes,
describe traffic demands, network topology, and link resources as input to and output of these
transformations [Gal05, Köh05a].

The traffic matrix, A = (ai, j), contains unidirectional traffic demands in terms of data rates (e.g.,
in Gbps) or offered traffic in the pseudo-unit Erlang (Erl). The total traffic demand offered to the
network is given by A = ||A||, where the norm || · || denotes the sum of all matrix elements. As
link load and resource matrices cannot only be the output of a transformation but also the input
to a consecutive step, they are treated like traffic matrices in a unified way and are included in
the term demand.

Network topologies, either virtual or physical, are represented by adjacency matrices, T, as

T : ti, j =

{

1 if link i → j exists
0 if link i → j does not exist. (2.1)
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For scenarios with uniform traffic demands or full-mesh link topology, the matrix E is defined
as a short-hand notation for a matrix with all elements being one except the zero values on the
diagonal.

E : ei, j =

{

1 for i 6= j
0 for i = j.

(2.2)

The result of routing the demands in the network is described by the transformation, φ(A,T)
according to the applied routing scheme, e.g., shortest path routing. It takes the demand matrix,
A, and the topology matrix, T, as input, and returns a matrix with demand loads on the respective
links of the topology as result. In case of a full-mesh topology and shortest path routing, φ
represents the identity transformation, i.e., φ(A,E) = A. Also, for fixed routing schemes, the
transformation is linear with respect to the traffic matrix, i.e.,

φ(A1 +A2,T) = φ(A1,T)+φ(A2,T) (2.3)
φ(αA,T) = αφ(A,T),α ≥ 0. (2.4)

Resource computation is defined by the transformation γ(A) to map a demand matrix, A, into a
resource matrix. Again, note that demand loads on links can be interpreted as traffic demands.
This mapping does not only depend on the QoS requirements to meet but also on the traffic
characteristics and link model used in the dimensioning process. The resource computation
is greatly simplified by assuming independence of links as well as the homogeneous case, in
which the traffic statistics of all demands and the QoS constraints on all links are assumed to be
identical. In this case, γ(·) applies the same dimensioning function c(·) to each element of the
demand matrix to compute the resources c(ai, j) necessary to carry the demand ai, j.

Models and formulas frequently used for dimensioning are the Erlang-B formula [ID03, Küh04b]
for multi-server loss systems under Poisson traffic or the effective capacity formulas accord-
ing to Kelly [Kel96], Guerin [GAN91], and Norros [Nor95] for single-server delay systems
under different traffic characteristics. These effective bandwidth formulas are compared in
[BC00] and applied to IP-over-WDM network dimensioning and architecture comparison in
[KG03, GKZM05, Gal05].

The mean hop distance of shortest paths is a useful metric in the analysis and design of physical
and virtual network topologies. However, the term mean hop distance is ambiguous. For this
discussion, following definitions for mean hops distance apply:

dG(T) = ||φ(E,T)||
||E|| for the topology graph (2.5)

dA(A,T) = ||φ(A,T)||
||A|| for routed traffic demands (2.6)

dD(A,T) = ||φ(γ(A),T)||
||γ(A)|| for individually dimensioned traffic demands (2.7)

For the case of uniform traffic demands, all definitions for mean hop distance correspond to
each. For a full-mesh topology, the mean hop distance is obviously always one. In the reference
core network used in Chapter 6 [BGH+04], the physical topology graph has a mean hop distance
dG(T) = 2.64, while dA(A,T) = 2.42 and dD(A,T) = 2.49 for the traffic demands of 2006. The
observation that in realistic network scenarios dA is slightly less than dG is also reported in
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[BSG04]. The fact that dA ≈ dD will be exploited for the virtual topology dimensioning in
Chapter 5.

The capacity of transport circuits (e.g., STM connections or lightpaths) as well as the gran-
ularity of network equipment (e.g., WDM transmission systems or fibers) commonly require
discretization steps for demands and resources in the dimensioning process. Beyond rounding
all values up or down, advanced algorithms could be applied which globally minimize the dif-
ference of discretized and original results [BBB+03, HHN]. In the process outlined above, this
can be also modeled by a transformation on the respective matrices. However, in order to avoid
side-effects of discretization, the following discussion does not consider this step at all.

This formalization will be used in the following subsections to characterize and analyze princi-
pal virtual topology designs as well as to dimension burst transport networks in Chapter 5.

2.4.2.2 Economy of scales

The economy of scales describes the effect that under dynamic traffic a demand αa requires less
resources than α times the resources required for the demand a, i.e., c(αa) < α ·c(a). This also
implies that fewer resources are required for the sum of traffic demands a1 and a2 compared to
the case with individual dimensioning, i.e., c(a1 +a2) < c(a1)+ c(a2).

In terms of traffic matrices and the dimensioning transformation, this can be expressed by the
inequalities

||γ(αA)|| < α ||γ(A)|| for α > 1 (2.8)
||γ(A1 +A2)|| < ||γ(A1)||+ ||γ(A2)||. (2.9)

Therefore, in network design, less resources are needed if traffic is first routed through the
network, aggregated on links and then mapped to resources than if the (relatively smaller) end-
to-end traffic demands were first mapped to resources individually, then routed through the
network and summed up per link:

||γ(φ(A,T))|| < ||φ(γ(A),T)||. (2.10)

2.4.2.3 Capacity Analysis of Client and Server Layer Resources

Based on this formulation, the client and the server layer resources can be dimensioned ac-
cording to the process in Figure 2.10. It derives principal results for given virtual and physical
topologies, and traffic demands. This analysis extends the study of different IP/SDH/WDM net-
work architectures under static client layer traffic demands in [BSG04] by incorporating the
effect of traffic dynamics.

In the client layer, demands are first routed on the virtual topology, TV, and then mapped to
resource requirements of the virtual links. Therefore, the virtual link resource matrix, C, and
the total capacity of all virtual links, C, are defined as

C = γ(φ(A,TV)) (2.11)
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Figure 2.10: Dimensioning of client and server layer resources

C = ||C|| = ||γ(φ(A,TV))|| (2.12)

By expanding Eq. (2.12) and substituting dA a more descriptive representation is obtained

C =
||γ(φ(A,TV))|| · ||φ(A,TV)|| · ||A||

||φ(A,TV)|| · ||A||

=
||γ(φ(A,TV))||

||φ(A,TV)||
·
||φ(A,TV)||

||A||
· ||A||

= α ·dA(A,TV) ·A (2.13)

Here, the first factor denotes the required overprovisioning of the virtual topology capacity for
dynamic traffic

α =
||γ(φ(A,TV))||

||φ(A,TV)||
. (2.14)

Consequently, under dynamic client layer traffic, a virtual topology with optimized resource
requirements can be obtained by minimizing the product of overprovisioning factor and mean
hop distance in Eq. (2.13). In contrast, under static traffic, minimizing the mean hop distance
alone is sufficient as α = 1 [BSG04].

The dimensioning of the server layer is obtained by routing the resource demands of the client
layer virtual topology onto the server layer physical topology, TP. It is assumed that the same
routing scheme is applied in both layers. Thus, the server layer dimensioning and its total ca-
pacity are expressed by S and S respectively

S = φ(C,TP) (2.15)
S = ||S|| = ||φ(C,TP)||. (2.16)

For brevity, only static virtual topologies are discussed here. However, dynamic adaptation of
virtual link capacities could be considered by extending Eq. (2.15) with an appropriate dimen-
sioning function for mapping physical layer link loads to physical layer resources [Gal05].

Again, Eq. (2.16) can be rewritten by suitable expansions and substitutions as well as by plug-
ging in Eq. (2.13)

S =
||φ(C,TP)|| · ||C||

||C||

= dA(C,TP) · ||C||

= dA(C,TP) ·α ·dA(A,TV) ·A. (2.17)
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Figure 2.11: Qualitative comparison of sparsely and densely-meshed virtual topologies

Here, dA(C,TP) represents the fact that a virtual topology link in general spans several hops
in the underlying physical topology. In realistic network scenarios, a low mean hop distance in
the virtual topology leads to a higher mean hop distance in the server layer and vice versa as
shown in the following subsection. In WSNs, virtual topology links are provisioned as lightpaths
spanning several links in the physical fiber topology. Thus, the server layer total capacity, S, is
measured in number of fiber hops for the remainder of this thesis. In Figure 2.3, a fiber hop
corresponds to an OMS section in OTN [G.872].

Summarizing, under dynamic client layer traffic, an efficient architecture regarding the server
layer is determined by a small product of client layer overprovisioning factor as well as of the
mean hop distances of client and server layer. Again, for static traffic only the latter two factors
were relevant.

2.4.3 Capacity Comparison for Two Limiting Virtual Topologies

Virtual topology design with the primary objective of minimizing transit traffic in the client
layer to reduce its resource requirements is commonly termed traffic offloading and in the con-
text of WDM realized by optical bypassing (cf. Section 2.2.4). In order to identify and quantify
the conditions, in which such traffic offloading successfully reduces client layer resources, this
subsection compares the two limiting virtual topologies depicted in Figure 2.11. The case of a
sparse virtual topology which is identical to the physical topology does not consider any traf-
fic offloading. In contrast, a dense/full-mesh virtual topology represents the case with complete
traffic offloading [SBG04]. Regarding OBS and client-server hybrid optical networks, the sparse
virtual topology corresponds to a pure OBS approach while the dense/full-mesh approach rep-
resents BoCS. From these two architectures, conclusions can be also derived for the design and
expected performance of intermediate approaches.
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In the first case (subscript p), the virtual and the physical topology are identical, i.e., TV = TP =
P and all virtual links span exactly 1 physical link with dA(C,TP) = 1, leading to

CP = αP ·dA(A,P) ·A (2.18)
SP = αP ·dA(A,P) ·A. (2.19)

In the second case (subscript fm), the full-mesh virtual topology with TV = E and thus dA(A,E)=
1 yields

CFM = αFM ·A (2.20)
SFM = dA(C,P) ·αFM ·A. (2.21)

Because of the economy of scales, the resource utilization in the first case, which aggregates
more traffic on fewer virtual links compared to the full-mesh case, is always higher. Therefore,
the overprovisioning factor αP is always lower leading to:

αP < αFM. (2.22)

Consequently, under dynamic traffic, a full-mesh virtual topology is not always attractive to
reduce the client layer resources. From the comparison of client layer resources CP and CFM in
Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.20) follows that the full-mesh virtual topology only requires less resources
if αFM

αP
< dA(A,P), (2.23)

i.e., the penalty in the overprovisioning factor has to be smaller than the gain due to the reduced
mean hop distance.

From a network design point of view, Eq. (2.23) can be satisfied in the following situations:

- The overprovisioning factors αFM and αP have comparable values. This is the case with
highly aggregate traffic for which statistical multiplexing gain is high and thus both fac-
tors are relatively close to one (cf. Section 6.7). Also, this can be achieved by highly
efficient architectures which allow to transport even small traffic demands with a high
statistical multiplexing gain.

- The mean hop distance is relatively large which is the case in typical core network topolo-
gies with many nodes and moderate connectivity. Here, the mean hop distance reaches
values of 2.5 to 3.5 as can be seen from [MCL+03, BGH+04].

[BC00, Gal05] both provide quantitative substantiation for the first situation. Also, [Gal05]
shows that in an IP core network, the impact of the reduced statistical multiplexing gain due to
a full-mesh virtual topology is only minor due to large electronic buffers and the highly aggre-
gated traffic streams. Hence, significant savings have been shown in several electronic network
scenarios while they have not been systematically quantified for optically (burst) switched net-
works yet. However, it can be also concluded from Eq. (2.23) that the maximum gain that can
be realized by such an offloading approach is dA(A,P) for the case of αFM/αP → 1.
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So far, the focus was on the client layer resources, which are commonly assumed to be more
expensive and thus should be minimized. Completing this discussion, the comparison of the
server layer resources SP and SFM in Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.21) exhibits a penalty for the full-
mesh scenario as αP < αFM always applies while both mean hop distances usually have com-
parable values and approximately cancel out. Thus, the overprovisioning factors determine the
resource requirements in the server layer. This again motivates the design of efficient network
architectures in which αP and αFM are comparably small.

These qualitative arguments on the design and dimensioning of virtual topologies founded the
basis for the design of the OBTN architecture introduced in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 introduces
a virtual topology dimensioning approach for OBTN based on the formulation above. Then,
Chapter 6 quantifies the resource requirements of OBS, BoCS, and OBTN applying this dimen-
sioning.





3 Optical Burst Switching Architectures

This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts and building blocks of optical burst switch-
ing (OBS) in greater detail. It reviews and classifies the scientific literature published to date,
which were essential for the design of the optical burst transport network architecture (OBTN)
introduced in Chapter 4.

The sections in this chapter are organized following the path an optical burst takes through the
network as shown in Figure 3.1 from burst assembly in the edge nodes, via resource reservation
for bursts to scheduling and contention resolution in core nodes. It presents node architectures
for OBS and their integrated evaluation from a performance and a technology point of view.
Finally, existing proposals for QoS conclude this chapter.

3.1 Aggregation and Assembly in OBS Edge Nodes

As introduced in Section 2.3.3, traffic aggregation and burst assembly constitute defining con-
cepts for OBS. They are performed in the OBS edge nodes at the interface between the elec-
tronic and the optical domain. The following subsections cover burst assembly parameters and
algorithms as well as their impact on traffic characteristics and QoS. They also relate and discuss
the sometimes contradicting contributions in this field.
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Figure 3.1: Building blocks of OBS networks along an end-to-end path
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Figure 3.2: Components and strategies for burst assembly in an OBS edge node

3.1.1 OBS Edge Nodes

In an ingress edge node as depicted in Figure 3.2, incoming traffic is first classified, e.g., based
on destination, QoS or MPLS forward equivalence class (FEC). Then it is aggregated in separate
queues until the burst assembly algorithm decides to form a new burst. At that time, also the
burst control header packet with destination address or path identifier as well as service class
and burst length is generated. Both are moved to a transmission buffer and scheduling stage to
be sent out into the network.

The main benefit of burst assembly is that it aggregates packets into larger containers so that they
can be transported in the optical network with less guard band overhead. Aggregation also re-
duces the requirements towards forwarding and switching performance of core switches [Jun06]
and thus decouples the switching granularity client and server layer networks. It ensures that
higher bit-rates in the core do not necessarily require shorter switching times but can be com-
pensated by aggregating more traffic into one burst instead. Finally, the burstification process
encapsulates traffic for transparent switching and thus allows to transport different client net-
work technologies over the same OBS network. In Figure 3.2, this means that the classification
and aggregation process is client layer specific while the optical bursts are not.

The benefits of aggregation and assembly come at the cost of additional functionality in the
ingress (assembly) and egress (disassembly) OBS edge nodes. As aggregation, assembly, and
scheduling is performed in the electronic domain, their realization is less challenging regarding
technology than the realization of OBS core nodes. Architectures and realizations of OBS edge
nodes, particularly for traffic aggregation, burst assembly, and burst transmitter modules, are
presented in [NKSO04b, NKSO04a, Bra05, Koe05].
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3.1.2 Burst Assembly Schemes

Assembly algorithms limiting the waiting time of packets by a threshold on the burstification
time are classified as time-based and lend themselves ideally to control the edge node delay of
real-time traffic [CCK05, IST05]. In contrast, assembly schemes ensuring a minimum and/or
maximum burst size by respective thresholds are classified as size-based [YCQ02b, Lae02].
They use the amount of data [VZJC02, XVC00] or the number of packets [OHK02] in the
respective assembly queue. They are normally motivated by realization constraints, e.g., a min-
imum optical transmission unit [GCT00] or a fixed container size (e.g., G.709 frames [G.709]
for Frame Switching [IST04b]).

Advanced algorithms combine both time and size criteria [GCT00, VCR00] or adapt the as-
sembly parameters to the traffic dynamics or to the network state in order to reach multiple
objectives regarding QoS, realization, and operation [Dol04, OHK02, CLCQ02]. Also, padding
[YCQ02b, SEL02] or burst grooming concepts [FZJ05], i.e., joining traffic of different assem-
bly queues, are introduced to obtain a minimum burst size in a low traffic load situation.

Finally, the assembly scheme in [dVRG04] applies a random selection scheme to decide with
a constant probability upon each packet arrival whether the burst should be assembled or not.
This scheme is devised to produce a Poisson burst arrival process by random sampling [Küh04b]
under the assumption of a Poisson IP packet arrival process.

3.1.3 Characteristics of Assembled Burst Traffic

The parameterization of the burst assembly algorithm greatly affects the characteristics of burst
traffic, which again affect network performance, e.g., as shown in [DG01] for a multi-class OBS
system using offset-based QoS (Section 3.6). The input traffic of the client layer together with
burst assembly algorithms completely specify the stochastic process of the burst size and the
burstification time. However, queuing and scheduling of assembled bursts before burst transmis-
sion further shape the burst arrival process to the network [Car04]. For instance, in [CVR02]
the burst transmission time is controlled to shape the burst arrival process and obtain a Poisson
process.

Work on traffic characterization and modeling of burst assembly can be classified into work
on single assembly queues and on entire assembly modules with multiple queues. Regarding
the single assembly queue case, [dVRG04] presents comprehensive formulas for the burst size
distribution, burstification time, number of packets per burst as well as the respective moment
generating functions. It studies time-based, size-based, and random selection assembly schemes
under a Poisson packet arrival process and general packet size distribution. Earlier, [Lae02]
analytically derived expressions for the burst size and interarrival time for time-based, size-
based and combined assembly schemes for a Bernoulli packet arrival process. [YCQ02a] and
[YCQ02b] model combined time and size-based assembly in light and heavy load scenarios
under short and long-range dependent traffic. Finally, [YCQ02a, KOA05] analyze the burst size
distribution and Hurst parameter under self-similar traffic by simulations.

Size-based and time-based assembly algorithms directly control either the burst size or the
burstification time. Thus, they approximately lead to a constant distribution with respect to
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the threshold criterion [Lae02]. The remaining distribution, either for the burstification time or
the burst size, follows from the sum of packet interarrival times or packet sizes, respectively.
Thus, for a large number of packets per burst, the variable burstification times and packet sizes
are modeled by a Normal distribution following the central limit theorem [dVRG04, Lae02,
IA02, YCQ02b]. In addition, [Lae02] shows that a Gamma distribution also provides a good
fit. These results are shown to be rather robust with respect to the scaling behavior for long-
range dependent traffic and mainly affect how fast the distributions converge to the Normal
distribution [YCQ02b]. In case of combined time and size-based assembly, the distributions,
which were obtained for the individual schemes, are weighted with the probabilities of using
the respective assembly criteria [Lae02].

Using burst assembly to shape and actively smooth bursty and self-similar Internet traffic [CB97,
WTSW97] attracted great interest. [GCT00] originally claimed that burst assembly can reduce
the degree of self-similarity. However, this thesis was disproved by analysis and simulation for
both synthetic traffic and traffic traces in several independent papers [IA02, HDG03, AIMM03,
YLC+04]. Burst assembly can smooth traffic on short time-scales critical to the burst layer
(typically milliseconds) and below and thus improve performance compared to unaggregated
Internet packet traffic [IA02, YCQ02a, YXM+02]. Still, it cannot reduce the self-similarity
of network traffic, which is commonly measured on higher time-scales (typically seconds and
above). Only the self-similarity of the stochastic process describing the burst control packets
can be reduced by time-based assembly [HDG03]. But this does not influence the data channels
in OBS, which are more relevant for QoS [HMQ+05].

OBS edge nodes always employ more more than one assembly queue. Thus, the traffic charac-
teristics for entire assembly modules with several queues are more important for network mod-
eling. In [IA02], purely time-based assembly is analyzed under self-similar IP traffic modeled
by Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) [Nor95]. The burst size is shown to follow a Normal
distribution with the variance depending on the Hurst parameter of the FBM. The burst interar-
rival time is approximated by a Poisson distribution with sufficiently good quality from few tens
of assembly queues on. Also, simulations show that the loss probability obtained from Poisson
arrivals (with a general service time distribution) serves as an upper bound for FBM traffic
with pure time-based assembly. In [HMQ+05], similar results are presented for an M/Pareto
self-similar IP traffic model [NZA99] using simulation.

Based on these contributions, the performance evaluations in Chapter 6 and Appendix A all
assume burst arrivals following a Poisson process. Section A.1 shows for an OBS node with
a fiber delay line buffer that Normal and Gamma distributions for the burst transmission time,
parameterized according to the aggregation of IP packet traces, yield the same burst loss proba-
bility as a negative exponential distribution. Thus, the negative exponential distribution is used
for simulation studies in Chapter 6.

3.1.4 Impact of Burst Assembly on TCP

If bursts and the transported IP packets are lost due to contention, there are no mechanisms
inside the OBS network to recover or retransmit the data. Therefore, higher layers have to en-
sure the integrity of the end-to-end data transport. In today’s Internet, the transmission control
protocol (TCP) is predominantly used for this purpose [Com06]. The TCP congestion control
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mechanism can yield performance degradation in networks with non-negligible IP packet loss.
Therefore, possible effects of OBS networks on TCP performance are widely studied. Here, traf-
fic classification and aggregation as well as burst assembly play an important role. While early
work reported partly positive, e.g., [CLCQ02, YXM+02, GSSC03], partly negative [GSSC03]
impact on TCP goodput 1, recent contributions isolated the key effects more clearly.

In [DL05], TCP flows are classified with respect to burst assembly algorithms. A flow is called
fast, if its bit-rate is high enough so that all TCP segments of an entire TCP congestion window
can be sent within the assembly time of one burst; it is called slow, if they in average contribute
at most a single TCP segment to a burst. If the OBS network loses the burst of a slow TCP
flow, following TCP segments of the same flow in other successfully transmitted bursts can
reveal the loss and trigger the retransmission of this segment. This behavior is identical to an
isolated packet loss in an IP network. In contrast, if the network loses the burst of a fast TCP
flow and thus usually a complete TCP window, a retransmission timeout may be needed (with
a minimum size of 1s [RFC2988]). Such a timeout would automatically reset the window to its
initial small slow-start value. However, instead of a penalty, this clustered loss of TCP segments
yields a so-called correlation benefit. It improves TCP goodput for burst loss probabilities in
the range of 10−4 to 10−2 [DL05]. In the context of alternative routing, [SPG05] also clearly
shows the strong influence of the number of TCP segments of a TCP flow per burst on TCP
performance. For high propagation delay variations, the aggregation of several TCP segments
into a burst reduces reordering of TCP segments and improves goodput.

In practical OBS transport network scenarios, the bandwidth bottleneck usually exists in the
access network and not in the core network. Also, many TCP flows share an assembly queue
such that slow TCP flows, for which no correlation effect exists, constitute the more relevant
case. Therefore, Chapter 6 uses the burst loss probability as the primary performance metric
and does not study TCP performance in detail. For the low target burst loss probabilities of
PL = 10−4 and 10−5 it can be assumed that OBS does not interfere with TCP.

3.2 Resource Reservation in OBS

OBS reserves resources per burst by signaling control information outband in a so-called burst
control packet, e.g., on a separate control wavelength. The term burst reservation has an end-to-
end scope, while burst scheduling refers to the selection and management of resources inside
the OBS core nodes (cf. Section 3.3). As resources are reserved per burst, signaling and reser-
vation functionality has to be provided for both a connectionless and for a connection-oriented
communication concept.

For high-speed networks, two fast resource reservation techniques are proposed [Tur92, Wid94,
Wid95, KW95], namely tell-and-wait (TAW) and tell-and-go (TAG). In ATM, these reservation
techniques were realized by the Fast Reservation Protocol (FRP) with delayed (DT) or imme-
diate transmission (IT) [Hui88, OON88, BT92, Bri98], respectively. [HM95] then introduced
these resource reservation schemes into optical networks.

1Goodput defines the net throughput of user data across a TCP connection.
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Figure 3.3: Tell-and-wait and tell-and-go burst reservation schemes

TAW in Figure 3.3(a) implements classical end-to-end reservation with acknowledgments re-
quiring an additional pre-transmission delay of at least one round-trip time. Resource man-
agement in TAW can be either performed centrally as in wavelength-routed OBS (WR-OBS)
[DKKB00, DB02] or in a distributed way using a setup protocol as presented in [WPRT99,
BRPS02]. As bursts are only sent out upon reception of a positive acknowledgment, burst loss
inside the network can be avoided at the cost of a potentially longer pre-transmission delay. For
wide-area transport networks with a diameter of hundreds or thousands of kilometers, propaga-
tion delay reaches tens of milliseconds (cf. Figure 2.5). This leads to scalability limitations due
to significant amounts of reservation information stored in core nodes. Also, in case switches
in intermediate nodes are already set during this reservation phase, the amount of bandwidth
wasted therein is much higher than the bandwidth actually needed for burst transmission be-
cause of the large bandwidth delay product.

This observation motivated the tell-and-go schemes [Wid94, HM95], which trade-off the loss-
less property of the end-to-end reservation by a shorter pre-transmission time and potentially
higher bandwidth efficiency. In TAG, burst transmission is not delayed until the edge node
receives an acknowledgment of successful end-to-end reservation. Instead, transmission is ini-
tiated immediately when or shortly after the burst was assembled and the control information
was sent out as shown in Figure 3.3(b). In the context of OBS, TAG reservation is often called
one-pass reservation. It differs from the original TAG [Wid94] in that it does not include a
retransmission functionality. Retransmission per link is infeasible as it violates transparency
and retransmission from OBS ingress to egress is prohibitive due to the high bandwidth delay
product.

If the transmission of the data burst in TAG is delayed with respect to the control packet, this
delay is referred to as offset time. Here, the key idea is to pre-compensate the processing delays
∆i, which control packets experience in intermediate nodes. This offset is reduced in all inter-
mediate nodes along the path. In this case, information on the number of nodes on the path, i.e.,
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Figure 3.4: Classification scheme and key realizations for burst scheduling

the total expected processing time, is needed to determine the offset time. In contrast to this
basic offset time for delay compensation, an additional QoS offset for service differentiation
may be used (cf. Section 3.6).

Depending on round-trip time, switching time, and burst transmission time either TAW or TAG
are favorable [DL01, QY99, DGSB01, BRPS02]. For WAN scenarios with large round-trip
times and short burst transmission times (cf. the discussion in Section 2.3.1), TAG is favorable
and thus used in the following. However, in a pure metropolitan area network (MAN) scenario
with much shorter distances, TAW presents the better solution [Z+03] though.

3.3 Burst Scheduling

During the end-to-end resource reservation process, bursts have to be scheduled in the OBS
core nodes for transmission on the network links or for internal buffering. Strategies for burst
scheduling can be classified based on (i) the time at which and the duration for which resources
are scheduled for a burst [Gau00, DGSB01] and (ii) the algorithms for resource selection. This
classification and key realizations are shown in Figure 3.4.

3.3.1 The Temporal Scope of Burst Scheduling

The most basic scheme occupies a resource immediately from the time the control packet re-
quests the resource until the time at which it is explicitly released, either by a second control
packet or by an in-band terminator. Thus, a burst also occupies otherwise idle resources for the
offset time between control packet and data burst can lead to inefficient resource usage. Still,
this scheme is beneficial if the burst transmission time is either large compared to the offset
time or not known at the time of resource scheduling. Also, implementation is most simple as
the only information that has to be kept record of in core nodes is whether a wavelength is cur-
rently available or not [San02]. The Just-in-time (JIT) [WPRT99] or JumpStart [BRPS02] burst
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Figure 3.5: Principal burst scheduling schemes

reservation schemes employ this class of burst schedulers as the burst transmission time is large
compared to the offset time and usually not known in their research network scenario.

As an improvement regarding efficiency, Reserve-a-limited duration (RLD) schemes only sched-
ule resources until the expected end of burst transmission. This allows to schedule resources for
bursts arriving in the future ahead of time and increase utilization by overlapping the offset time
with the burst transmission time of a previous burst. Regarding realization, this scheme is more
complex, as it requires the sending edge node to exactly signal the start and end time of burst
transmission. Also, the core node has to record the time at which each resource will become
idle again, the so-called reservation horizon. Horizon [Tur99], its descendant Assured Horizon
[Dol04], and the Latest Available Unscheduled Channel (LAUC) algorithm without void filling
outlined in [XVC00] are the most prominent RLD schemes.

Finally, Reserve-a-fixed duration (RFD) schemes consider the exact start and end time of bursts
for resource scheduling. With this extension, bursts can be scheduled in voids between already
reserved bursts in order to reduce resource overhead and fragmentation. Just-enough-time (JET)
[YQ97] and the LAUC algorithm with void filling (VF) in [XVC00] are the original RFD
schemes. The improvement in resource efficiency of RFD compared to RLD comes at the cost
of an increased realization complexity. Similar to RLD, control information for RFD schemes
has to comprise the exact start and end time of burst transmission. The scheduling module in
the core node has to track the start and end times of all scheduled bursts. In order to leverage
any performance advantage, it also has to account for and reuse voids in the scheduling process.

For the three fundamental burst scheduling schemes immediate reservation, reserve-a-limited
duration, and reserve-a-fixed duration, Figure 3.5 shows successful and failed burst reservation
attempts. The wavelength channels show the occupancy and reservation status at the time the
control packet arrives
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In literature, these principal burst scheduling schemes have been extensively analyzed regarding
performance and realization complexity [Gau00, DGSB01, TR05]. The following paragraphs
summarize and relate key findings on burst scheduling.

In case no offset time between control header and data burst is used at all, the three basic
scheduling schemes have the same performance [DGSB01, DG01, BS05b]. RFD schemes only
yield superior performance over RLD schemes in the presence of voids which are generated
by scheduling requests with large offset time differences. For instance, scenarios with coarse-
grain offset reduction in core nodes or with additional QoS offset [YQ00, Gau00, DG01] (cf.
Section 3.6) exhibit such large variations in offset times. Also, OBS nodes, which reserve an
output wavelength channel and a fiber delay line buffer at the same time (Section 3.4.3.4),
produce voids and thus benefit from RFD [XVC00, CP02, COS03]. In any case, voids can only
be reused if bursts with a smaller offset time exist and have short enough burst transmission
time to fit into the voids [DG01].

In [San02, ZXC02, JG03a], first realizations of RFD schedulers in fast programmable logic are
presented. In an integrated analysis, the latter contribution shows the QoS performance as well
as design scalability of the burst scheduler. [Jun05] presents the novel burst scheduling strat-
egy Pre-estimate burst switching (PEBS) which achieves a much lower realization complex-
ity at only marginal QoS performance degradation. Software-based burst scheduling solutions
can only be applied to burst transmission times of milliseconds or above [XQLX03, MRZ04,
XQLX04].

3.3.2 Resource Selection in Burst Scheduling

Apart from the timing information used for burst scheduling, the search and selection of avail-
able resources defines the second important degree of freedom. Basic strategies search and
schedule available resources according to first-fit (FF) or round-robin discipline. More complex
strategies select the resource, which only becomes available just before the start of the burst to
be scheduled. They are commonly referred to as Latest available unscheduled channel (LAUC)
[XVC00] and have a higher computational complexity [LQC04].

Apart from principal burst scheduling schemes, a large number of proposals has been published
which either optimize the scheduling process in time or the resource selection strategy. The
most important approaches are surveyed and classified in [LQC04]. In the following, only the
most important classes of approaches are discussed.

Strategies minimizing resource fragmentation by an optimal packing of bursts on resources
beyond LAUC are extensively studied, e.g., in [XQLX03, ISNS02], although most of them
only yield limited improvements. An alternative concept is burst segmentation, in which parts
of bursts are preempted in order to achieve an overall improved QoS performance [VJ02a,
DEL02, NRV+03]. Here, it is assumed that the intact parts of incomplete bursts can still be
used in the receiving edge node.

In order to minimize processing delay and to limit complexity in the burst scheduling module
of OBS core nodes, most approaches process requests strictly on a first-come first-serve basis.
However, some proposals queue control packets in core nodes for a short time either to schedule
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bursts in batch mode [CEBCS03, CBD+03, KA05] or to serve the request queue in a different
order, e.g., to account for the actual data burst arrival order [CP02, TMC03, BS05b] or class
of service [YZV01, LL02]. Theoretical performance bounds and a complexity analysis of this
class of approaches are presented in [LQXX04].

A comprehensive discussion of work in the field of burst scheduling, the design and comparison
of different realization architectures, as well as the PEBS strategy [Jun05] and its analysis are
presented in the dissertation [Jun06]. In order to benefit from the RFD capabilities without
the realization complexity of the LAUC selection strategy, all performance evaluations in this
thesis use RFD first-fit. In literature, this combination is also known as just-enough-time (JET)
[YQ97].

3.4 Contention Resolution

This section first introduces principal contention resolution schemes in optical networks. Then,
it presents details and the state-of-the-art in literature on wavelength conversion, fiber delay line
buffering, and alternative/deflection routing. Finally, it discusses combined contention resolu-
tion schemes and their degrees of freedom.

3.4.1 Principal Contention Resolution Schemes

Contention resolution comprises all mechanisms to deal with resource conflicts among two or
more bursts, e.g., if they attempt to reserve the same wavelength channel for an overlapping
time-interval [YMYD00, Gau02b, Dix03, Gau04]. Because of one-pass reservation and statis-
tical multiplexing in the optical domain efficient contention resolution in OBS core nodes is
essential in order to achieve high QoS. In case a contention cannot be resolved, all contending
bursts but one have to be discarded. Without loss of generality, the following discussion con-
centrates on the contention between two bursts but all mechanisms also apply to contentions
among more than two bursts.

In principle, contention situations in OBS can be resolved in one or several of the following
three physical domains:

- Wavelength domain: If the resource under contention is operated in WDM a wavelength
converter can shift one of the contending bursts to another wavelength channel. Thus,
wavelength conversion removes the wavelength continuity constraint which otherwise
requires bursts to use the same wavelength throughout an all-optical network.

- Time domain: With buffering one of the contending bursts can be delayed until a re-
source becomes available. Buffering can be either performed in the electronic or in the
optical domain. Electronic buffers offer a higher flexibility [BHS02, COS03] and can
overcome contention situations which last longer than the delay achievable with optical
buffers [OSHT01, LP04]. However, electronic buffers also require O/E and E/O conver-
sions and thus disrupt the otherwise transparent burst transport. Here, optical FDL buffers
are advantageous despite their smaller flexibility.
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Figure 3.6: Principal contention resolution schemes and options

In contrast to electronic random access memory, fiber delay lines (FDL) only offer a fixed
delay and data bursts leave the FDL in the same order in which they entered (sequential
buffer). However, several bursts can share the same FDL using WDM. Recently, con-
cepts for slowing down light have been devised, which vary dispersion characteristic of
semiconductor media [CHKKC03, TKCH05]. These reports stimulated research on all-
optical routers with tunable delay [YY05, MMW+05]. However, [CHKKC03] reports on
possible delays of up to 8.7ns at 10Gbps based on theoretical models. For practical OBS
scenarios this is still orders of magnitude too small (cf. Section 3.4.3).

- Space domain: In alternative routing, often referred to as deflection routing, one of the
contending bursts is sent via a different output and thus on a different route toward the
destination node. The idea here is to use the entire network as a shared resource for con-
tention resolution. In multi-fiber networks, in which neighboring nodes are connected by
several parallel fibers, the space domain can also be exploited by transmitting contending
bursts on a different fiber of the same output.

All former contention resolution schemes preserve the integrity of bursts, i.e., their either suc-
cessfully transmit or drop bursts. In contrast, burst segmentation tries to resolve contention by
only dropping the actually contending parts of a burst [DEL02, VJ02a, NRV+03]. This ap-
proach, which is also called composite burst switching, has already been shortly mentioned in
Section 3.3 to improve packing in burst scheduling. It can also implement a QoS differentia-
tion scheme as outlined in Section 3.6 by deciding which of the contending bursts to segment
or partly preempt. However, burst segmentation not only needs to recover segmented bursts at
the disassembly node. It also requires additional functionality in the core nodes to control and
signal the segmentation process. Therefore, burst segmentation will not be considered for the
remainder of this thesis.

Figure 3.6 shows the classification of principal contention resolution schemes and advanced
options. The following subsections discuss these three physical contention resolution domains
as well as their combinations in greater architectural and operational detail. In addition, they
review the state-of-the art as well as key modeling and performance evaluation work.
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The architecture of optical nodes is more closely interrelated with the switching technology
and component functionality than the architecture of electronic nodes. For instance, several ar-
chitectures use tunable wavelength converters to perform part of the switching functionality.
Consequently, not all mechanisms for contention resolution and particularly their extensions
are applicable to all node architectures and trade-offs regarding performance and realization
complexity cannot always be generalized. For instance, the tune-and-select (TAS) node archi-
tecture [Buc05] inherently relies on full wavelength conversion (cf. Section 3.5). Using a TAS
node with a shared wavelength converter pool leads to substantial scalability problems [Mue03]
which is not be the case in other architectures. In order to still be able to obtain fundamental re-
sults for the performance of contention resolution strategies in OBS nodes, abstract node models
are used defining key dimensioning parameters and functionality. Then, based on results for ab-
stract node models, the integrated evaluation of technology and performance provides important
insight for specific node architectures [BGPS03, GBPS03, GBP05].

3.4.2 Wavelength Conversion

From a switching point of view, full wavelength conversion enables a node to connect any
wavelength channel of any input to any wavelength channel of any output. In addition, from a
resource sharing point of view, wavelength converters transform a number of dedicated wave-
length channels to a group of shared channels. Under dynamic traffic, the resulting performance
improvement can be explained by the statistical multiplexing gain of a multi-server system com-
pared to a single-server system with the same offered traffic per server. As a further benefit not
related to contention resolution, wavelength converters can regenerate, i.e., re-amplify, reshape
or even re-time, the optical signal [WPW+02] and thus enable longer transmission distances
without an O/E/O network element.

Currently, wavelength converters still constitute an expensive component as they either mandate
highly advanced technology, if realized all-optically, or require a receiver/transmitter pair, if
realized electro-optically, [WCA+00, EM00, LFB+05]. Depending on the switch architecture
and the wavelength conversion strategy fixed or tunable wavelength converters (TWC) have
to be employed. While widely tunable wavelength converters provide the highest flexibility,
wavelength converters with a fixed output wavelength trade-off the technological complexity
and cost of TWCs by reduced flexibility [Yoo96, WPW+02].

In order to reduce the cost of OBS nodes with tunable converters, two concepts are commonly
applied, which are also known from wavelength-switched networks [RM98, Spä02]: As not all
wavelength converters are simultaneously used at all times, partial conversion installs wave-
length converters in pools, which are then shared per output fiber or node. For slotted oper-
ation with [DMJD97, DHS98, DJMS98] and without FDL buffers [LL95, EL00], analytical
performance models of partial conversion are available. However, the unslotted operation can
only be treated in the bufferless case [MNSW02a, MNSW02b, Küh04a, AK04, MZA05]. In
contrast to partial conversion, limited-range conversion employs wavelength converters with a
smaller spectral conversion range [YLES96, ZVZ+04, ELS05, RZVZ06] and thus lower cost.
Finally, sparse wavelength conversion installs converters only in a subset of nodes in the net-
work [SAS96].
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Figure 3.7: Burst loss probability vs. number of wavelengths for a bufferless OBS node with
full wavelength conversion (M/G/n loss model and different offered load values ρ)

In the context of wavelength routed networks, wavelength conversion has proven its effective-
ness in reducing lightpath blocking probabilities, increasing network availability, and minimiz-
ing the additional resources needed to provide network survivability. In these networks, wave-
length converter usage can be effectively controlled as lightpaths are set up end-to-end. This
allows for globally optimized routing and resource selection. Compared to the case of full con-
version, often as little as 10−20% of the converters are required to achieve the same QoS level
[RM98, SB98, Spä00, Spä02]. In OBS, this cannot be achieved due to the one-pass reservation
[Gau04]. Also, sparse wavelength conversion is not effective, as OBS lacks the required end-
to-end view of the path. Despite these conceptual differences, many performance models and
results for optical crossconnect nodes still apply to OBS because they were derived for isolated
nodes or did not model the effects of end-to-end reservation [CCB+00, MNSW02a, MNSW02b,
Küh04a].

In many scenarios wavelength conversion alone cannot resolve contention. The Erlang B for-
mula for the M/G/n model, which is valid for WDM resources with Poisson arrivals, can be used
to illustrate this. Figure 3.7 shows that a large number of wavelengths is required to achieve a
low burst loss probability at a high utilization. For instance, approx. 100 wavelengths per output
fiber are needed for a burst loss probability of 10−6 at a relative offered load per wavelength
channel of 0.6. To overcome this limitation, further contention resolution schemes should be
applied in addition to wavelength conversion.

3.4.3 Fiber Delay Line Buffers

This section introduces the main characteristics of single FDLs as well as FDL buffers and
classifies them regarding their operation and architecture. The state-of-the art on contention
resolution with FDL buffers is presented by classifying the scientific literature in Table 3.1 and
Table 3.2 comprehensively. Finally, the combined scheduling of FDL and output fiber resources
is looked at. Closely related to this section, Appendix A presents performance results for the
FDL buffers used in the evaluation of the OBTN architecture.
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3.4.3.1 Fiber Delay Lines

A fiber delay line simply consists of a fiber segment. It delays a data burst according to the
propagation time of the signal in the fiber medium as defined by its length and the speed of
light in the fiber (200,000 km/s). Thus, data bursts can only be stored in an FDL for a fixed,
pre-determined duration which is limited by physical constraints as discussed below. Like any
optical fiber, FDLs can accommodate several parallel WDM channels, which increases their
buffer capacity effectively. Consequently, a single FDL is characterized by its delay TF and the
number of WDM channels WF. For a bit-rate b the effective capacity per wavelength channel
follows as BFDL = TF ∗ b. For instance, an FDL with delay 40 µs as used below has a capacity
per wavelength of 50 kB.

Several physical impairments like attenuation, chromatic dispersion and non-linear effects limit
the practically feasible length of an FDL. As a first estimate, neglecting dispersion or higher
order signal impairments, the maximum length of an FDL is limited by the power budget.
Assuming that realistically only a single erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is deployed in
conjunction with an FDL, its maximum length today corresponds to a typical EDFA span of ap-
prox. 80 km. From this, again, a maximum delay of approx. 400µs can be derived. Performance
results as presented in Section A.1 show that typical FDL buffer delays should be in the order
of a few mean burst transmission times. Consequently, FDL buffers can only be reasonably ap-
plied if the mean burst transmission time is less than approx. 100 µs. As the delay introduced by
such FDL buffers is negligibly small compared to other critical delays, e.g., propagation delay
in WANs or terminal processing latencies, they are not relevant for QoS in practical end-to-end
delay budgets.

3.4.3.2 FDL Buffer Architectures

This section primarily classifies FDL buffer architectures with respect to their operation in time,
internal structure, flow direction, location in the node, and resource sharing scheme. This clas-
sification scheme and key realizations are depicted in Figure 3.8. A first classification criterion
is whether the node and the FDL buffer operate in a slotted or unslotted mode [HCA98]. His-
torically, optical packet switches with fixed size packets (initially ATM cells), for which FDL
buffers were first studied, operated in slotted mode [CFK+96, HCG+98, GRG+98a]. In these
scenarios, FDL buffers were mostly designed and scheduled to emulate the behavior of elec-
tronic buffers as closely as possible. However, the dominance of IP with variable-length packets
and the concept of burst assembly motivated unslotted, asynchronous operation, with variable-
length optical containers [Cal00].

In order to overcome the limitations of the strictly deterministic delay of a single FDL, buffers
comprising multiple FDLs of different delay have been devised. Such FDL buffers can be clas-
sified in single-stage and multi-stage architectures [HCA98]. In single-stage buffers [XVC00,
TYC+00, CHA+01, Gau02a], a variety of fixed delays is realized by arranging F FDLs of dif-
ferent length in parallel as depicted in Figure 3.9(a). Single-stage buffers are also commonly
referred to as fixed-delay FDL buffers as their delay characteristic is determined by the set
of fixed delays TF,i of the individual FDLs. They are further specified by the number of WDM
channels per FDL WF,i and the total number of FDL buffer ports, i.e., the sum of all WDM chan-
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Figure 3.8: Classification of FDL buffer architectures

nels NF = ∑F
i=1WF,i. This figure defines the maximum number of bursts that can enter/leave the

buffer at the same time. Thus, it is not only meaningful regarding the required size of the switch
matrix but for certain operational scenarios also regarding performance (cf. Section A.1). Usu-
ally, single-stage buffers are dimensioned as so-called degenerate buffers in which FDLs have
linearly increasing delays TF,i = i ·D for 1 ≤ i ≤ F [Kar93, YQ00, Gau04], where D represents
the delay granularity.

In contrast, multi-stage buffers [CFK+96, HCG+98, CFS00, YQ00, CCR00] cascade FDLs and
optical switches as shown for an example configuration with identical delays and 2x2 switches
in Figure 3.9(b). The number of FDL stages F and the number of wavelengths in the FDLs
WF define the structure of this buffer. If multi-stage buffers are operated in WDM the switches
have to be wavelength selective to avoid severe performance degradation. The delay a burst
experiences is determined by the sum of the FDL delays traversed in the buffer. Multi-stage
buffers are frequently called variable delay FDL buffers as a burst can be switched out of the
FDL buffer at any intermediate switch, i.e., the delay can be varied even after a burst entered
the buffer.

While the basic switched delay line (SDL) configuration [CFK+96] uses FDLs of identical
length D, extensions with non-identical lengths trade-off buffer depth and hardware require-
ments. For instance, in the logarithmic delay line configuration [CFK+96, HCA+97, CFS00]
the FDL delays grow from stage to stage according to TF,i = 2i ·D for stage i with D as the basic
delay element. Even more flexible multi-stage buffers can be built by increasing the number
of FDLs per stage and the diversity of their respective delays as presented in [CFK+96]. Also,
several such multi-stage buffers with different maximum delays can be hierarchically combined
into a single-stage FDL buffer. These buffers are frequently used in conceptual OBS studies to
represent highly flexible and fine-grain optical buffers offering arbitrary delays [YQ00, LM04].
Finally, the switch with large optical buffers (SLOB) architecture in principle integrates a huge
multi-stage buffer with the switching matrix of an optical packet switch [HCG+98].

While the management of multi-stage switches is tractable for slotted operation with fixed size
optical packets, for which these architectures have mostly been proposed for, leveraging their
flexibility becomes a major challenge for unslotted operation with variable size bursts. Also, as
multi-stage switches accumulate signal distortion introduced by the cascaded switch elements,
they are less scalable and therefore not considered in the following.
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Figure 3.9: Principal FDL buffer architectures

In OBS switches, FDL buffers can be located at the input, at the output, as a shared output buffer
in the center of the switch or as a recirculation buffer. Compared to electronic store-and-forward
switches, the location is less performance-critical though. For instance, the typical head-of-
line blocking problem of electronic input buffered switches is alleviated by WDM as other
bursts on the same wavelength can bypass a burst while being delayed in the FDL buffer. Also,
the coordinated scheduling of resources in the FDL and on the output fiber or the possibility
of additional wavelength converters [YQ00] diminish performance differences regarding the
location and allow to focus on realization arguments.

Furthermore, FDL buffers can be applied in feed-forward or feedback configurations shown in
Figure 3.10 in a share-per-node architecture. In feed-forward buffers [Gau02a, BPV03, VTCJ03,
CCRZ04, ZLJ06], bursts are delayed while flowing towards the output of the node whereas they
are delayed in feedback buffers while being sent back to an earlier stage of the node. Conse-
quently, bursts can only pass a feed-forward buffer once while they can recirculate through a
feedback buffer several times. On the one hand, feedback buffers implementing recirculation
buffers [CHA+01, Gau02a, YMD03, CCC+04, CZC+04] can be seen as an implementation
variant of a multi-stage buffer and thus as an attractive alternative towards higher delay flexi-
bility. On the other hand, bursts accumulate signal distortion in each recirculation loop which
limits the possible number of recirculations [GBPS03]. Initially, recirculation buffers in slot-
ted nodes have also been considered to implement prioritization schemes by deciding whether
a newly arriving burst or a burst leaving the buffer should be dropped in case of contention
[CHA+01]. However, such schemes lost importance as they are less practical with unslotted
operation and do not support the coordinated scheduling described in Section 3.4.3.4.

Regarding resource sharing, FDL buffers can be either dedicated, e.g., to a single input or output
or be shared per node. As a key advantage, shared FDL buffers significantly reduce the node
size while preserving performance because of statistical multiplexing gains (cf. Section A.2)
[GBPS03].

As already motivated, FDL buffers are frequently deployed in combination with wavelength
converters in order to improve contention resolution performance and reduce FDL capacity re-
quirements. Architectures can be classified based on whether they allow wavelength conversion
in front of the FDL (thus λFDL = λout), behind the FDL (λin = λFDL), at both locations, or
whether they do not allow wavelength conversion at all (λin = λFDL = λout). If all wavelengths
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Figure 3.10: FDL buffers in a. feed-forward and b. feedback configuration

of the input or output fiber are supported in the FDL buffer, dedicated FDL buffers cannot
benefit from wavelength conversion. In contrast, shared FDL buffers can already realize some
statistical multiplexing gain even without wavelength conversion or with wavelength conver-
sion only in front or only behind the buffer. However, their maximum capacity gain can only be
leveraged by wavelength converters in front and behind the shared FDL buffer. As this usually
can be more economically realized by a feedback compared to a feed-forward configuration,
the former is preferable (cf. Figure 3.16).

Based on these architectural arguments, a share-per-node, single-stage feedback buffer with
only one recirculation will be considered for all studies in this thesis.

3.4.3.3 Summary of the State-of-the-Art on FDL Buffers

Table 3.1 for slotted and Table 3.2 for unslotted operation summarize the key literature on the
architecture and application of FDL buffers in OPS and OBS. They use the classification intro-
duced in the previous subsection and shown in Figure 3.8. The table is structured by horizontal
lines according to the main criteria. Following criteria and short notations are used, additional
specific information is included in footnotes:

- Location: input (I), output (O) or center (C) buffer

- Sharing: isolated buffer (iso), buffer dedicated to input/output (D) or shared per node (S)

- Delay variability: fixed (F), variable by multi-stage (V) or variable by recirculation (R)

- Structure: single-stage (S) or multi-stage(M)

- Flow: feed-forward (FF) or feedback (FB)

- Conversion: number of possible wavelength conversions in case of shared FDL buffers

- Evaluation: analysis (A) or simulation (S)
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Table 3.1: Classification of literature on FDL buffers with slotted operation
Location Sharing Delay

Variability
Structure Flow Con-

version
Evalu-
ation

[HCA98] All All F, V, R All -
[CFK+96] - Iso V M1 - A
[CFS00] - Iso V M2 - A
[LB03] - Iso F S - A, S
[VHLL+04] - Iso F S - A
[FWB04] - Iso F S - A, S
[FLB05] -, O Iso, D F M3 -, FF A
[CHA+01] D F, R S FF, FB A
[BPV03] I D F S FF S
[WWB03] O, C D, S F S FF -, 0 A
[HCG+98] C S V M 1/stage A
[Kar93] C S R S FB A
[CCC+04] C S R S FB 2 A, S
[DHB+04] C S R S FB 24 A, S
[LHC05] C S R S FB 2 S
[JHLC05] C S R S FB 2 S

1. single slot per FDL
2. multiple slots per FDL
3. two-stage structure
4. due to feedback architecture

The review of the published literature on FDL buffers shows that the focus shifted over time:
From exactly mimicking the functionality of electronic buffers with FDLs to exploiting FDL
buffers as simple delay elements with advanced scheduling. Also, FDL buffers with unslotted
operation receive considerably more attention following an overall trend in node design. Analyt-
ical performance models for FDL buffers are still in their infancy. Most of the basic models for
slotted FDL buffers [LB03, VHLL+04, FWB04, FLB05] are restricted to isolated FDL buffer
scenarios, i.e., do not include the effects of wavelength conversion or resource sharing.

Regarding FDL buffers with unslotted operation, several approximate analyses for dedicated
feed-forward buffers [Cal00, APW04, APW05, RLFB05b] obtain excellent matching with sim-
ulation results. This is also the case for the only model for shared buffers [ZLJ05, ZLJ06] in
a node without wavelength conversion. However, these models all concentrate on burst/packet
scheduling schemes without void-filling (cf. Section 3.4.3.4), which leads to a major perfor-
mance penalty especially for long FDL delays TF. The model published in [RC05] analyzes
different burst scheduling schemes, including void filling, but is limited to a single FDL with
a single wavelength channel, and a single output wavelength. Also, it is only validated for ex-
tremely high burst loss probabilities. For the multi-stage buffer with variable, continuous delay
and void-filling scheduling, [YQ00] applies the M/M/n/n+s delay model for electronic buffers,
for which the number of spaces in the buffer s was chosen to be the number of FDL buffer ports
NF. As expected, this model cannot comprehensively capture the particular behavior of FDLs. It
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Table 3.2: Classification of literature on FDL buffers with unslotted operation
Location Sharing Delay

Variability
Structure Flow Con-

version
Evalu-
ation

[XVC00] I, (C)1 D, (S)1 F S FF S
[LW05] I D F S FF S
[YQ00] I D V, (F)2 M+S, (S)2 FF S, A
[FFWG02] I D V M FF A, S
[VTCJ03] I, O D V M FF S
[Cal00] O D F S FF A, S
[Gau02a] O D F, R S FF, FB S
[APW04] O D F S FF A, S
[APW05] O D F S - A, S
[RC05] O D F 3 S FF A, S
[RLFB05a,
RLFB05b]

O D F S FF A, S

[YMD03] O D R S FB A, S
[LM04] O D V2 M2 FF A, S
[TYC+00] C S F S FF 2 S
[ISNS02] C S F S FF 1 S
[CP02] C S F S FF 2 S
[GBPS03] C S F S FB4 25 S
[Gau04] C S F S FB4 25 S
[CCRZ04] C S F S FF 1 S
[CMR+05] C S F S FF, FB4 1 S
[ZLJ05,
ZLJ06]

C S F S6 FF - A, S

[XQLX04] - - F S FF unspec. S
[CZC+04] C S R S FB 25 S
[CCR00] C S V M FF 1 S
[LP04] C S7 F S FF 2 S

1. only dedicated input buffer studied
2. only variable, continuous delay studied, realized by parallel switched delay lines in single-stage buffer
3. single FDL case
4. only single recirculations
5. due to feedback architecture
6. described as (single stage) variant of SLOB
7. both an FDL and an electronic buffer are deployed, information in table only applies to FDL buffer

only showed few correspondence with simulation results for FDL buffers with a more realistic
parameterization.

Summarizing, FDL buffers are an active field of research with a large variety of architectures
but still only basic performance models. Particularly, no model is available for shared, fixed-
delay WDM FDL buffers as evaluated from a performance and technology point of view in
[GBPS03] and proposed for OBTN. Therefore, simulation is used to evaluate the performance
of FDL buffers in Appendix A and of OBTN in Chapter 6.
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3.4.3.4 FDL Buffer Scheduling

Apart from the physical architecture of FDL buffers, their operation and scheduling is a major
performance factor. For slotted operation, batch-scheduling of FDLs has been treated inten-
sively. However, for unslotted operation with variable length bursts, scheduling received far
less attention.

A key classification criterion for scheduling schemes is whether the node operates in a slotted
or unslotted mode. Historically, optical packet switches with fixed size packets (ATM cells), for
which FDL buffers were first studied, operated in slotted mode. Also, important packet switch
architectures like KEOPS assembled all traffic into fixed size optical containers suitable for slot-
ted operation [GRG+98a]. In these scenarios, FDL buffers were mostly designed and scheduled
to emulate the behavior of electronic buffers as closely as possible. However, the dominance of
IP with variable-length packets and the objective of minimizing assembly complexity and over-
head motivated unslotted, often also called asynchronous operation with variable-length optical
containers [Cal00].

If the delay in the FDL buffer is known in advance, a coordinated scheduling of resources in the
FDL buffer and the output fiber can be performed. This is possible for single-stage feed-forward
buffers and feedback buffers with a pre-determined number of recirculations. Such strategies
can improve the performance of contention resolution by avoiding situations in which bursts are
first buffered and then discarded afterwards because of another contention on the output fiber. In
[Sch01, Gau02a], the coordinated strategies are called PreRes in contrast to the uncoordinated
PostRes.

An additional advantage of PreRes schemes is that they earlier schedule the output fiber for
bursts, which have to be buffered. This is explained in Figure 3.11 for a contention resolution
scenario with a single output wavelength and a single buffer FDL of delay TF. In Figure 3.11(a),
a burst control packet arrives at time ta while the data burst arrives delayed by the offset time
δ at time ta + δ. As an already scheduled burst blocks the newly arriving burst from direct
transmission, the latter is first sent to the FDL and only then switched to the output wavelength
(Figure 3.11()b). By already scheduling the output wavelength at time ta, i.e., with an expanded
offset δ+TF prior to burst transmission, this scheduling request has a higher success probability
than unbuffered bursts with the smaller offset time δ. In order to ensure that this prioritization
due to buffering does not propagate to downstream nodes, the burst control packet can be sent
out by the core node one offset time prior to burst departure.

This prioritization mechanism is the same as the one used in offset-based QoS outlined in Sec-
tion 3.6. In addition, typical offset values for QoS differentiation and typical FDL delays both
amount to a few mean burst transmission times. Thus, the FDL scheduling and QoS differenti-
ation strategies can interfere as analyzed in [Sch01, Gau02a] and should not be used together.

As indicated in Section 3.3, reserve-a-fixed duration schemes allow burst scheduling with void-
filling. In PreRes, the wavelength channel on the output fiber is only needed at the time the burst
leaves the buffer. It is not needed during the time in the buffer and can be used by other bursts.
Therefore, RFD schemes can better utilize the output fiber resources than RLD (no void filling).
More specifically, RFD schemes lead to performance improvements when increasing the buffer
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Figure 3.11: FDL scheduling: a. Burst blocking event and b. buffer scheduling with PreRes

delay FDLDelay. In contrast RLD schemes only benefit up to an optimal delay but beyond that
suffer from the unused voids [XVC00, TYC+00, Gau02a, ISNS02, CP02].

In single-stage FDL buffers with multiple delays, another task during the scheduling process
is to select a proper delay. Here, most approaches select the shortest possible delay. In case
of a PostRes scheme they use the shortest available FDL and in case of a PreRes scheme the
shortest FDL for which also an output wavelength can be scheduled. Although this approach
minimizes individual buffering delays it can lead to reordering inside a flow. However, this can
only happen in the unlikely case that the FDL delay is longer than the inter-burst time in a flow.
Nevertheless, advanced wavelength and delay selection strategies try to preserve a strict FIFO
discipline. In [CCRZ04, CMR+05], several approaches to this Wavelength and Delay Selection
(WDS) problem are presented for RLD scheduling schemes.

Based on these arguments, a PreRes strategy is used for the coordinated scheduling of FDL
buffer and output scheduling in Chapter 6 and Appendix A. Also, reserve-a-fixed duration
scheduling schemes with void filling are employed and the minimal possible delay is selected.

3.4.4 Alternative/Deflection Routing

Because of the realization complexity of FDL buffers and their limited flexibility, alterna-
tive/deflection routing is frequently considered as an effective and simple to implement con-
tention resolution scheme. However, the review of the state-of-the-art shows (i) that it only
yields a limited performance improvement if applied alone, (ii) that it exhibits a strong depen-
dence on the offered traffic, and (iii) that it requires significant efforts to control the deflection
process. Nevertheless, it can be an attractive concept complementing other contention resolution
schemes.

The general concept that a node sends traffic on a different route towards its destination in
case of contention is referred to as alternative routing in telecommunication networks. Instead,
most literature on OBS uses the term deflection routing frequently used in computer networks.
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Figure 3.12: Classification of alternative routing schemes in OBS

interconnection networks. In this section, both terms are used interchangeably while following
chapters will use the term alternative routing. The classification scheme used in the following
and and key realizations are depicted in Figure 3.12.

Deflection routing has proven to be a simple yet effective contention resolution scheme in slot-
ted networks with regular topologies, e.g., torus networks like the famous (bidirectional) Man-
hattan Street Network (MSN). On the one hand, slotted operation allows optimal local schedul-
ing. On the other hand, regular topologies ensure that many equal length alternate routes exist
and deflected traffic does not additionally load the network by long detours.

Early work on deflection routing in unslotted networks claimed severely reduced throughput and
excessive deflections for some traffic [BFB93]. However, [CCF01] systematically compared the
different effects of slotted and unslotted operation for a bidirectional MSN It identified follow-
ing two reasons for the performance differences and proposed solutions. First, asynchronous
packet arrivals prohibit optimal joint scheduling. To overcome this problem, they propose to ex-
ploit information of future arrivals derived from an FDL in the node needed for local insertion
anyways. Second, unslotted operation with fixed-length packets [BFB93] can lead to resonance
effects in nodes which would not occur with variable-length packets. Still, such instability has
been proven for a symmetrical four node network with variable-length bursts and limited-range
wavelength conversion in [ZLVR+04]. However, such behavior was neither found in other pub-
lished nor in own work in the case of OBS with full wavelength conversion, variable-length
bursts, and irregular mesh topologies [GKS04b, GKZM05]. As can be seen from Table 3.3,
most proposals proactively approach this topic and closely control deflections to avoid exces-
sively long routes or even instability in case of high load.

A further classification criterion considers the nodes that are allowed to deflect bursts. Most lit-
erature allows deflection in all nodes, while [WMA02, HSKS03, LSKS05] exclude the source
node. There, bursts can be stored in the electronic domain there and thus do not require de-
flection. In contrast, [TVJ03, YR05] restrict route alternatives to the source node and allow no
further deflections inside the network.

In general alternate routes in irregular networks comprise more hops than the primary route, so
that deflected bursts impose additional traffic on the network. This leads to a typical two-state
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behavior with high performance improvements for low load and even performance degradation
for high load. The transitions between the two states can occur rather abruptly when changing
the offered load due to the positive feedback loop as shown in [NM73]. Thus, strategies to
control deflection and to avoid excessively long routes are essential.

A first class of approaches targets the selection of the alternate route or, from a local point
of view, of the deflection interface is an important design criterion. Fixed alternative shortest
paths with [CTT99] or without [ZLVR+04] length constraints, as well as random [BBPV03,
WMA02, CWXQ03] and dynamic, state-dependent optimal routes are proposed. Among the
latter, the decision is based on the current load of the adjacent links [LKS+05] or the loads
[TVJ03, YY05], the expected distance [OT05] or even expected QoS on the alternate routes
[LSKS05]. In order to account for implementation and processing constraints as well as for the
inherent imprecision of detailed network state information due to the large propagation delays
in core networks, simplicity and robustness of decision schemes should have priority over small
performance improvements.

The second class limits the number of deflections or the resources a burst may use. Here, a fixed
maximum [HL05, KKK02] or a threshold further conditioned on the position on the path or
the burst size [HSKS03] are proposed. Similarly, a deflection can only be allowed with a fixed
[CWXQ03] or dynamic, load-dependent probability [LSKS05]. In [ZLVR+04], trunk reserva-
tion is proposed to enforce priority of undeflected bursts primarily at high load. Finally, the
hop-count of routes can be limited by introducing a time-to-live field (TTL) [BBPV03, BFB93,
WMA02, Sch04]. In a comparative study, [Sch04] analyzes the effect of limiting the number of
deflections, the number of route alternatives as well as strategies for loop detection and avoid-
ance. For a German and Pan-European reference network, it concludes that moderate limits,
e.g., allowing only two deflections, are enough to control performance at high load values but
not degrade performance at low load values.

A problem specific to OBS is an insufficient offset time. It occurs if the processing delay in
core nodes is compensated by offset adaptation and a burst catches up with its control packet
on a long alternate route. It can be either solved by dynamic offset adaptation using FDLs
[HLH02, HL05] or by an additional pre-estimate routing offset [KKK02, ZLVR+04]. Such
schemes are not required if the processing delay of core nodes is not compensated by offset
adaption but by short FDLs in each input. This is one reason why the short FDL is proposed to
compensate processing in OBTN.

Typical propagation delays of links in WAN scenarios are large compared to typical mean burst
transmission times (milliseconds vs. tens of microseconds). Therefore, deflection decisions in
adjacent nodes can be considered to be independent. This explains the observation in [Sch04]
that the propagation delays of links have no impact on the overall performance. In contrast,
such impact has been observed in LAN or MAN scenarios where the propagation delays are
comparable to the burst transmission time [WMA02, BFB93].

Most contributions on deflection routing concentrate on the burst loss probability or the through-
put of the OBS network as performance metrics. However, they neglect possible impact of
routing-induced jitter on performance. For instance, burst and thus IP packet reordering can
potentially lead to duplicate acknowledgments of TCP segments if TCP is the transport proto-
col. Depending on the scenario, this again can degrade TCP performance. [SPG05] showed that
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frequent and high variations of the route length substantially reduce TCP goodput. It studies a
lossless scenario with a generic topology, in which the alternate route is three times longer than
the primary route. The goodput degrades starting from a deflection probability of 10−3 and is
reduced by a factor of 3 when the deflection probability is 10−1.

Table 3.3 classifies the discussed literature on alternative/deflection routing in OBS/OPS based
on above criteria. Following categories and short notations are used, additional specific infor-
mation is included in footnotes:

- Operation: slotted (S) or unslotted (U)

- Packet length: fixed (F) or variable (V)

- Deflecting node: all nodes (A), source node (S) or all but source node (A - S)

- Route selection criterion: fixed alternative shortest path (F), dynamic optimal routes (D)
or random (R)

- Deflection control: limited deflections (L), alternatives (A), route length (P) or time-to-
live (TTL)

- Offset adaptation: fixed additional routing offset (F), dynamic adaptation for deflection
(D) or local FDL compensation (FDL)

- Conversion: yes (Y) if wavelength converters are also applied

- FDL buffer: yes (Y) if FDL buffer is also applied

- Propagation delay: scenario/assumption for typical link lengths, τ is the propagation
delay normalized to the mean burst transmission time

- Topology: regular (R) or irregular (I) network or isolated node (Iso)

- Evaluation: analysis (A) or simulation (S)

Based on these contributions and above discussions, OBTN uses an alternative routing scheme
to reduce the resource requirements for the FDL buffer. However, it constrains the alternate
routes to specific links to avoid high or frequent route variations by design.

3.4.5 Combination of Contention Resolution Schemes

After this discussion of the individual contention resolution schemes and their architectural im-
plications, the following subsection focuses on combinations of contention resolution schemes
to improve performance or reduce implementation complexity. Section 3.4.2 already indicated
that wavelength conversion alone cannot achieve the requirements for high QoS and high uti-
lization at the same time. Thus, wavelength conversion is often complemented by FDL buffering
and/or alternative routing as explained in Section 3.4.3 and in Section 3.4.4.
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Table 3.3: Classification of literature on deflection/alternate routing in OPS/OBS
Operation Packet

length
Deflect.
node

Route
select.

Deflect.
control

Offset
adapt.

Conv. FDL Propagation
delay

Topology Evalu-
ation

[CTT99] S F A F L1 Y Y I2 S
[KKK02] S F A F L3 F R4 S
[BBPV03] S5 V A R TTL Y Y S
[CCF01] U, S V, F A D6 R4 S
[BFB93] U F A TTL -, Y τ ≤ 1 R4 S
[WMA00,
WMA02]

U V A - S R TTL τ < 2 R7 S

[HLH02,
HL05]

U V A F L1 D Y Y I8 A, S

[CWXQ03] U V A R L9 -, Y Iso A, S
[HSKS03] U V A - S - L10 Y WAN I11 S
[Sch04] U V A F L, A, TTL FDL Y Y, - τ < 100 I12 S
[GKS04b] U V A F - FDL Y Y, - WAN I12 S
[LKS+05] U V A D13 - Y14 I11 S
[LSKS05] U V A - S D15 D16 Y Y, - I11 A, S
[ZLVR+04] U V A F A, Tr F Y R4, I11 A, S
[OT05] U V A D17 - R, I11 S
[GKZM05] U V A F - FDL Y Y, - WAN I18 S
[TVJ03] U V S F, D19 - Y I18 S
[YR05] U V S D20 - Y R4, I11 S

1. route length or hop-count limited 11. NSF network
2. COST 239 network 12. Germany and COST266 CN network
3. limited by maximum number of deflections 13. metric of link loads
4. MSN 14. only for high priority traffic
5. mini-slots of 40Byte, packets comprise at least one mini-slot 15. metric of QoS performance on route to destination
6. heuristic for optimized local matching 16. trunk reservation
7. grid network with M ∗M nodes 17. metric of expected distance to destination
8. ArpaNet2 network 18. US network with 24 nodes
9. fixed deflection probability 19. load-dependent

10. four different constraints based on position on route and burst size 20. several different criteria proposed
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The first comparative study of basic contention resolution schemes and their combinations for
unslotted, variable-length OPS networks is presented in [YMYD00] and further extended in
[YMYD03, Dix03]. It clearly shows that wavelength conversion alone is significantly more ef-
fective than buffering and deflection alone as well as combined. Also, for the presented network
scenarios, buffering yields better performance than deflection routing.

[YMYD03, Dix03] as well as [GKS04b, Sch04] systematically study the performance of com-
binations of two or three of the basic schemes. These studies are performed independently and
show for different network scenarios and node configurations that the combination of wave-
length conversion and buffering outperforms a combination of conversion and deflection for
medium and high load values. Again, it is the strong dependence of load that renders deflection
routing problematic.

In case of wavelength conversion and buffering, no performance improvements can be seen in
[YMYD03] when additionally allowing deflection routing. In contrast, the results in [GKS04b]
indicate quite substantial improvements. One reason for such discrepancies could be the dif-
ferent network dimensioning approaches as further studied in the joint paper [GKZM05]. The
approach with a constant number of wavelengths per link in [YMYD03] leads to congestion
around specific nodes such that additional deflection beyond wavelength conversion and buffer-
ing remains ineffective there. In contrast, the demand-based link dimensioning in [GKS04b]
yields more evenly loaded links such that the additional deflection option can succeed. As both
dimensioning approaches are used by operators, these results are important regarding imple-
mentation.

Combined contention resolution schemes open the additional dimension of the hunting mode,
i.e., the order in which the different schemes are applied. In principle, this order can be de-
cided based on many parameters and both statically as well as adaptively. However, considering
the strict processing delay requirements [JG03b] only rather simple sequential schemes seem
practical and have been proposed to date.

Figure 3.13 illustrates advance hunting modes for a node with and FDL buffer and partial
wavelength conversion, i.e., wavelength converters are shared in a pool. The oval areas represent
the output fiber (no FDL) and the two FDLs with several wavelength channels respectively.
If a burst cannot be transmitted on the output fiber with the original wavelength, it still has
three options for contention resolution and successful burst transmission: a. transmission on
the original wavelength after buffering, b. transmission with wavelength conversion but without
buffering, and c. transmission with wavelength conversion and buffering.

To categorize the component requirements, the dashed lines in Figure 3.13 mark four quadrants.
They represent transmission on the original wavelength as well as transmission with the three
combined contention resolution schemes a.–c. Buffering without wavelength conversion (option
a.) only uses one FDL wavelength, while wavelength conversion without buffering (option b.)
uses one wavelength converter. Option c. with wavelength conversion and buffering usually
requires two resources. If an additional wavelength converter is needed after buffering three
resources are used.

Figure 3.13 (center and right), illustrate two principal hunting modes for options a.–c. Note that
all but the quadrant for the original wavelength contain several possibilities for successful burst
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Figure 3.13: Options for combined contention resolution (left) and hunting modes for wave-
length converters and FDLs (center, right)

transmission. In the hunting mode called minDelay, the main goal is to minimize the transfer
time by preferably applying wavelength conversion. Only if there is currently no converter
available or all output wavelength channels are currently busy does this mode employ the FDL
buffer and start probing from the minimum delay FDL and the original wavelength. The arrow
in Figure 3.13 (center), indicates the order of the contention resolution options for minDelay. In
contrast, the goal of the hunting mode minConv is to minimize converter usage by first probing
the FDL buffer on the original wavelength for contention resolution. Only if the burst cannot
be reserved this way, minConv resorts to wavelength conversion, without and then with FDL
buffering. The arrow in Figure 3.13 (right) indicates the order for contention resolution a → b
→ c. Apart from minDelay and minConv, other hunting modes with a different order of probing
and different optimizing objectives can be defined.

[Gau04] shows that minConv and minDelay can optimize resource usage: They allow to reduce
the number of converters in the pool at a given FDL buffer dimensioning or to reduce the FDL
buffer capacity at a given number of converters at the same high QoS.

Based on the literature presented in this section and own previous research, the OBTN archi-
tecture introduced in the next chapter relies on a optimized combination of wavelength con-
version, FDL buffering and constraint alternative routing for effective contention resolution.
Section 4.4.4 introduces sequential hunting modes similar to the ones presented here for the
combination of FDL buffering and constraint alternative routing in OBTN.

3.5 Switching in OBS Core Nodes

The design of fast optical switches was triggered by research on optical packet switching.
Therefore, OBS nodes usually build on architectures originally devised for OPS [HA00, Nor03,
Wan02, Buc05]. In the following presentation, all architectures are only discussed with respect
to OBS though. This section discusses the requirements towards OBS core nodes and introduces
the most promising concepts and architectures relevant to this thesis.
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Figure 3.14: Structure of an OBS core node

3.5.1 Node Functionality, Structure and Requirements

Core nodes in OBS are responsible for switching individual bursts and for reading, processing,
and writing burst control headers. The information in the burst control headers is used to make
the forwarding decision and to set up the switch. The architecture and realization aspects of
control and scheduling modules for OBS core nodes is not further detailed here but treated in
[Jun06].

OBS nodes can be structured into input and output stages as well as a switch core as is shown
in Figure 3.14 [HA00, Nor03, Buc05]. The input (output) stages amplify and demultiplex (mul-
tiplex) the WDM signal entering the node from a transmission link or a local add port. In case
the processing and switch set-up delay, or at least its major part, are compensated by an FDL,
this is also located in the input stage.

The switch core comprises space, wavelength, or time switching stages. Wavelength stages can
be either placed at the input or at the output of the switch core or at both positions. An FDL
buffer is primarily seen as a contention resolution device instead of as a time switching stage and
thus not discussed here. In this thesis, each wavelength channel entering/leaving the switching
core is referred to as a switch port, including add/drop and FDL buffer ports. It is used to abstract
the complexity of different node architectures for dimensioning and evaluation in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.

The key requirements for the switching core comprise functional as well as technological as-
pects [Buc05]. The switching core of an OBS node should be non-blocking in order to avoid
any additional burst loss. More specifically, it should be strictly non-blocking as reconfigura-
tion is impractical due to the short burst transmission time and the otherwise required additional
signaling. The switch should in principle be able to support different contention resolution com-
ponents such as wavelength converters or FDL buffers. In addition, it would be desirable to sup-
port multicast services at least partly, e.g., restricted to one signal copy per output on the same
wavelength. High-performance and cost-efficient realizations mandate a fast switching speed,
scalability towards a large number of switch ports and simple and compact implementation. Re-
garding technology, bit-rate transparency, low insertion loss (or even gain), low crosstalk, and
polarization independence are further requirements.
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3.5.2 Switching Elements

The fast switching speeds required for OBS can be realized by space and wavelength switching
elements. Among the active space switching elements, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA)
are most promising. They are used as on/off gates with switching times of approx. 1 ns. They
amplify the signal in the on state and absorb the signal in the off state yielding high extinction
ratios. However, they introduce noise and suffer from high power consumption. Compared to
SOAs, acousto-optic or electro-optic switches are less suitable for fast and scalable OBS nodes
[Buc05].

As introduced in Section 3.4.2 for contention resolution, wavelength switching elements, are re-
alized by wavelength converters with different input and output flexibility or tunability. Wave-
length converters can be realized either all-optically or electro-optically (O/E/O). All-optical
wavelength converters are heavily worked in order to implement conversion at considerably
lower cost than O/E/O converters. Receivers for optical burst signals inside O/E/O wavelength
converters (or at local drop ports) require burst-mode capabilities.

In addition to the active switching elements, passive elements can be used for wavelength-
sensitive demultiplexing/multiplexing and splitting/coupling. Arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG)
provide a static interconnection pattern between input and output ports (cf. [Muk06] Chapter
2.6.5). Wavelength channels arriving on an input port are spectrally demultiplexed in the AWG
and sent to different output ports. Conversely, from each input port, one specific wavelength
channel appears at an output port. Thus, AWGs are used in WDM (de-)multiplexers and are
attractive due to their robustness and scalability. In contrast, combiners are used in order to
multiplex signals from different inputs without information on their wavelength channel. Opti-
cal splitters divide a signal into a number of signals of respectively lower power. As combiners
and splitters use the same component, combination and splitting with the same number of (sub-)
signals both experience the same loss penalty.

3.5.3 Switch Architectures

One option to build large optical switches is by cascading small switching elements in multi-
stage configurations. Alternatively, specific optical components like splitters/combiners and
AWGs can be exploited in single-stage configurations. Similar to electronics, multi-stage switch-
ing fabrics can be designed as crossbar, Benes, Spanke, and Clos architectures [RS98]. However,
in contrast to digital electronic switches, optical switching elements like SOAs do not regenerate
the signal. Therefore, signal degradation due to noise or crosstalk in the switches accumulates
along the signal path rendering multi-stage configurations less desirable. In order to minimize
the number of switching elements and the signal degradation, single-stage switching fabrics are
thus more promising.

Within the class of single-stage architectures, broadcast-and-select (BAS) switches [GRG+98a]
constitute an important category. In a BAS switch with N input fibers and M wavelength chan-
nels, the entire WDM signal is split into N ∗M signals (broadcast). Each of the signals is di-
rected via an SOA on/off gate to a specific output port characterized by fiber and wavelength
channel. There, N signal paths, one from each input fiber, are combined. In order to avoid con-
flicts, the on/off gates ensure that only one of the WDM signals reaches the combiner at any
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Figure 3.15: Architecture of the tune-and-select node (TAS) [Buc05]

given time. A tunable filter behind the combiner selects one of the wavelength channels which
is then converted to the fixed output wavelength. Finally, all wavelength channels for an output
fiber are multiplexed and amplified at the output. The BAS switch offers wavelength conversion
and multicast/broadcast capabilities. Its switching time is defined by the SOAs and the tun-
able filter. The most prominent example of a BAS switch was proposed in the KEOPS project
[GRG+98a, GRG+98b].

In order to avoid that the split signal is sent through the SOA with all wavelength channels,
tune-and-select (TAS) switches reverse the order of the switching elements (cf. Figure 3.15). At
the input, the WDM signal is first demultiplexed into its components. Then, it is converted to
its final wavelength channel in a tunable converter. This signal is split up by N and directed via
on/off gates to each output fiber. At each output, the signal paths from N ∗M input wavelength
channels are combined and amplified. Again, the on/off gates ensure that different wavelength
channels enter the combiner. The TAS node also offers wavelength conversion and can multicast
an input signal to all output fibers on the same wavelength.

In both architectures, MN2 SOAs and NM wavelength switching elements are needed (tunable
filters and fixed wavelength converters for BAS or tunable wavelength converters for TAS). Each
active signal path only contains one SOA in on state avoiding the accumulation of distortion.
Nevertheless, their scalability is limited by the splitting of the signal power by a factor of 1/N
and 1/NM (in splitters or combiners).

AWG-based single-stage switches avoid the power splitting by using the static, wavelength-
sensitive interconnection pattern as space switches. The AWG is complemented with a tunable
wavelength converter at each (wavelength) input and output [HNC+99, BGP02]. The funda-
mental realization is in a single-plane with one large AWG as proposed in the basic WASP-
NET approach [HNC+99]. In order to reduce the number of tunable wavelength converters,
this design can be extended to operate in wavebands [HDH+04]. This extension applies tunable
waveband converters which concurrently convert a given set of wavelengths to another set of
wavelengths. Proper waveband selection and scheduling allows to achieve the cost reductions
of a smaller component count at an only marginal performance degradation.
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Figure 3.16: TAS nodes with a. dedicated output and b. shared FDL buffer

The size of the AWGs can be reduced by structuring the switch into several parallel planes
with one AWG per plane. However, as the respective signals are combined at the output it
sacrifices signal quality. The multi-plane WASPNET switch assigns the planes according to
input wavelengths [HNC+99]. In contrast, extensions propose waveband planes [Nor04, Pat05]
and a combination of fiber and wavelength planes [BHS02]. The complexity of the different
AWG-based switches is compared in [Nor03].

These basic switching architectures can be extended or adapted with a focus on contention
resolution functionality, e.g., by FDL buffers, shared wavelength converter pools or limited-
range wavelength converters. As an example, Figure 3.16 depicts TAS nodes with one dedicated
FDL per output and with one shared FDL. Both FDL buffers can successfully resolve contention
and improve the QoS [Gau02a] (cf. Section A.1). However, the dedicated FDLs also double the
number of outputs of the switch fabric and thus require to additionally split each signal by two.
In contrast, the shared FDL can be treated like one additional output and thus requires to split
the signal among one more output only. Consequently, there is a trade-off between signal quality
and thus node scalability on the one hand and QoS on the other hand. In order to analyze this
trade-off the following section outlines an integrated evaluation of performance and technology.

This discussion of switching architectures for OBS core nodes showed that several architectures
are proposed for fast, non-blocking OBS switches. Analytical, simulative or prototype studies
indicate that they are in principle feasible with available technology. They have been reported to
scale to more than one hundred wavelength channels for 4–8 input and output fibers [BGPS03]
with state-of-the art components. As technology evolves, this can be expected to further im-
prove.

However, the complexity of the discussed architectures in terms of component count (switch-
ing elements, wavelength converters, interconnections, etc.) [Nor04] demonstrates that it is in-
evitable to keep the size of OBS switches to the necessary minimum. Therefore, the objective
of reducing the number of switch ports is vital in node as well as in network design. In node de-
sign, effective contention resolution can help to increase the utilization and reduce the resource
requirements at the same QoS. In network design, virtual topologies for OBS can effectively
bypass OBS nodes to reduce the amount of transit traffic and thus switch ports. The OBTN
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architecture described in Chapter 4 combines both approaches to achieve the objective of fewer
switch ports and thus overall reduced cost.

3.5.4 Integrated Evaluation of Performance and Technology

Commonly, performance and technology are evaluated separately. For instance, Section A.1
evaluates the QoS of an abstract OBS node model with FDL buffers under dynamic traffic.
Similarly, [Buc05] analyzes the signal quality in a detailed physical TAS node model. However,
neither of the separate evaluations can capture all effects together. This requires an integrated
evaluation of performance and technology as proposed in [BGPS03, GBPS03, GBP05].

Figure 3.17 depicts the two research threads of performance and technology evaluation on the
organizational level. Both activities evolve from the architectural stage via modeling and anal-
ysis stages to an interpretation stage. Then, the results can be integrated and the know-how can
be fed back into the different stages to re-iterate on architectures, models, and analyses.

The process of such an integrated evaluation is further illustrated by quantifying the trade-off
of advanced contention resolution schemes and node scalability [BGPS03, BPSG03, GBPS03,
GBP05]. Starting from the node architecture and a fixed number of input/output fibers, the
maximum number of wavelengths per input and output fiber is determined in a signal analysis.
Here, the minimal signal quality is specified by a BER criterion. Then the maximum (static)
throughput of the node is calculated as the product of the maximum number of wavelengths,
the number of input fibers, and the bit-rate.

The maximum wavelength count is used to parameterize a functional model used for a tele-
traffic analysis or for simulation. This analysis provides the maximum achievable utilization
for a given QoS under (dynamic) traffic. Finally, multiplying this utilization and the maximum
throughput yields the maximum effective throughput under dynamic traffic.

Section A.2 presents the results of an integrated evaluation of performance and technology
[GBPS03]. It compares the maximum and maximum effective throughput of the basic TAS
node as well as TAS nodes with dedicated and shared FDL buffer.

3.6 Quality of Service Differentiation

One of the central ideas of IP-over-WDM is to allocate functionality to the layer it can be best
implemented in and to minimize redundancy in functionality. As the IP layer does not inherently
support QoS, optical server layer networks have been envisioned to offer QoS capabilities to
the IP layer. In order to provide service guarantees or differentiation directly in OBS several
approaches have been proposed which are comprehensively discussed in [Dol04]:

- Additional QoS offset: Offset-based schemes rely on the fact that a greater offset time
translates into an earlier reservation, and thus into a higher probability of successful reser-
vation. While the total blocking probability remains constant for RFD burst scheduling,
high priority bursts which are assigned an additional QoS offset can have significantly
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Figure 3.17: Integrated evaluation of performance (top) and technology (bottom)

reduced blocking [YQ00]. Analysis showed that the additional QoS offsets have to be in
the order of a few mean burst durations [Gau00]. However, offset-based schemes have the
drawback that the burst loss probability of the high priority class is very sensitive to burst
size characteristics of the low priority class [DG01, BS05a]. Also, offset-based QoS can
interfer with resource reservation for FDL buffers (cf. Section 3.4.3.4).

- Preemption: In preemption schemes, high priority bursts can preempt low priority bursts
in case of a reservation conflict. An extension to this approach limits preemption to bursts
violating a traffic contract [LLY02]. In general, preemption of bursts has the disadvan-
tage that downstream nodes either waste already reserved resources or they need to be
informed accordingly, which increases signaling load.
Combining preemption and burst segmentation, the priority of a burst decides whether
part of an already reserved burst is dropped or whether part of the newly arriving burst is
dropped [VJ02b]. Here, an even more advanced approach allocates high priority packets
at the head of a burst and low priority packets at the tail of a burst. In case of contention,
preferably the tail part of a burst is preempted which then mostly concerns low priority
bursts [VZJC02].

- Intentional dropping: Similar to schedulers in the electronic domain, some approaches
provide relative service differentiation by actively dropping bursts. While applying such
schemes to all traffic [CHT01] can lead to substantial unfairness for well-behaving users,
combining it with trunk reservation and limiting it to out-of-profile traffic is far more
attractive [DG01, Dol04].

- (Re)scheduling of control packets: Service differentiation can be provided by not strictly
scheduling bursts on a first-come first-serve basis but according to their QoS class [YZV01,
BS05b]. However, this causes additional and non-deterministic processing delays for low
priority burst control packets and requires more complex reservation control modules.

- Resource reservation: These schemes do not grant all bursts access to all resources as in
complete sharing but reserve some resources for high priority bursts. Static partitioning,
partial sharing or trunk reservation are known concepts for resource reservation which
can provide different degrees of isolation and performance [Dol04, PCM+04, KM05].
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Although no clear trend can be formulated regarding concepts for QoS provisioning in OBS,
stability, robustness and ease of implementation will be key decision criterion. Thus, Chapter 4
aims at providing an overall high QoS onto which schemes for service differentiation can be
flexibly built.



4 The Optical Burst Transport Network
Architecture (OBTN)

This chapter introduces the Optical Burst Transport Network (OBTN) architecture [GM05a,
GM05b, Gau05], which extends OBS by a dense virtual topology, constrained alternative rout-
ing, and shared overflow capacity on a selection of virtual links. It targets an optimized balance
of network efficiency and node scalability at overall high QoS. Also, it combines elements of
optical circuit switching and optical packet/burst switching as was also motivated by Alan Hill
and Fabio Neri in their 2001 editorial for IEEE Communications Magazine [HN01]:

. . . from an overall networking perspective, a hybrid solution combining the merits
of fast (optical) circuit switching with those of optical packet switching may offer
better cost and performance.

In this chapter, the design rationale for OBTN is outlined and the key extensions of the OBTN
architecture are presented. Then, these extensions are analyzed regarding their consequences
for the node and network elements. In addition, architectural variants and operational strategies
are discussed. Finally, a qualitative comparison of OBTN is given with respect to the reference
architectures introduced in Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.4 Optical Burst Swichting (OBS) and
Burst-over-Circuit-Switching (BoCS).

4.1 OBTN Design Rationale and Application Scenarios

The OBTN design rationale comprises service requirements, network and node design consid-
erations, and an important burst transport network scenario.

4.1.1 Quality of Service Requirements

A future-proof burst-switched transport network architecture has to be multi-service capable,
i.e., support a wide variety of client services. It should neither be designed for a subset of appli-
cations with specific QoS requirements, nor should client layer networks and protocols depend
on its characteristics. Instead, it should provide a balanced, high service quality regarding loss
probability, delay and jitter satisfying standardized network performance objectives as further
discussed in Section 5.3.2. Also, it should not lead to performance problems in predominantly
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Figure 4.1: Combination of OBS and WSN in a client-server architecture

used client layer protocols. For instance, burst reordering inside the network should be low in
order not to interfere with TCP congestion control (cf. Section 3.4.4). If these generic criteria
are met, service providers can produce a wide range of transport services at a reasonably high
network utilization [IST04a]. On top of such a high quality yet best-effort network architecture,
QoS differentiation mechanisms as outlined in Section 3.6 can be deployed to produce services
which require absolute or relative guarantees.

4.1.2 Cost-aware Network Design

As motivated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the design and analysis of burst-switched architectures
should always consider network and node complexity, i.e., the cost of transport and the cost of
switching [GBPS03, Cha05b]. On the one hand, the still limited functionality and mostly analog
nature of agile optical switching indicate that its implementation cost will remain high for some
years to come (cf. Section 3.5). On the other hand, the cost of transport will further decrease due
to the huge available capacity of optical fiber networks. Accounting for both trends, switching
will continue to dominate the cost of optical networks in general and of OBS networks in partic-
ular. Therefore, it is crucial to primarily minimize the number of ports of OBS nodes even at the
cost of additional network capacity (cf. Section 2.4.2). These trends also materialize in techno-
economic studies of IP/WDM multi-layer networks which focus on the number of switch ports
while mostly neglecting required transport capacity in the network [SBG04, Köh05b, Gal05].

In IP/WDM networks, WSNs are frequently used to provision a virtual topology of lightpaths
which allow to bypass client layer nodes and thus to offload them from transit traffic. Similarly,
optically burst-switched networks could reduce their resource requirements if combined with a
WSN in a client-server relation. Thus, Figure 4.1 depicts a burst-switched and a wavelength-
switched network as a client-server hybrid optical network Section 2.3.4.
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Figure 4.2: Transport network scenario for the interconnection of optical feeder networks

4.1.3 Network Scenario for Burst Transport

The interconnection of huge core routers is often considered the main application scenario driv-
ing a migration towards OBS in transport networks. However, statistical multiplexing of the
highly aggregate traffic flows exchanged by such routers can only yield a limited capacity
improvement (cf. Section 2.4.3). Therefore, this scenario may not justify the transition from
circuit-switched to burst-switched network architectures. Also, WSNs can be expected to re-
main an integral part of future transport networks due to their scalability, manageability, and
multi-service capabilities. Thus, any migration towards OBS will most likely be as a client to a
WSN instead of in a greenfield infrastructure. Consequently, the following application case and
migration scenario envisions burst-switched feeder networks, e.g., optical MANs, and particu-
larly their efficient and seamless interconnection across an WSN core network.

To better support broadband access and high-speed metro networks, future optical networks
could reach farther out towards the user than they currently do. Instead of repeated aggregation
and consolidation of bursty data traffic in the electronic domain, it could be assembled and al-
ready handed over to the optical domain at the edge of the feeder network [LSDD+01, HGJ05,
DDC+03]. As a consequence, traffic at the ingress to the optical network would be less aggre-
gate and more bursty, and better suit the ideas of burst transport. Such a collapse of a network
hierarchy level can be seen as strategic step towards CapEx reductions.

If the traffic demand between pairs of individual feeder networks across the core network do
not reach full wavelength granularity, it would be inefficient to interconnect them directly with
lightpaths. Instead, optical bursts from a group of attached feeder networks could be multi-
plexed at the edge of the core network for transport across the existing WSN as is depicted
in Figure 4.2. In this scenario, the burst-switched core network nodes would mainly multi-
plex/demultiplex optical burst traffic at the edge of the WSN.1 Optical bursts with the same mul-
tiplexing/demultiplexing core node would not have to be switched in intermediate core nodes
but could be transported together through the WSN in a direct lightpath instead as also illus-
trated in Figure 4.2. Such an interconnection of burst-switched nodes with direct lightpaths is
also proposed in [OSHT01, CSBO03] as an OBS/OPS introduction scenario (cf. Section 2.3.4)
and referred to as burst-over-circuit-switching (BoCS) here.

1While current proposals for optical MANs mostly assume an electronic node as gateway to the core network,
it is assumed here that future network solutions can also employ optical gateways.
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Concluding, the outlined burst transport network scenario relies on a virtual topology of light-
paths to interconnect burst-switched multiplexing/demultiplexing nodes and to migrate burst-
switching into transport networks. Regarding business models of service providers [Muk06],
this interconnection would be attractive to both incumbent operators, who already own the un-
derlying core WSN and seek to cost-efficiently interconnect burst-switched feeder networks.
Also, it can be used by competitive operators who operate networks in different metro areas but
have to lease the transport capacity to interconnect them.

4.2 Network Architecture

The previous two subsections both motivated that a virtual topology defined by lightpaths
should be employed to design efficient burst transport networks. Based on this design rationale,
the following section introduces the fundamental concepts of the OBTN network architecture
and its integration with the WSN layer network.

4.2.1 Virtual Topology of OBTN

OBTN nodes multiplex/demultiplex optical bursts, which originate from the attached optical
feeder networks, into lightpaths for transport across a wavelength-switched core network as
illustrated in Figure 4.2. These OBTN nodes and the WSN server layer nodes are assumed to
be collocated in a point-of-presence (POP) in all following discussions.

The lightpaths serve as virtual links to interconnect the OBTN nodes in a dense or even full-
mesh virtual topology minimizing transit traffic in the burst-switched layer. The discussion in
this chapter as well as the modeling and most of the evaluation work in the following chap-
ters use a full-mesh virtual topology. However, OBTN is not restricted to a full-mesh virtual
topology. Section 6.6 describes and evaluates sparser virtual topologies based on traffic demand
and path length criteria. Still, in order to allow for the constrained alternative routing and the
assignment of respective capacity introduced below, OBTN nodes should always be connected
by a virtual link if they are neighbors in the physical topology. These virtual links are referred
to as single-hop virtual links because they only span one hop in the physical topology.

The principal dimensioning trade-offs and limiting scenarios for virtual topologies under dy-
namic traffic were already discussed in Section 2.3.4 for OBS and quantified in Section 2.4.3.
These discussions showed that there are two counteracting effects on capacity requirements
when increasing the connectivity of a virtual topology: a positive effect of minimized transit
traffic and a negative effect of reduced statistical multiplexing gain per link. In summary, they
can either decrease or increase the capacity requirements of the client layer and thus of the
OBTN nodes. Thus, in order to sustainably reduce the node size and cost, OBTN also employs
contention resolution by wavelength conversion and FDL buffering inside the nodes as well as
by alternative routing on the network level.
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4.2.2 Constrained Alternative Routing

The concept of contention resolution by alternative/deflection routing, discussed in Section 3.4.4,
is also applied in OBTN. While most findings on alternative/deflection routing are also valid
here, a key difference is the fact that OBTN employs a densely meshed virtual topology com-
pared to the sparsely meshed physical topology in OBS.

This subsection focuses on the routing schemes, i.e., on how to obtain the set of suitable routes
between a pair of nodes [ITG96]2. In particular, it discusses the computation of a constrained
set of alternative routes. Below, Section 4.4.2 further details route selection, i.e., which route to
pick from a set of suitable routes.

In principle, alternative routing in densely meshed (virtual) topologies can cause operational
and performance problems. The large number of alternative routes, can lead to significant route
and thus end-to-end delay variations. This is not only due to the high variation in the number
of virtual links per route ranging from 1 to n−1 in a network with n nodes. It is also due to the
fact that the virtual links can span several hops in the physical topology.

For illustration, in a network with n nodes and a full-mesh topology, the number of alternative
routes between a node pair is given by Eq. (A.2) in [Spä02] as:

RFM = 1+
n−1
∑
l=2

l

∏
k=2

(n− k). (4.1)

This leads to a large number of routes even for a relatively small number of nodes n, as can be
easily seen from the upper bound (n−2)(n−2)! for this relation.

However, a dense virtual topology also opens up interesting design opportunities. The key ad-
vantage is that for a given node pair several alternative routes can be found, which use other
virtual links than the primary route but still traverse the same physical links. By constraining al-
ternative routing with this criterion, all bursts experience the exact same end-to-end propagation
delay independent of whether they are transported on their primary route or on alternate routes.
Furthermore, as the propagation delay dominates in WAN scenarios, delay variations and burst
reordering can be inherently avoided.

Figure 4.3 illustrates such constrained alternative routes for a network with five nodes connected
by lightpaths in a full-mesh virtual topology. The left sub-figure depicts the physical fiber links
and shows how the (bidirectional) virtual links are assigned to them. For traffic from node 1 to
node 5, the primary route is defined by the direct lightpath traversing the three physical links
A, B, and C. In case this primary route is blocked, a total of 16 alternative routes exist in this
network based on Eq. (4.1) spanning two or more virtual links. The right sub-figure shows the
virtual topology of the same network as well as the set of constrained alternative routes for traffic
from node 1 to node 5. The alternate route 1 uses the virtual links from node 1 to node 2 (fiber
A) as well as from node 2 to node 5 (fibers B and C) while the alternate route 2 comprises the
three virtual links corresponding to the fiber links A, B, and C. Regarding the local forwarding
of bursts, Figure 4.3 (right) also shows that nodes 1 and 2 can select from two outgoing virtual

2For alternative routing, this set of routes is also referred to as the set of alternative routes including the primary
route and all alternate routes.
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Figure 4.3: Physical fiber topology and bidirectional lightpaths as virtual links (left) and full-
mesh virtual topology with primary and alternative routes from node 1 to 5 (right)

links for traffic from node 1 to node 5 respectively, while node 4 only has a single route to send
traffic to node 5.

The maximum number of alternative routes, which follow the same links in the physical topol-
ogy as a given primary route, can be estimated for a full-mesh virtual topology by adding up
the number of possible combinations to construct such routes with virtual links. Assuming that
the direct virtual link spans H fiber hops and bypasses H −1 intermediate nodes, the maximum
number of such constrained routes RCR (including the primary route on the direct virtual link)
follows as

RCR =
H−1
∑
i=0

(

H −1
i

)

= 2H−1 (4.2)

This number is substantially smaller than the number of all possible routes RFM. Thus, con-
strained alternative routing also reduces the processing requirements in nodes and improves
stability similar to other approaches controlling deflection (cf. Section 3.4.4). Note that the
actual number of constrained alternative routes can be smaller even for a full-mesh virtual
topology depending on the routing of virtual links in the physical topology. For instance, in
Figure 4.3 the virtual link from node 1 to node 4 is routed via node 3 instead of via node 2.
Thus, it cannot be used for traffic from node 1 to node 5. Such configurations can always occur
with non-shortest path routing schemes, e.g., least-cost routing. Also, they occur with shortest
path routing schemes if equal length routes exist without a unique tie breaking condition. How-
ever, such configurations can either be avoided by explicit routing of virtual links in the physical
topology or by using shortest path routing with a unique route length criterion.

Regarding implementation, such a set of alternative routes can be obtained by first computing
the primary path from source to destination in the physical topology. Then, a topology graph
is set up with the source and destination node as well as all OBTN nodes which are traversed
or by-passed by the primary route. Also, all virtual links between those nodes, which are in
parallel to the primary route, are entered as edges into this graph. Then, this graph is used to
compute the set of alternative routes for the given source-destination node pair with a k-shortest
path algorithm [Epp98].
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4.2.3 Shared Overflow Capacity

In a network dimensioning process as described in Section 2.4.2, node and network resources
are allocated according to traffic demands and primary routes. Introducing alternative routing
shifts some traffic from those virtual links, which were dimensioned for this traffic, to other
virtual links, which were not. Such an undesired mismatch of routing schemes and dimension-
ing assumptions can cause a substantial performance degradation as shown in [GKZM05]. To
account for traffic on alternative routes, some extra capacity should be allocated in the network.
This extra capacity, which is termed overflow capacity, should be aggregated on a small number
of links and shared among many flows in order to be most effective,

With constrained alternative routing, corresponding alternative routes follow the same fiber
links in the physical topology. In addition, the virtual topology was characterized to always
contain the (physical) single-hop virtual links, which connect neighboring OBTN nodes. Con-
sequently, one of the alternative routes is always defined by the concatenation of single-hop vir-
tual links. Conversely, a single-hop virtual link is in the set of alternative routes for all primary
routes traversing it. These observations and the fact that there are only few single-hop virtual
links motivate the allocation of the overflow capacity: It should be assigned to the single-hop
virtual links because it can be effectively share there. Thus, this approach is taken by OBTN to
combine constrained alternative routing and virtual topology dimensioning.

Finally, there is one more argument. The discussion of Figure 4.3 on local forwarding options
in constrained alternative routing showed that traffic between neighboring nodes in the physical
topology cannot benefit from alternative routing. However, the additional capacity on these
virtual links counterbalances this effect.

For the physical topology of the Pan-European reference core network (CN) [MCL+03], Fig-
ure 4.4 shows an example OBTN virtual topology with a full-mesh of lightpaths (thin) and with
the single-hop virtual links being allocated additional shared overflow capacity (thick, line width
not drawn to scale). The dimensioning of virtual links and the assignment of shared overflow
capacity is further detailed in Section 5.2.

4.2.4 OBTN Example

Figure 4.5 illustrates the components of OBTN namely the dense virtual topology, the con-
strained alternative routing, and the shared overflow capacity. Also, it explains how OBTN
relates to OBS and BoCS. For a network segment with five nodes, the three subfigures 4.5(a)–
(c) depict the virtual topology of the OBTN layer (top half) as well as the interconnection of
nodes by lightpaths in the WSN (bottom half), respectively. In both views, lightpaths are de-
picted as solid arrows. As the WSN layer is assumed to be static, the figure leaves out optical
cross-connects for clarity and only shows the physical fiber infrastructure.

For a simple, quantitative comparison, this example includes traffic demands and assumes prin-
cipal relations on resource sharing. Unidirectional traffic demands Ai, j exist from OBTN nodes
1 and 2 to nodes 3 and 5 as well as from node 3 to node 4 and from node 4 to node 5 as depicted
by the dashed arrows in Figure 4.5(a) (bottom). For simplicity, statistical multiplexing is mod-
eled by assuming that each demand requires four wavelength channels whenever it shares link
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(a) Physical topology (b) OBTN virtual topology

Figure 4.4: Physical and OBTN virtual topology for the Pan-European reference network

resources with other demands and 6 wavelength channels whenever it uses dedicated link re-
sources. Under this assumption, the sub-figures also list example numbers of transmitting burst-
switched ports as well as the number of fiber hops in the underlying physical infrastructure—
both, per node or link and for the entire network segment. For the physical fiber infrastructure,
only one of the nodes 1 or 2 is drawn but both are considered regarding the number of fiber hops
as indicated by the labels “2x”.

Figure 4.5(a) depicts the OBS case, in which all traffic is multiplexed hop-by-hop onto the links
of the physical topology and thus all resources are shared. Figure 4.5(b) shows the BoCS case,
which employs direct lightpaths for the traffic demands from nodes 1 and 2 to node 5. Although
these lightpaths traverse the same fiber links in the physical topology they bypass intermediate
burst-switched nodes. Comparing both scenarios, it can be seen that the total number of burst-
switched ports is lower in BoCS. Here, the benefit of bypassing is greater than the penalty of
reduced statistical multiplexing. However, BoCS requires more fiber hops because the reduced
statistical multiplexing gain solely decides on that. This comparison exhibits the trade-offs first
discussed in Section 2.3.4 and quantified in Section 2.4.2.

For the case of OBTN, Figure 4.5(c) also shows the direct lightpaths used for traffic demands
from nodes 1 and 2 to node 5. In addition, it illustrates how OBTN allocates a small amount
of overflow capacity to the single-hop virtual links. These links are used as alternative routes
in case of contention in nodes 1 and 2, respectively. Here, Figure 4.5(c) (bottom) demonstrates
again for traffic from node 1 and node 2 to node 5, that the direct lightpaths and the alternative
route via nodes 3 and 4 follow the same fiber links in the physical fiber infrastructure.

In Figure 4.5(c), it is assumed that alternative routing reduces the resource requirements of
the direct lightpaths connecting nodes 1 and 2 with node 5 from 6 to 5 wavelength channels,
respectively. Also, the overflow capacity (dashed arrows) can be rather small as it is shared
among all traffic on these single-hop virtual links. In the figure, it is equivalent to 0.5 wavelength
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channels and not rounded up—in a network rounding will not introduce substantial errors due
to aggregation. Based on these numbers, OBTN reduces the number of burst-switched ports
with respect to OBS almost as effective as BoCS. However, the penalty in the number of hops
with respect to OBS is smaller than for BoCS.

The numbers given in this example are solely illustrative and neither their absolute values nor
the absolute or relative differences should be considered representative. In realistic networks,
reductions in the number of burst ports and penalties regarding the number of fiber hops depend
on the absolute size and spatial distribution of traffic demands as well as on the physical network
topology (the five segment network has only a mean hop distance for routed traffic demands of
1.67). Chapter 6 presents results for a Pan-European reference network while [GM05a] studied
a single node scenario modeling a variety of network characteristics. Summarizing their results,
OBTN can successfully reduce the number of burst-switched ports compared to OBS without
the penalty in fiber hops of BoCS.

4.2.5 Interaction of OBTN and the Underlying WSN

In the OBTN network architecture, all lightpaths for the resulting virtual topology are provi-
sioned by the underlying WSN layer. In the following, it is always assumed that the capacity of
the WSN is no bottleneck as the WSN serves many customers and carries many different client
layer networks. Lightpaths can be set up by applying standard mechanisms and protocols of the
ASON or GMPLS control planes (cf. Section 2.2.5). Beyond connectivity, dynamic provision-
ing can offer advanced functionality and flexibility to the OBTN layer. It can adapt virtual link
capacities to traffic variations as described in Section 2.2.2 or to achieve survivability towards
network failures using restoration schemes of the WSN layer. For these purposes, OBTN nodes
should participate in the control plane of the WSN either as clients in an overlay or augmented
model or as peers in a peer model (c.f. Section 2.2.5). However, the selection of constrained
alternative routes requires either a peer or an augmented control plane model. In the former
case, OBTN can access the full state information of the WSN server layer and identify suitable
alternative routes on its own. In the latter, the information exchange between the layers has to
support constraint-based routing, e.g., by rereturning a list of parallel virtual links.

A consequence of a virtual topology with a large number of links but with fewer wavelengths
per link is that outband signaling of burst control headers on a dedicated wavelength per link
is no longer efficient. However, alternative out-of-band signaling schemes or advanced inband
schemes [CW03] should be applied instead. In the former case, the control information is mul-
tiplexed onto the data signal using an orthogonal modulation format (cf. Section 4.3.2). In this
case, the transmission and switching infrastructure of the WSN also has to be transparent with
respect to those signals. Similarly, the physical network infrastructure has to support burst-mode
transmission, although bursts are transported inside the lightpaths.

4.3 Node Architecture

The OBTN network architecture defines requirements for OBTN nodes regarding switch and
contention resolution functionality as well as signaling and node control. Edge nodes, which are
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Figure 4.6: Model of an OBTN node

responsible for burst assembly and disassembly as well as the generation of the control header
packet, are considered part of the optical feeder network. As they do not fundamentally differ
from those in OBS as described in Section 3.1, they are not further detailed here.

4.3.1 Switch and Contention Resolution Functionality

The OBTN nodes have the task of multiplexing/demultiplexing and switching optical burst
traffic as outlined in Section 4.1.3. Incoming bursts can either originate in the attached opti-
cal feeder networks, where burst assembly was performed, or arrive from other OBTN nodes
on lightpaths. They are either switched to a virtual link belonging to one of the constrained
alternative routes towards their destination or dropped to their destination feeder network.

As an additional option, an OBTN node can also have local add and drop ports with burst
assembly and disassembly. Here, as an advanced feature, local burst transmission could be
coordinated with the outgoing ports in order to prevent contention in the source node. However,
as the focus lies on the transport network scenario outlined in Section 4.1.3, local add/drop ports
are not considered in the following.

Figure 4.6 depicts a model of an OBTN node with trunk ports, add/drop ports, and an FDL
buffer. It shows the virtual links comprising lightpaths to physical neighbors, multi-hop light-
paths to distant OBTN nodes, and lightpaths for shared overflow capacity. They are colored
according to the example in Figure 4.5. Although OBTN nodes are connected to a large number
of nodes in the network the principal node design does not deviate from that of OBS. This is
due to the fact that switching matrix structure and complexity are determined by the physical
instead of the logical interconnection pattern. Thus, existing proposals for OBS nodes can be
applied to OBTN as well, including the SOA-based or AWG-based designs discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5. More detailed studies on node realization or an integrated performance and technology
evaluation are beyond the scope of this thesis and open for future work.
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In order to achieve high network resource efficiency despite the reduced statistical multiplexing
gain per network link OBTN nodes employ both wavelength conversion and a simple FDL
buffer. Figure 4.6 shows an OBTN node model including the FDL buffer. Still, as FDL buffers
cannot be integrated, and require additional switch ports, their FDL and wavelength count, as
well as their delay should be kept to the necessary minimum [GBPS03].

As the WSN network layer is assumed to be a service-independent server layer a close integra-
tion of OBTN and WSN switching nodes is not envisioned. Thus, the WSN node architecture is
not further detailed here. Nevertheless, in future work, advanced WSN node architectures with
only partial burst-mode capabilities trading-off full flexibility and realization complexity could
be considered.

4.3.2 Signaling and Node Control

Control packet signaling and node control functionality like burst scheduling are design aspects
beyond the pure switching functionality, which also require considerable realization effort. As
discussed in Section 4.2.5, control headers should not be transported on a dedicated wavelength
per network link in OBTN but instead use alternative outband or inband schemes [Nor03]. A
promising technique for outband signaling is to impress the control information on the same
wavelength, which carries the intensity modulated data payload, but with a different, orthogo-
nal modulation format. In [VZC+03, KSM+02], frequency-shift keying (FSK) and differential
phase-shift keying (DPSK) are proposed for this purpose and, in case of FSK, also successfully
demonstrated. Also, sub-carrier modulation (SCM) [BCR+99] is a feasible alternative solution
that has been reported in literature and been experimentally demonstrated. With SCM, the con-
trol information modulates a radio-frequency, which again modulates the optical carrier creating
two side-bands around the optical center frequency.

As only few control information is signaled on the orthogonal control channel it can be modu-
lated with a lower bit-rate reducing physical impairments. Also, this channel can be operated in
continuous mode as it is purely a point-to-point link between OBTN nodes. Consequently, such
transmitters and receivers can be realized far less expensive [BCR+99, YMK05] than line-speed
burst-mode equipment. This allows them to be deployed in all OBTN nodes for all wavelengths.
As an additional advantage, such schemes facilitate the monitoring of control headers and data
bursts in order to ensure their consistency, which is a major problem when using dedicated
wavelengths for control header signaling.

The advanced inband signaling scheme for control packets proposed in [CW03] interleaves
burst header packets with data bursts. By default, a switch listens to all wavelengths to hunt for
and process control packets. As all data bursts are announced by a control packet with a certain
offset time, the switch exactly knows when in the future data bursts will arrive and can thus
change from the listening to a switching mode immediately before burst arrival. Compared to
the outband schemes, this, however, requires that all wavelength channels are terminated to read
control packets which would diminish the advantages of transparent optical switching.

Burst scheduling can be realized in the same way as in OBS nodes with one scheduling module
per node output [JG03b, Jun04, Jun06]. Using one scheduling module per node output requires
extensions to account for several virtual links per output. In contrast, a scheduling module per
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virtual link does not require such extensions but instead leads to more inter-module coordination
for alternative routing and mandates that the scheduling logic be reconfigured/reprogrammed
upon virtual topology changes. Similarly, in the case of FDL buffering, the burst scheduling
modules for the FDL buffer and the respective output link have to be coordinated—also as in
regular OBS.

4.4 Architectural Variants and Operational Strategies

The OBTN architecture introduces several degrees of freedom regarding the dense virtual topol-
ogy, constrained alternative routing, and shared overflow capacity. Beyond the above description
of the principal concepts, this section extends the discussion towards more advanced architec-
tural and operational options. First, this section discusses basic strategies for virtual topology
design, which decide on the interconnection of OBTN nodes by lightpaths. Then, it further de-
tails routing and forwarding and looks at resource sharing concepts for virtual link capacity.
Finally, hunting modes for resource selection inside the OBTN nodes are discussed.

4.4.1 Virtual topology design

So far, the OBTN virtual topology has only been characterized to be dense and to always con-
tain the single-hop virtual links connecting neighbor nodes in the physical topology. Although
densely-meshed virtual topologies are common in core networks, scalability, management, and
resource utilization arguments motivate a lower connectivity. Therefore, two alternative ap-
proaches are introduced and evaluated in Section 6.6 to show that the virtual topology can be
less densely-meshed without fundamental disadvantages.

In the context of this thesis, the OBTN virtual topology is assumed to be static or to be pseudo-
static, i.e., only adapted on time-scales much higher than end-to-end delays of bursts. Never-
theless, virtual topology reconfiguration/reoptimization as proposed for WSN [RR00, NTM00,
GM03] could be considered in future work.

4.4.2 Routing and Forwarding

Section 4.2.2 already discussed the principal concept of the constrained alternative routing
scheme used in OBTN. Here, the route selection process with respect to the responsible node(s)
and the maximum number of alternative routes is discussed.

Similar to burst reservation and scheduling, the route is selected from the constrained alternative
set of routes on a per burst basis in OBTN, i.e., in case a burst cannot take its primary route,
it selects an alternate route. A major classification criterion for route selection is which nodes
decide on the route. In source routing, only the source node is allowed to switch to an alternate
route, which leaves more control with the originating OBTN node and can be more simply
integrated into MPLS or GMPLS control planes. In contrast, link-by-link routing, where a link
refers to a virtual link, also allows intermediate nodes to decide on the further route to the
destination node. As the latter approach works greedily in intermediate nodes it offers more
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opportunities for successful transmission, can be expected to yield a lower burst loss probability,
and is thus used in OBTN. For the purpose of link-by-link routing, routing information specified
in the set of constrained alternative routes can be extracted into local forwarding tables to speed-
up forwarding look-up. In general, such forwarding tables list a set of next-hop virtual links for
bursts of a given source and destination node pair.

The route selection process is further characterized by the maximum number of alternate routes
to be used and the order of route selection. Except for overload situations, increasing the number
of alternate routes can yield a reduced burst loss probability [Sch04]. Still, as it also imposes
additional load on the node control module, a suitable balance has to be found here. Promi-
nent examples for the order of route selection use fixed sequential, random or load-dependent
schemes. In OBTN, selecting alternate routes sequentially according to their length in virtual
links can control the transit traffic induced by alternate routes and thus support the overall de-
sign objectives. However, selecting the routes according to link dimensioning, e.g., with shared
overflow capacity, may also be beneficial. Allowing only the alternate route along the single-
hop virtual links leads to an exact match of routing and allocation of shared overflow capacity.
In all other cases, the alternate route either matches this allocation only partly or the alternate
route uses virtual links from which other contending bursts are in turn shifted to an alternate
route. There, these bursts may again benefit from the shared overflow capacity.

As the constrained set of routes is assumed to be fixed over longer time intervals and as the
routes are assumed to be hunted sequentially, routing in OBTN can be summarized as fixed
alternative routing.

4.4.3 Resource sharing

The shared overflow resources in the network could either be completely shared among all
traffic traversing a virtual link or be restricted to bursts on alternate routes. In addition, the
partitioning on the link could be managed by admission control strategies like partial sharing,
trunk reservation, virtual or full partitioning [Ros95]. While sharing would improve the sta-
tistical multiplexing gain and yield a lower burst loss probability, partitioned resources could
be, e.g., used for differentiated provisioning or recovery. Following the design objectives of
OBTN, only the complete sharing approach is considered in the following in order to achieve a
high network efficiency. Nevertheless, the other approaches can be subject of future work.

4.4.4 Hunting modes

The OBTN node control assigns resources inside the node and on the virtual links on a per burst
basis. In OBTN, a burst initially attempts a transmission on the primary route without wave-
length conversion and without buffering as was already motivated for OBS in Section 3.4. In
case this fails because no idle resources are available or because the output link supports differ-
ent wavelength channels, the contention situation has to be resolved by wavelength conversion,
buffering in an FDL or transmission on the alternate route. The process and order in which these
contention resolution options are used is again referred to as hunting (cf. Section 3.4.5).
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(a) FDL-Alt (b) Alt-FDL

Figure 4.7: Hunting modes for OBTN considering FDL buffering and alternate routes

In the following, it is always assumed that the node uses wavelength conversion as the pri-
mary contention resolution strategy. Not only has it been shown to be most effective (cf Sec-
tion 3.4), also do several burst-switched node architectures inherently provide this capability
(cf. Section 3.5 and [Buc05]). In case the nodes do not offer full wavelength conversion, shared
converter pools can be introduced and dimensioned to yield similar performance at reduced con-
verter count (cf. Section 3.4 and [Gau04]). Consequently, the remaining dimensions of hunting
are FDL buffering and transmission on alternate routes.

In a two-dimensional representation, Figure 4.7 depicts two sequential hunting modes. The first
mode is called FDL-Alt (Figure 4.7(a)) and selects the primary route first without, and then with,
the buffer; only if this fails, it uses the alternate routes first without, and then with, the buffer.
The second mode is referred to as Alt-FDL (Figure 4.7(b)). It first tries the primary route and
then the alternate routes, first without the buffer and only if this fails, with the buffer. Obviously,
both hunting modes correspond to each other for OBTN nodes in which no alternate route is
available.

In addition to sequential hunting, integrated hunting could improve the performance by selecting
the optimal contention resolution strategy per burst according to some fitness function. Also,
hunting modes could adapt to traffic and network load situations by exploiting state information
of the primary route, the first hop of different alternate routes or the FDL buffer. Finally, hunting
strategies can depend on the QoS class, e.g., a low priority class may only use a subset of the
options or a different order. However, such approaches increase the coordination effort and the
realization complexity of the node control and are thus not considered in the following.

4.5 Qualitative Discussion

After the previous sections presented the fundamental concepts of OBTN, this section summa-
rizes the chapter and compares OBTN qualitatively with related architectures.
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Based on the classification in Section 2.3.4 and [GvBK+06], OBTN belongs to the client-server
type of hybrid optical network architectures as it employs the burst-switched client layer on
top of a wavelength-switched server layer. OBTN targets the burst transport network scenario
outlined in Section 4.1.3 for a scalable integration of optical feeder and core networks as well
as for migration of burst-switching into WSN. Also, it follows a cost-aware design for burst-
switched networks respecting the decreasing cost for network capacity and dominating cost for
switch ports. Finally, it aims at an overall high QoS by applying effective contention resolution
schemes.

4.5.1 Comparison to OBS and Hybrid Optical Network Architectures

OBTN is most closely related to OBS and BoCS and thus first compared to them regarding
performance, resource requirements, and flexibility. After the comparison with OBS and BoCS
the OBTN architecture is also shortly contrasted with parallel and integrated hybrid optical
networks (cf. Section 2.3.4 and [GvBK+06]).

OBTN inherited several basic architectural components like burst reservation, burst scheduling,
and contention resolution from OBS but incorporates additional concepts on a network level.
While almost all work on OBS deals with isolated core network scenarios in green-field deploy-
ments, OBTN builds on the existing WSN by setting up a virtual topology, by using constrained
alternative routing, and by allocating shared overflow capacity. In principle, OBS and OBTN
can both achieve a very low burst loss probability if respective contention resolution schemes
are applied. However, the constrained alternative routing in OBTN avoids the route and thus
propagation delay variability inherent to most deflection routing schemes in OBS. Regarding
dimensioning, OBS can, on the one hand, be expected to require less fiber hops for a given of-
fered traffic and burst loss probability as it benefits from a higher statistical multiplexing gain.
On the other hand, the large amount of transit traffic in OBS nodes also leads to a higher number
of switch ports, on which OBTN economizes. Both effects will be quantified in Section 6.1.

OBTN is also closely related to the two network architectures outlined in [OSHT01] which
deploy OPS networks in combination with WSN—from an architectural point of view OPS and
OBS are interchangeable here. The OPS layer either functions as a complete network layer or as
an interconnection network between aggregation edge nodes. From the paper it can be derived
that the former architecture uses lightpaths as virtual links to form an only sparsely meshed
virtual topology. In contrast, the latter BoCS architecture sets up a dense or full-mesh virtual
topology completely eliminating switching in intermediate nodes.

OBTN extends the BoCS approach by allowing constrained alternative routing and assigning
the shared overflow capacity. These advanced concepts allow to better utilize resources than
BoCS and will be shown to reduce both, the required network capacity and the number of
switch ports. Also, they offer a higher adaptivity due to the flexibility of the routing scheme.
This performance advantage, however, comes at the cost of a higher complexity in node control
and routing.

OBTN specifically supports a grow-as-you-go evolution of OBS networks by first upgrading
shared single-hop virtual links for smaller demand increases and later off-loading qualifying
traffic demands to end-to-end virtual links. Similarly, an initial BoCS network can be gradually
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expanded and improved regarding QoS by adding resources to the shared single-hop virtual
links and adopting the constrained alternate routing.

The major difference between OBTN and the virtual optical networks (VON) [QY99], poly-
morphic multi-service optical networks (PMON) [dM+04] as well as the hybrid OBS proposals
[LWZ+03, XQYD03] is that the latter deploy the burst-switched and the wavelength-switched
network in parallel instead of in a client-server fashion. Edge nodes select a network technology
based on explicit user request, traffic characteristics or QoS requirements, there.

The hybrid optical network architectures ORION [vBCC+03] and OpMigua [Bjo04] closely
integrate an electronically packet-switched network layer with a wavelength-switched network
layer. For instance, ORION inserts packets into transmission gaps of bypassing lightpaths,
which are used by different services and are not terminated in the respective node. Thus, this
concept requires a fully integrated control plane for routing and faultless delivery. Also, it relies
on specialized devices to physically mark the packets and extract them in downstream nodes.
Similarly, the OpMigua approach transports packet-switched and circuit-switched traffic to-
gether and uses a different polarization state to classify the traffic in nodes and to direct it to the
respective switching matrix. Summarizing, the key difference here is that OBTN does not apply
this extreme level of data plane and of control plane integration.

4.5.2 Scalability and Typical Dimensionings

The dense or even full-mesh virtual topology of OBTN and BoCS raises the so-called n2 prob-
lem, i.e., the problem that a full-mesh interconnection of n network nodes requires in the order
of n2 network links. This mostly limits the scalability for growing n. However, current WDM
networks actually motivate densely meshed virtual topologies because of their large number of
wavelengths per fiber (80–160 are available in products) and an only limited number of nodes
(usually 10–20). In addition, the concept of traffic off-loading and optical bypassing is supported
by the fact that network capacity is relatively inexpensive compared to node equipment.

Even more, the multiplexed traffic demands exchanged between all MANs of a pair of mul-
tiplexing/demultiplexing nodes (cf. Figure 4.2) can very well amount to several wavelength
channels per virtual link. This can be seen from a short estimation based on the average number
of MANs per core node, nMAN. Typical values of nMAN range between 2 and 5 which can be de-
rived from statistics on the number of MANs and the number of points-of-presence [MNVW04].
Hence, even traffic demands between pairs of MANs only amounting to a fraction of a lightpath
capacity, e.g., 20 %, can result in an aggregate traffic demand exchanged between a pair of mul-
tiplexing/demultiplexing nodes equivalent to several lightpaths assuming n2

MAN traffic relations
among them. The situation that several parallel wavelengths instead of only one at higher bit-
rate interconnect core nodes is also backed by technology and transmission arguments. Some
experts expect 10Gbps equipment to stay in carriers’ networks for several years, maybe even
decades, similar to the Jumbo jet in airline fleets [Lan03].

The OBTN network architecture introduced in this section is modeled in Chapter 5 and quan-
titatively evaluated in Chapter 6. The focus of these evaluations is to demonstrate that OBTN
meets the expectations towards a future optical network architecture in general and the above
design rationale in particular.





5 Modeling and Dimensioning of Burst
Transport Networks

The previous chapters described existing architectures for burst transport networks, namely
Optical Burst Switching (OBS) and Burst-over-Circuit Switching (BoCS), and introduced the
new Optical Burst Transport Network architecture (OBTN). Section 4.5 already discussed that
OBS and BoCS can be considered as extreme cases of an OBTN architecture regarding virtual
topology dimensioning. Based on this interpretation, this chapter presents a unified resource
modeling and dimensioning approach. This allows to compare the three architectures compre-
hensively in Chapter 6.

First, this chapter describes and justifies an abstract resource model for burst-switched nodes
and the unified modeling approach for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN. Then, it defines a unified
process for dimensioning client and server layer resources and discusses implementation con-
straints. Finally, the last section looks at the performance evaluation methodology including key
performance and resource metrics, and the evaluation scenario.

5.1 Unified Resource Modeling for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN

The design rationale for OBTN in Section 4.1 stressed that resource and cost arguments be
considered in network design. Particularly, the focus is on the complexity of the burst-switched
nodes in terms of the number of switch ports. Therefore, this section outlines a unified model
and metrics for client layer and server layer resources of all three architectures.

As OBS, BoCS, and OBTN nodes require identical switch functionality (cf. Section 4.3) they
can be realized based on the same node architecture. They only differ with respect to node
control functionalities, such as routing or hunting. Thus, the resource requirements of the three
burst-switched architectures can be compared based on a unified abstract node and network
model.

In order to be independent of specific burst switch architectures and technologies (cf. Sec-
tion 3.5), node complexity is measured in terms of the total number of switch ports1. From this
complexity metric an architecture-specific analysis regarding component count, signal regen-
eration requirements or cost can be derived in a second independent step. Here, an integrated
evaluation as discussed in Section 3.5.4 can be applied.

1In this thesis, only the sending switch ports are counted assuming symmetrical configurations.
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Figure 5.1: Unified dimensioning view of an OBS, BoCS, and OBTN node

As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the switch ports of OBS, BoCS, and OBTN nodes comprise
FDL buffer ports, add/drop ports, and trunk ports, which connect the node to other nodes via
virtual links. The number of FDL buffer ports, NF, and the number of local add/drop ports, NL,
can be derived from performance objectives for contention resolution and from local add/drop
traffic demands, respectively. In contrast, the number of trunk ports is obtained from the virtual
topology design and the dimensioning process outlined in Section 2.4.2. For OBTN, there are
two types of virtual links (cf. Figure 4.6) according to their functionality. The total number of
switch ports terminating direct end-to-end lightpaths is denoted as ND while the total number
of switch ports used for shared overflow capacity is denoted as NS.

In addition to the resources of the burst-switched client layer nodes, the server layer resources
required to provision the virtual links are also modeled. These virtual links are provisioned by
the underlying WSN as lightpaths. In order to stay independent of the implementation of the
server layer nodes, the resources required for a lightpath are measured in terms of the total
number of fiber hops it spans in the network. This number abstracts both server layer node and
link resources. The dimensioning and all evaluations assume that nodes in the client and server
layer are collocated in a point-of-presence (POP). Furthermore, the computation of the number
of fiber hops does not model any additional server layer nodes between POPs. Similar to the
number of trunk ports above, the number of fiber hops comprises a number SD used for direct
end-to-end lightpaths and a number SS used for shared overflow capacity.

The WSN server layer is typically reconfigured on time-scales ranging from seconds to minutes
or even far above. Thus, it can be realized by equipment with different reconfiguration speed
including optical cross-connects, managed patch-panels or static interconnections. Typical time-
scales of the burst-switched client layer, which range from microseconds to milliseconds, are
much smaller than those of the WSN server layer. Therefore, the WSN layer can be modeled
to be static from the point of view of the burst-switched layer. Consequently, the server layer
dimensioning outlined in Section 2.4.2 is applicable.

As mentioned above, the distinct difference in terms of virtual topology dimensioning between
OBS, BoCS, and OBTNis the amount of shared overflow capacity: BoCS applies a dense or
full-mesh virtual topology with direct end-to-end lightpaths and is thus equivalent to OBTN
without any shared overflow capacity. In contrast, OBS only interconnects neighbor nodes in
the physical topology and is thus equivalent to OBTN with only shared overflow capacity. Thus,
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the share of (physical) network capacity assigned as shared overflow capacity, β, can be used to
characterize the three burst transport architectures by a single unified figure:

β =
SS

SS +SD
=







0 BoCS
0 < β < 1 OBTN

1 OBS
. (5.1)

Note that this unified modeling relates to the virtual topology dimensioning. OBS, BoCS, and
OBTN can differ regarding operational strategies, e.g., in the their routing flexibility.

Although the WSN in general is assumed to act as a server layer to many client layer networks,
the following discussion assumes that its capacity is tightly dimensioned for the considered
client layer network. Consequently, effects due to the discrete granularity of network equipment
are not modeled.

5.2 Unified Dimensioning for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN

This section explains the dimensioning of client layer and server layer resources as used in the
following performance evaluation. Building on the above classification of ports this section first
treats the virtual and physical topology dimensioning and then looks at the FDL buffer and local
add/drop resources.

5.2.1 Client Layer and Server Layer Resources

The dimensioning process in Section 2.4.2 is used to determine the trunk ports in the client
layer and the fiber hops in the server layer. However, to date, there are no analytical models
for burst-switched nodes with asynchronous, WDM multi-FDL buffers using PreRes buffer
scheduling (cf. Section 3.4.3). Therefore, the virtual and physical network dimensioning cannot
exactly compute the link capacities required to transport traffic demands at a given QoS. In the
used formalization, this means that there is no suitable dimensioning function γ(·) available to
analytically relate offered traffic, QoS, and link resources. Therefore, the client layer and server
layer resources are instead dimensioned for a given overprovisioning factor by using an alternate
dimensioning function γ̃(·) such that the QoS is (approximately) the same on all network links.
Then, a systematic performance evaluation with differently scaled node and network capacities
identifies the dimensioning delivering the required target QoS.

The proposed dimensioning approach works for β values covering OBTN (0 < β < 1), OBS
(β = 1), and BoCS (β = 0) based on the unified resource model introduced in Section 5.1. Apart
from β, the traffic demand matrix A and the target overprovisioning factor α (cf. Eq. (2.14))
serve as input parameters. In addition, a densely meshed topology graph TV is used for the direct
end-to-end lightpaths and the physical topology graph TP for the shared overflow capacity.
Finally, the routing of traffic onto the topology is given as the routing function φ.

The unified dimensioning process for OBTN is depicted in Figure 5.2. It derives the client layer
capacities for the basic dense virtual topology (direct end-to-end lightpaths), CD, and for the
shared overflow capacity, CS, individually from separate resource pools. Then, they are added
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Figure 5.2: Dimensioning process for OBTN client and server layer resources

to obtain the final virtual topology dimensioning. These client layer resources are individually
mapped to the server layer and added up, respectively. For the extreme case of BoCS this means
that only direct end-to-end lightpaths are dimensioned while for OBS only shared overflow
capacity is considered.

The following steps further detail the dimensioning process for the two resource pools of direct
end-to-end lightpaths and shared overflow capacity:
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1. The traffic demand matrix A is routed on the respective topology graphs TV and TP to
obtain offered load values φ(A,TV) and φ(A,TP) for all virtual topology links2. At the
same time, the mean hop distance in the physical topology dA(A,TP) is calculated.

2. The total traffic demand A is split into two parts according to β. The first part (1−β) ·A
is used to dimension the direct end-to-end lightpaths. The second part β ·A is used to
dimension the shared overflow capacity.

3. The total target capacity of the virtual topology links are calculated for both resource
pools based on Eq. (2.13) as:

CD,target = α · (1−β) ·A (5.2)
CS,target = α ·β ·dA(A,TP) ·A. (5.3)

Instead of varying both CS,target and CD,target, the amount of direct end-to-end lightpath
capacity CD,target is fixed in the evaluations. This allows to only vary the amount of shared
overflow capacity CS,target. It is achieved by varying β together with α in Eq. (5.2) and
Eq. (5.3) such that

αD = (1−β)α = const. (5.4)
Consequently, Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3) can be rewritten as

CD,target = αD ·A (5.5)
CS,target = (α−αD) ·dA(A,TP) ·A. (5.6)

4. The virtual topology links are dimensioned individually such that all links offer the same
QoS and that the total capacities match the target values derived from Eq. (5.2) and
Eq. (5.3), respectively. The algorithm to meet the QoS and the capacity constraints is
further detailed below step 6.

CD = γ̃(φ(A,TV)) s.t.||CD|| = CD,target (5.7)
CS = γ̃(φ(A,TP)) s.t.||CS|| = CS,target (5.8)

As each virtual link is terminated by exactly one sending port, the number of trunk ports
for direct end-to-end lightpaths ND and for shared overflow capacity NS can be calculated
for the individual nodes as the row sums of CD and CS, respectively.

5. The virtual links are routed onto the physical topology to obtain the dimensioning matri-
ces SD and SS of the WSN

SD = φ(CD,TP) (5.9)
SS = φ(CS,TP) = CS (5.10)

as well as the total number of fiber hops SD and SS, respectively.

6. Finally, the dimensioning matrices for the direct end-to-end lightpaths and the shared
overflow capacity are added up to obtain C = CD +CS for the client layer and S = SD +SS
for the server layer resources.

2Here, a demand matrix scaled to the target capacity could also be used leading to slightly different results.
For instance, Section 6.6 takes this approach to simplify implementation there. However, as the differences are
minimal this degree of freedom is not further detailed.
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For all dimensionings in Chapter 6, the inverse of the Erlang-B formula is used as the alternative
dimensioning function γ̃ in step 4. The required number of wavelengths (servers) c(ai, j) for a
virtual link carrying the traffic ai, j is computed for the target burst loss probability PL assuming
Poisson arrivals and general burst transmission times as

c(ai, j) = B−1(ai, j,PL). (5.11)

The implemented dimensioning algorithm iteratively adapts the link capacities until the total
target capacity is met and all links have (approximately) the same QoS. Note that the result-
ing equilibrium QoS value has no further relevance for the network performance analysis as
the Erlang-B formula only serves as an alternative dimensioning function but does not exactly
model the burst-switched nodes with FDL buffers. When suitable performance models become
available for such nodes, they can be easily integrated into this process instead.

As virtual links can only comprise an integer number of lightpaths, it is in general impossible
to exactly match the constraints regarding QoS and total target capacity at the same time. Thus,
optimized rounding functions for minimizing the effects of residual capacities [BBB+03, HHN]
are used to obtain sufficiently good matching. Regarding Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8), these functions
are assumed to be included in the dimensioning matrix transformation γ̃(·).

5.2.2 FDL Buffer and Add/Drop Ports

So far, this dimensioning approach only determines the number of trunk ports but not the num-
ber of FDL and add/drop buffer ports. The structure and dimensioning of the FDL buffers is
modeled to be homogeneous across all n nodes. Thus, the total number of FDL buffer ports in
the network equals NF,total = ∑n

i=1 NF,i = n ·NF.

As the focus of the following performance evaluation is on the core network, the attached optical
feeder networks are not modeled in detail. Instead, they are abstracted by the respective traffic
demands exchanged with the respective core node and the required number of add/drop ports.
In order to avoid side-effects because of rounding, the total number of add ports in the network
is calculated. The optical feeder networks are modeled to all carry their traffic with the same
utilization ρMAN on the add/drop ports. Thus, for a total traffic demand of A injected into the
core network, the total number of add ports in all n core nodes can be modeled as NL,total =

∑n
i=1 NL,i = dA/ρMANe.

5.3 Performance Evaluation Methodology

While the previous subsections concentrate on the modeling and dimensioning of client layer
and server layer resources, this subsection introduces the evaluation methodology used in Chap-
ter 6. This comprises the simulation model and environment, the evaluation metrics, and the
evaluation scenario.
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5.3.1 Simulation Model and Environment

In order to analyze the performance of the three burst transport architectures OBS, BoCS,
and OBTN, event-driven simulation is used. Abstract simulation model which reflects exactly
the required level of detail for the different model components allows for a thorough, flexi-
ble, and comprehensive evaluation. In addition, intelligent component behavior described by
state-dependent or adaptive algorithms, e.g., the scheduling algorithms for FDL buffers, can be
directly accounted for. Finally, simulation offers access to a broad range of statistics fostering
detailed system understanding and explanation. Simulation is also the methodology of choice
as there are still no analytical models for the used FDL buffers with integrated scheduling as
discussed in Section 3.4.

The functionality, the time-scales, and QoS metrics, which are relevant for the following per-
formance evaluation, all focus on the burst-level. Therefore, the software tool simulates the
transport of individual optical bursts in the core network. Particularly, components and func-
tionality for contention resolution by wavelength conversion, FDL buffering, and alternative
routing are modeled in detail and can be parameterized flexibly. In contrast, the assembly of
bursts from packets in the edge nodes of the optical feeder networks and the feeder networks
themselves are abstracted by burst traffic generators attached to the core nodes.

The simulation model is implemented using the IKRSimLib [IKR] which provides the simu-
lation control, the basic model and communication components, as well as I/O support. Also,
the simulation tool applies the IKRSimLib capabilities regarding random variate generation and
statistical analysis. For instance, the latter functionality provides the 95 % confidence intervals
shown in the diagrams of Chapter 6 based on the batch-means method. The dimensioning ap-
proach described in Section 5.2 for client layer and server layer resources is integrated into the
simulation tool using a class library for WDM network dimensioning [Köh05a].

5.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

This subsection introduces and classifies the metrics that quantify the QoS performance and
realization complexity in Chapter 6. Also, it explains how resource metrics can be obtained for
a given target QoS value.

5.3.2.1 Performance and Complexity Metrics

While direct metrics like burst loss probability, transfer delay or jitter quantify the achieved
QoS, indirect metrics like the distribution of the number of virtual links traversed support ex-
planations.

As current transport networks are mostly static and circuit switched, QoS requirements directly
applicable to burst/packet-switched optical networks do not exist yet. However, they can be
derived from ITU-T’s recommendation on provisional IP QoS classes and network performance
objectives [Y.1541]. This standard defines performance objectives for international end-to-end
IP network paths and thus for entire IP client layer networks. As all specified classes require an
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Figure 5.3: Linear interpolation to obtain the required overprovisioning factor for a given burst
loss probability

IP packet loss ratio (IPLR) less than 10−3 end-to-end, the burst loss probability of the underlying
burst-switched transport network has to be even lower. In order to have enough safety margin,
mean loss probabilities of 10−4 to 10−5 for a burst-switched network or of 10−5 to 10−6 for a
single burst-switched node are reasonable (cf. the path model in [DG01]).

Upper bounds on mean IP packet transfer delay (IPTD) are between 100 ms for the most de-
manding and 1 s for the least demanding class. However, the 100 ms IPTD criterion can only
be met for path lengths less than 20,000 km, for which the propagation delay alone is approx.
100 ms. As discussed in Chapter 3 and Appendix A, characteristic delays in OBS, e.g., FDL
delays are dominated by the propagation delay. Thus, burst-switched nodes are not critical here
and the propagation delays and the delays introduced by IP routers decide whether the IPTD
values can be met. The IP delay variation (IPDV) is only specified for the two real-time classes
with values of 50 ms. Focusing again on the dominating propagation delay in an OBS network,
a delay variation of 50 ms corresponds to 10,000 km of differential path length. As such high
values can be easily avoided by suppressing extensive burst deflections, the jitter introduced by
a burst-switched network is not critical for IPDV. Consequently, the mean burst loss probability
within the burst-switched network is used as direct QoS metric.

Commonly, simulation studies on network performance concentrate on the analysis of direct
QoS metrics and only consider a very small set of resource constraints. In contrast, Chapter 6
also quantifies the client layer and server layer resources measured by number of burst-switched
ports as well as number of fiber hops for a given QoS level. This is particularly important for the
comparison of various architectures like OBS, BoCS, and OBTN, which trade off different re-
source types. The evaluations consider the number of trunk ports as well as the total number of
switch ports (Figure 5.1). It is interesting to also separately study trunk ports, which terminate
virtual links to other core nodes, as they may require additional equipment such as amplifiers.
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However, by including local add/drop and FDL buffer ports allows to even the effects of differ-
ent MAN utilizations and FDL buffer architectures are captured.

5.3.2.2 Resource Metrics for Target QoS Values

As the simulations use the number of switch ports and fiber hops as input parameters and yield
QoS metrics as results, the resource requirements for a given target loss probability cannot be
directly obtained. To overcome this deficiency, a post-processing step interpolates between the
resource requirements of QoS results in the vicinity of the target QoS value.

Figure 5.3 illustrates this in a diagram showing the logarithm of the burst loss probability for
several values of the overprovisioning factor α. As the logarithmic curves of the burst loss prob-
ability only exhibit a minimal bend for the targeted low burst loss probabilities, an interpolation
line yields sufficiently good results. Thus, the figure also shows the linear interpolation of the
value pairs (α1, logPL1) and (α2, logPL2) which are closest to the given target loss probabil-
ity PL,target. The intersection of the interpolation line and the curve y = logPL,target yields the
approximation of the overprovisioning factor αi required for the target loss probability PL,target.

In OBTN, simulations are performed for a given overprovisioning factor αD of the direct end-
to-end capacity. Thus, the ratio of shared overflow capacity βi required to meet a QoS objective
follows from the intersected overprovisioning factor αi and αD as βi = 1−αD/αi (cf. Eq. (5.4)).
The total number of trunk ports Ci and fiber hops Si can be calculated from Eq. (2.13) and
Eq. (2.17) in combination with Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.6) as

Ci = αD ·A+(αi −αD) ·dA ·A (5.12)
Si = αD ·dA ·A+(αi −αD) ·dA ·A (5.13)

where dA is the mean hop distance for the traffic demands of the physical topology (cf. Eq. (2.6)).
The total number of switch ports is finally obtained by adding up the total number of FDL buffer
ports NF,total, the total number of local add/drop ports NL,total, and the total number of trunk
ports Ci to improve readability, the indices i (intersected) are omitted in Chapter 6.

5.3.3 Evaluation Scenario

The evaluation scenario is designed to be realistic while at the same time avoiding parameter
space explosion by introducing appropriate model abstractions based on literature and the au-
thor’s previous work [Gau00, DGSB01, GDSB01, DG01, Gau02a, Gau02b, BGPS03, GKS04a,
Gau04, GKZM05]. It comprises a physical network topology, traffic demands and traffic char-
acteristics as well as the node functionality. The parameter decisions for the FDL buffers are
additionally based on the performance evaluation in Section A.1.

- Network topology: All simulations are performed for the Pan-European reference core
network topology (CT) specified by the LION and COST266 projects [COS03, MCL+03].
The CT network topology depicted in Figure 5.4 comprises 16 nodes in major European
metro areas and 23 bidirectional fiber links. With a mean node degree of 2.88 and a
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Figure 5.4: Pan-European reference network topology

mean hop distance of 2.64 it can be considered representative for optical core networks
[BGH+04].

It is assumed that a burst-switched core node is deployed in each of the core network
points-of-presence (POP) in order to dynamically switch traffic from and to the attached
optical feeder networks and to switch core network transit traffic (where applicable). In
case the wavelength-switched server layer uses optical cross-connects to switch light-
paths, it is assumed that OXCs are collocated in the core POPs. Consequently, there is
always exactly one fiber hop between burst-switched nodes, which are neighbors in the
physical topology.

- Traffic demands: The traffic demand matrix used for network dimensioning and simu-
lation is derived from the population-based demand model published with the reference
network scenario [MCL+03]. The demand model computes the amount of voice, transac-
tion and Internet traffic exchanged between core network nodes based on the number of
citizens, companies, and Internet hosts estimated for the regions surrounding the nodes.
For each type of traffic, the model specifies relations capturing the dependence of the de-
mands on the distance between their source and destination nodes. For the evaluations, a
total traffic demand for the year 2006 of approximately 9.9Tbps is used. This is equiva-
lent to a total of A0 = 990Erlang (wavelength equivalents) for 10Gbps line-rate and leads
to an average of 4.124Erlang per core node pair.

- Traffic generation and traffic characteristics: The optical feeder networks are assumed
to be independent of each other and are abstracted by their traffic demands. Traffic flows
arriving from those networks to the core node are thus implemented as independent traffic
generators. They generate bursts according to a Poisson process following the arguments
in [IA02] for time-based assembly with a wide range of IP traffic characteristics. In this
core network context, this assumption is further supported by the superposition of traffic
from many independent burst assembly queues and the focus on small, burst-level time-
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scales. Due to the Poisson process, all bursts, which are generated in the feeder networks
of one core node and destined to an arbitrary feeder network of a second core node, can
be aggregated into a single generator.
The burst transmission time follows a negative exponential distribution3. The mean value
is chosen to be h = 10µs, i.e., a mean burst length of 12,500Byte for the bit-rate of
10Gbps.

- Node functionality: The evaluations use the optical burst switch model depicted in Fig-
ure 4.6 with full wavelength conversion capability. Therefore, wavelength conversion can
always be used as the primary contention resolution strategy.
Unless stated differently, each node is equipped with an FDL buffer with one FDL (F = 1)
operated in WDM with WF = 32 wavelength channels, i.e., with NF = 32 ports. Increasing
the number of wavelengths for a single FDL beyond this values did not yield further
improvements (cf. Figure A.3(b)). The FDL delay for the single FDL buffers and the delay
granularity for degenerate multi-FDL buffers is chosen to be 4 mean burst transmission
times. Bursts on the output wavelength channels and on the FDLs are scheduled based
on a first-fit reserve-a-fixed duration algorithm with void filling (cf. Section 3.3). Such
a node could, e.g., be implemented by a tune-and-select architecture (TAS) as shown in
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 for TF = D = 4h = 40µs.

Additional information on special evaluation scenarios is introduced in the context of the re-
spective evaluations in Chapter 6.

3This is motivated by the preparatory studies in Section A.1. They showed that the results are rather insensitivity
with respect to the burst length distribution of assembled burst traffic.





6 Evaluation of Burst Transport
Architectures

This chapter evaluates OBTN and its architectural components regarding the key criteria of QoS
and resource efficiency set forth in the design rationale in Section 4.1. In addition, it compares
OBTN with the existing solutions OBS and BoCS to quantify the QoS performance as well as
the requirements for client layer and server layer resources.

The first section of this chapter discusses fundamental results on the OBTN, OBS, and BoCS
QoS performance and the client layer and server layer resources required to achieve a target
QoS level. Then, Section 6.2 broadens the comparison by also considering advanced OBS ar-
chitectures including alternative routing. Section 6.3 takes a closer look at the hunting modes
inside the OBTN nodes. This is then extended in Section 6.4 to compare OBTN and advanced
BoCS architectures regarding the impact of routing flexibility and shared overflow capacity. Ad-
vanced studies regarding the design of OBTN nodes in Section 6.5 and of the virtual topology
in Section 6.6 further complement the evaluation. Finally, Section 6.7 quantifies the impact of
the total traffic demand in the network.

6.1 Principal Performance of OBTN, OBS, and BoCS

This section analyzes OBTN, OBS, and BoCS regarding the QoS and resource metrics defined
in Section 5.3.2 in order to provide a fundamental understanding of the advantages and disad-
vantages of the respective architectures.

In all three architectures, the nodes employ the same FDL buffers with a single FDL and the
parameters outlined in Section 5.3.3. In order to ensure that all bursts follow the same physical
path through the network, the reference OBS and BoCS architectures use fixed shortest path
routing and OBTN uses the constrained alternative routing. For now, routing in OBTN can only
use one alternative route in each node, which traverses single-hop virtual link to the neighbor in
the physical topology. As outlined in Section 4.4.2, the alternative routes then exactly match the
assignment of shared overflow capacity. These assumptions will be generalized in succeeding
sections to comprehensively compare the three architectures.

99
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(b) Impact of the ratio of shared overflow capacity

Figure 6.1: Comparison of the mean burst loss probability for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN

6.1.1 Evaluation of the QoS

Figure 6.1(a) depicts the mean burst loss probability vs. the overprovisioning factor α for OBS,
BoCS, and OBTN. The overprovisioning factor relates the total network capacity to the capacity
required for static traffic. It can be seen that the burst loss probability drops much faster for
OBS than for BoCS. It reaches the targeted low burst loss probabilities of PL = 10−4 or 10−5

for overprovisioning factors of only 1.2–1.3 compared to 1.9–2.1 with BoCS. This performance
advantage can be attributed to the higher statistical multiplexing gain per virtual link in OBS
and directly supports the qualitative discussion in Section 2.4.3.

The figure also shows the results for OBTN with seven different dimensionings of the direct
end-to-end lightpath capacity. For a systematic comparison, the capacity of the direct end-to-
end lightpaths is fixed by the respective overprovisioning factor αD = (1−β) ·α in Eq. (5.4)
while the ratio of shared overflow and total network capacity, β, increases along the curves of
constant αD with increasing α.

As targeted, the curves for OBTN lie in-between OBS and BoCS. Also, the curves for OBTN
have a much steeper slope than BoCS comparable to OBS. The curves are sorted according to
αD such that architectures with few direct end-to-end lightpath capacity (small αD) and more
shared overflow capacity lie closer to OBS. The architectures with more direct end-to-end light-
path capacity (large αD) but fewer shared overflow capacity are closer to BoCS. For the plotted
αD values, they require overprovisioning factors of 1.33–1.75 to meet the target loss probabili-
ties of 10−4 or 10−5.

It can be seen that for α = αD the results for OBTN closely match the respective results for
BoCS as the architectures do not use any shared overflow capacity for this dimensioning (β).
Thus, they only differ in the (slightly) higher routing flexibility of OBTN. In OBTN, the steep
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decrease of the burst loss probability for increasing α is due to the higher routing flexibility and
the high effectiveness of the shared overflow capacity as detailed in Section 6.4.

While Figure 6.1(a) did not explicitly contain the ratio of shared overflow capacity β, Fig-
ure 6.1(b) depicts the burst loss probability vs. β for different values of αD in OBTN. OBS
(β = 1) and BoCS (β = 0) are not included though. It can be seen that the smaller the amount
of direct end-to-end capacity is, the more shared overflow capacity is needed to yield the same
burst loss probability. For the depicted dimensioning, OBTN only requires a relatively small
share of overflow capacity with β values in the range of 0.05–0.3 to meet the target QoS.

The two diagrams in Figure 6.1 together show that OBTN can reach very low burst loss prob-
abilities with different combinations of direct end-to-end lightpath capacity and shared over-
flow capacity. However, the two capacity types have different impact on the amount of client
layer and server layer resources. Therefore, the optimal dimensioning regarding client layer and
server layer resources requires a more detailed evaluation for given QoS objectives which is
presented in Section 6.1.2.

In order to extend the QoS comparison to the latency of the core network, Figure 6.2(a) shows
the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the transfer time in the core
network for OBS, BoCS and OBTN (αD = 1.4). Here, the propagation delays of all links in
the physical fiber topology (cf. Figure 5.4) are chosen to be 1 ms to isolate delay components
of signal propagation and FDL buffering. This value corresponds to a link length of 200 km
according to a speed-of-light in the fiber of 200,000 km/s. The relatively small link delay is
selected as a practical upper bound on the delay jitter introduced by FDLs. All scenarios with
link lengths > 200 km experience less impact of FDL buffer delays (TF = 40µs) on the total
transfer delay by large propagation delays.

In Figure 6.2(a), the transfer time CCDF is given for the three architectures at two overprovi-
sioning factors each. One rather low α value is chosen to represent a scenario with a high burst
loss probability of 2–6 % (α = 1.1 for OBS and α = 1.4 for BoCS and OBTN). The other value
leads to a burst loss probability of about PL = 10−4. It can be seen that the CCDF of the transfer
time does not vary significantly. This behavior is expected as OBS and BoCS do not use any
alternative routing and OBTN only uses constrained alternative routing, i.e., all routes are fixed
with respect to the fiber links traversed.

Figure 6.2 also depicts the CCDF of a minimal delay reference scenario, which is bufferless
and lossless and thus not biased by higher burst loss probabilities for longer routes. In the
figure, the CCDF of the different architectures can hardly be distinguished from the CCDF
of the minimum transfer time. Consequently, the delays introduced by the FDL delays do not
substantially contribute to the transfer time. They are clearly dominated by the propagation
delays in the network, even for the relatively small link delays assumed here. Based on this
observation and due to the fact that all physical fiber links have the same delay, the CCDF of
the transfer time closely matches the CCDF of the number of traversed physical links which is
thus not shown here.

In contrast to the transfer time, the CCDF of the number of traversed virtual links differs be-
tween OBS, BoCS, and OBTN. While in OBS virtual and physical links correspond to each
other, BoCS and OBTN both employ virtual links spanning several physical links. Figure 6.2(b)
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Figure 6.2: CCDFs of transfer time and virtual link count for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN

shows this difference for OBS and OBTN using the same overprovisioning factors as in Fig-
ure 6.2(a). As bursts in the BoCS scenario without alternative routing can always only traverse
a single virtual link, the results for BoCS are not discussed here. For OBS, the number of virtual
links does not change when increasing α. As additional resources do not lead to a higher num-
ber of successfully transmitted bursts on long routes, the loss probability is not very sensitive
to the route length. In contrast, the additional shared overflow capacity in the case of OBTN
with α = 1.53 compared to α = 1.4 enables more bursts to take constrained alternative routes
and thus shifts the CCDF towards a higher number of virtual links. Still, due to the constrained
alternative routing, Figure 6.2(a) does not show any negative impact on the transfer time distri-
bution.

6.1.2 Evaluation of the Required Client Layer and Server Layer Resources

In order to assess the architectures in terms of their client layer and server layer resource re-
quirements, the number of switch ports and fiber hops are calculated from the simulation results
for the two burst loss probabilities 10−4 and 10−5 as described in Section 5.3.2. Figure 6.3(a)
presents the total number of burst switch ports versus the ratio of shared overflow resources
β using the unified resource model introduced in Section 5.1. The number of add/drop ports
is calculated from the total traffic injected into the network A = 990 Erlang and different val-
ues of the utilization ρMAN in the attached metro networks. For instance, ρMAN = 0.6 defines
that 990/0.6 = 1650 switch ports in the network are required for local add/drop ports (cf. Sec-
tion 5.3.3). The total number of FDL buffer ports amounts to 512. As the number of switch ports
and fiber hops are derived from the interpolated QoS results (cf. Section 5.3.2), the respective
figures do not contain confidence intervals.

Although OBS (β = 1) above showed the best QoS performance for a given overprovisioning
factor, it clearly requires the highest number of burst-switched ports independent of the target
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the absolute number of resources for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN

burst loss probability and the MAN utilization. In contrast, BoCS (β = 0) and OBTN (0 < β < 1)
both require fewer ports. In OBTN, β values in the range of 0.2–0.3 lead to results comparable to
BoCS while smaller values of β even yield improvements. For higher values of β, more capacity
is assigned to the single-hop virtual links which increases the number of switch ports towards
the values for OBS. This principal behavior follows from the superposition of the effects of
statistical multiplexing gain per virtual link and transit traffic in nodes (cf. Section 2.4.3). The
minimum in the number of switch ports for OBTN shows that it successfully reduces the transit
traffic with a limited penalty in statistical multiplexing gain.

While the absolute numbers increase slightly, when demanding a lower target burst loss proba-
bility, the principal behavior is mostly independent of it for the depicted target burst loss prob-
abilities. As a higher utilization ρMAN in the attached metro networks only reduces the number
of add/drop ports, the impact is identical for all architectures as can be seen from the vertical
parallel shift of the respective curves.

In order to quantify the relative improvement with respect to OBS, Figure 6.4(a) shows the
number of switch ports for all architectures normalized to the number of switch ports for the
respective OBS scenario, i.e., the scenario with the same MAN utilization and target loss prob-
ability. The results show that OBTN reduces the total number of switch ports by 22–26 % with
respect to OBS depending on the MAN utilization and the ratio of shared overflow capacity.
The improvement is higher for small values of β and maximal around β = 0.1. Again, it can be
seen that the relative reductions in the number of switch ports are independent of the target loss
probabilities PL = 10−4 and 10−5.

In addition to the total number of switch ports, Figure 6.4(a) also depicts the number of trunk
ports, i.e., only those switch ports which terminate virtual links to other core nodes. The number
of trunk ports is an interesting metric as those ports commonly require additional equipment,
e.g., amplifiers. As the number of trunk ports does not comprise any add/drop ports, it is in-
dependent of the MAN utilization ρMAN. Here, the improvements of OBTN compared to OBS
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the required resources relative to OBS

are greater and reach values of up to 40 % around β = 0.1. This is due to the fact that the opti-
mized virtual topology design directly impact the number of trunk ports while the total number
of switch ports has the significant constant offset of the FDL buffer and add/drop ports. The
results are again mostly independent of the target loss probability with minor differences for
BoCS and OBTN for very low β values.

Section 2.4.3 derived that the maximum gain of a full-mesh virtual topology regarding client
layer capacity equals the mean hop distance dA of the physical topology. Thus, a relative number
of trunk ports with respect to OBS of 1/2.42≈ 0.41 would serve as a lower bound in Figure 6.4.
It can be seen that the best OBTN parameterizations lie approx. 50 % above this value.

So far, the discussion of the resource requirements focused on the number of switch ports
showing that OBTN and BoCS can achieve a considerable reduction compared to OBS. How-
ever, as already quantified in Section 2.4.3, dense virtual topologies yield a penalty regarding
the required number of fiber hops. Therefore, in order to construct the complete picture, Fig-
ure 6.3(b) plots the total number of fiber hops vs. the ratio of shared overflow capacity β while
Figure 6.4(b) is again normalized to the respective OBS values. This figure can directly be ob-
tained by dividing the intersecting overprovisioning factors αi of the respective architecture and
of OBS for the target loss probability.

In both figures, the dependence of the number of fiber hops on β can be described in two
regimes, one for β values smaller than approx. 0.1 with a steep decrease and one for higher β
values with a less steep decrease. In the first regime, with small β and large αD values or for
BoCS the penalty regarding the statistical multiplexing gain per virtual link dominates. It leads
to a 30–60 % higher number of fiber hops. In contrast, OBTN with a higher β but a smaller
αD value can achieve a better performance due to the shared overflow capacity. This leads
to a penalty of only 17–30 % compared to OBS. The figures show that the absolute numbers
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Figure 6.5: Integrated comparison of client layer and server layer resources

increase when demanding the lower target burst loss probability while the principal behavior
and the relative values remain almost unchanged.

Combining the conclusions of Figure 6.4(a) and (b) already shows that OBTN offers an at-
tractive trade-off between OBS and BoCS. Even for rather small amounts of shared overflow
capacity it successfully reduces the required number of switch ports compared to OBS. Com-
pared to BoCS, it can realize a much smaller penalty in the server layer resources. For β ≈ 0.1
(this corresponds to αD = 1.4), the improvement in switch ports is maximum while the penalty
in fiber hops is still limited.

Finally, Figure 6.5 integrates both views by plotting the total number of switch ports vs. the total
number of fiber hops required to meet a target burst loss probability for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN
with different αD values. In Figure 6.5, each architecture and dimensioning is represented by
one symbol, solid for PL = 10−4 and empty for PL = 10−5. Figure 6.5(a) concentrates on the
impact of the target burst loss probability for a fixed MAN utilization of ρMAN = 0.6. In contrast,
Figure 6.5(b) depicts the impact of different ρMAN for a fixed target loss probability of PL =
10−4.

Figure 6.5(a) clearly shows the extreme resource requirements of OBS and BoCS. OBS has the
smallest number of fiber hops but also the greatest number of switch ports and BoCS with the
greatest number of fiber hops and a small number of switch ports. In-between OBS and BoCS
lie the different OBTN realizations with a low number of switch ports and a medium number of
fiber hops. For both target loss probabilities, the figure shows that OBTN dimensionings with
αD = 1.4 (β ≈ 0.1) and αD = 1.5 (β ≈ 0.087) yield the smallest number of switch ports with
still substantially fewer fiber hops than BoCS. Thus, OBTN with αD = 1.4 is used in most of
the following detail studies.

For OBS and OBTN, demanding the lower burst loss probability requires a rather small number
of additional ports and fiber hops, e.g., 2 % more fiber hops for OBTN with αD = 1.4. In con-
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Figure 6.6: Comparison with advanced OBS architectures

trast, the lower target loss probability has a more substantial impact on the number fiber hops
for BoCS, here approx. 7.5 %.

Figure 6.5(b) concludes these studies by evaluating the impact of the MAN utilization ρMAN.
Here, a higher utilization directly reduces the number of switch ports without any changes to
the number of fiber hops.

Summarizing, compared to OBS, suitable OBTN parameterizations can reduce the number of
trunk ports by up to 40 % and the total number of switch ports by 22-26 % depending on ρMAN.
At the same time, the experience a penalty in the number of fiber hops of less than 28 %.
Applying the cost relations for WSN scenarios outlined in Section 4.1.2, in which bandwidth
and thus server layer resources are considered a commodity and switch ports the major cost
driver, OBTN constitutes an effective solution to reduce the overall cost.

6.2 Comparison of OBTN and Advanced OBS Architectures

The principal comparison presented so far focused on an OBS architecture applying an FDL
buffer but no alternative routing referred to as OBS here. This section extends the comparison
with BoCS and OBTN (αD = 1.4) to bufferless as well as advanced OBS architectures with
alternative routing to complement the picture.

This study includes bufferless OBS without (OBS, no FDL) and with alternative routing (OBS,
no FDL, Alt) as well as OBS with FDL buffers and alternative routing. In the latter scenario, two
hunting modes, i.e., the order of buffering and alternative routing for contention resolution, are
studied (cf. Section 3.4.5). OBS, FDLAlt probes the buffer first and only if this fails considers
alternative routing, while OBS, AltFDL uses the inverse order. Alternative routing is configured
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Figure 6.7: CCDF of the number of traversed virtual links for advanced OBS architectures

to offer one alternate route in addition to the primary route in every node. The alternate route
is computed as the shortest path to the destination which does not include the blocked output
link of the primary route. These configurations have been shown to yield optimal or close to
optimal results while avoiding excessive deflections in [Sch04] and have also been applied in
[GKS04b].

6.2.1 Evaluation of QoS

Figure 6.6(a) depicts the burst loss probability vs. the overprovisioning factor for the different
OBS realizations as well as for BoCS, and OBTN. It first shows that bufferless OBS performs
significantly worse that OBS with FDL buffers and requires approximately the same overpro-
visioning factors as OBTN to reach the target loss probabilities. Introducing alternative routing
for bufferless OBS first leads to the well-known performance degradation for small overpro-
visioning factors (high network load) [NM73, Spä02, GKS04a] and only then improves the
performance for higher overprovisioning factors (lower network load). Nevertheless, bufferless
OBS with alternative routing cannot achieve the same performance as the reference OBS archi-
tecture with an FDL buffer and shortest path routing.

Regarding the two OBS architectures with FDL buffer and alternative routing, the figure exhibits
very different behavior. OBS, FDLAlt yields only limited performance degradation for low and
only limited improvement for high values of α compared to OBS. In contrast, OBS, AltFDL
shows the typical two-state behavior already discussed in Section 3.4.4 with severe degradation
for α values below a certain threshold and a rapidly dropping burst loss probability above that
threshold. Summarizing, OBS architectures with FDL buffer, both with or without alternative
routing, perform comparably well around the target loss probabilities and significantly better
than bufferless OBS architectures.
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The discussion of Figure 6.2(a) showed that the reference OBS architecture without alternative
routing and OBTN have the same transfer time CCDF. However, OBS with alternative routing
can obviously lead to a higher variability regarding the routes, thus regarding the number of
traversed (virtual and physical) links, and finally regarding the transfer time. For OBS, the
CCDF of the transfer time closely matches the CCDF of the number of traversed physical
and virtual links, such that only the latter is discussed here. Figure 6.7 shows the CCDF of the
number of traversed virtual links for the OBS and OBTN reference architectures. It also includes
OBS with alternative routing, both with FDL buffer and bufferless. While Figure 6.7(a) depicts
the results for lower overprovisioning factors α leading to relatively high burst loss probabilities,
Figure 6.7(b) uses α values leading to burst loss probabilities close to the target loss probability
PL = 10−4.

In Figure 6.7(a), the smaller α values and thus the smaller capacity triggers more contention
situations in nodes. Thus, alternative routing leads to significantly more traversed virtual links
compared to the reference OBS architecture. This effect is more pronounced when allowing
an unlimited number of route alternatives instead of only one. Also, it is always stronger for
the bufferless OBS architecture. These route length variations are no longer negligible and di-
rectly lead to high transfer time variations. The higher capacity used in the cases depicted in
Figure 6.7(b) yields less contention situations to be resolved by alternative routing and thus
less traversed virtual links. Except for the bufferless OBS case with an infinite number of route
alternatives, the results are even comparable to the reference OBS architecture. However, route
length and thus transfer time are not controlled by design as in OBTN but also depend on the
network capacity introducing an additional constraint to be considered in the dimensioning pro-
cess.

6.2.2 Evaluation of the Required Client Layer and Server Layer Resources

While Figure 6.6(a) and Figure 6.7 focus on the QoS performance, Figure 6.6(b) adds the results
bufferless and advanced OBS architectures to the results already presented in Figure 6.5(a). In
OBS, each virtual link requires one switch port and spans exactly one fiber hop. Thus, OBS
architectures with FDL buffer lie on the line Ci = Si + NF,total + NL,total, while those without
FDL buffer lie on the line Ci = Si +NL,total.

Compared to the reference OBS architecture, it can be seen that bufferless OBS without alter-
native routing requires a greater number of switch ports as well as a greater number of fiber
hops. Compared to OBTN (αD = 1.4), the number of switch ports at PL = 10−5 is approx. 40 %
higher while the number of fiber hops is the same. Bufferless OBS with alternative routing re-
duces the number of switch ports only slightly with respect to OBS but still requires additional
fiber hops. With respect to OBTN with αD = 1.0 it uses 20 % more switch ports at only approx.
3 % fewer fiber hops. Finally, introducing alternative routing to OBS with an FDL buffer (OBS,
FDLAlt vs. OBS) yields hardly any resource advantage, neither regarding the number of switch
ports nor the number of fiber hops.

Concluding, OBS with FDL buffer but without alternative routing is the preferable solution
among the different variants of OBS. This follows based on the QoS metrics burst losses and
transfer time as well as based on the resource arguments.
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6.3 Impact of Hunting Modes in OBTN

The OBTN hunting modes AltFDL and FDLAlt introduced in Section 4.4.4 define in which or-
der alternative routing and FDL buffering are applied in order to resolve a contention situation1.
To be most effective, the different hunting modes should comply with and support all other ar-
chitectural decisions. Therefore, this section analyzes which hunting mode should be preferably
applied. Also this section founds the basis for the systematic analysis of routing and overflow
capacity in Section 6.4.

Figure 6.8(a) depicts the burst loss probabilities of the AltFDL and FDLAlt hunting modes
for the overprovisioning factors αD = 1.0, 1.4, and 1.6. It shows that the burst loss probability
of FDLAlt decreases slower than that of AltFDL when increasing α and thus β. Obviously,
FDLAlt cannot exploit the additional shared overflow capacity as effectively. Also, the slope of
the FDLAlt curves is steeper for higher than for lower αD values, which causes the curves to
intersect. In contrast the AltFDL curves are basically in parallel.

Both effects can be explained by analyzing the relationship of the hunting mode and the shared
overflow capacity. As AltFDL preferably uses alternative routing, it directly benefits from the
overflow capacity, which is assigned to the virtual links traversed by the alternative routes. In
contrast, FDLAlt preferably uses the FDL buffer and thus only benefits from the added overflow
capacity if buffering fails.

The fact that AltFDL utilizes the shared overflow capacity much better than FDLAlt can be seen
by comparing the mean link utilization of all virtual links for two scenarios with comparable
QoS. Namely, Figure 6.8(b) depicts the ratio of the mean link utilizations for αD = 1.4 and the
overprovisioning factors α ≈ 1.61 for AltFDL and at α = 1.91 for FDLAlt. The virtual links
are listed along the x-axis numbered from virtual link (1,2) with ID 0 to (16,15) with ID 239.
Those virtual links, which connect neighbor nodes in the physical topology and thus have shared
overflow capacity are marked by the vertical lines. It can be seen that all virtual links except the
ones with overflow capacity show similar ratios. However, on the links with shared overflow
capacity AltFDL can achieve a much higher utilization than FDLAlt because it more frequently
uses this capacity for alternative routing.

Finally, the different slopes of the curves for FDLAlt and their intersection are explained. As
the FDL buffer is used first in FDLAlt, the buffer fills up and remains clogged for small αD
values. Thus, contention resolution combining the FDL buffer and an alternative route fails.
This renders the alternative routing and the shared overflow capacity rather ineffective leading
to the small slope. However, for higher αD values, the statistical multiplexing on the direct
end-to-end links is more effective. Thus, the buffer is less clogged and contention resolution
combining the FDL buffer and alternative routing succeeds leading to the steeper slope.

Summarizing, the hunting mode AltFDL better fits the contention resolution and capacity as-
signment approach of OBTN and should thus be used. As the dimensioning of node and network
resources is independent of the hunting mode, it is not further analyzed here.

1Note that in both schemes wavelength conversion is still always probed first.
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Figure 6.8: Analysis of the OBTN hunting modes AltFDL and FDLAlt

6.4 Constrained Alternative Routing and Shared Overflow Capacity

This section concentrates on the effectiveness of the defining OBTN concepts of constrained
alternative routing and shared overflow capacity. For a systematic analysis, the effects of rout-
ing flexibility and shared overflow capacity in OBTN are isolated and compared to the BoCS
architectures.

6.4.1 Evaluation of the Routing Flexibility in OBTN

All previous evaluations of OBTN used constrained alternative routing with the restriction of
only one alternative route, which traverses the virtual link to the neighbor in the physical topol-
ogy. This restriction is lifted in the following study to analyze the impact of higher routing
flexibility. The comparison of OBTN with one, two and an unrestricted number of alternatives
per node is shown in Figure 6.9(a) for αD = 1.40. It can be seen that allowing only one alterna-
tive practically achieves the same performance as the case with 2 and an unrestricted number.
This is explained by Figure 6.9(b) for the case of αD = 1.40 with α = 1.53 already studied in
Figure 6.2(b). Here, the CCDF of the number of traversed virtual links is approximately the
same for 1 and an unrestricted number of alternatives. In the unrestricted case, only few bursts
take multi-hop virtual links which otherwise would reduce the number of traversed virtual links.
Thus, intermediate OBTN core nodes are hardly offloaded. Consequently, as a smaller number
of alternatives facilitates the local forwarding decision, it is preferable when combining perfor-
mance and realization arguments.

Figure 6.9(a) also shows the case of OBTN without constrained alternative routing, i.e., with
only shortest path routing. In this case, the shared overflow capacity cannot perform its original
task of providing capacity for bursts on alternate routes. Therefore, the additional shared over-
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Figure 6.9: Impact of the maximum number of constrained alternate routes in OBTN

flow capacity, which is assigned with growing α, reduces the burst loss probability only over
a very small range before it floors out onto a rather high value. This can be explained by the
fact, that only the virtual links connecting physical neighbor nodes benefit from this capacity
and achieve a lower burst loss probability. However, all other virtual links do not benefit at all
and their performance eventually dominates the mean burst loss probability.

6.4.2 Comparison of BoCS and OBTN

This section analyzes the effects of adding constrained and unconstrained alternative routing
to BoCS and compares the performance with OBTN in order to study the role of the shared
overflow capacity. As the hunting modes play an important role here, the two cases of primarily
using FDL buffers (FDLAlt) and primarily using alternative routing (AltFDL) are treated sep-
arately in Figure 6.10. For reference, the OBS, BoCS, and OBTN architectures are shown as
dotted lines.

Figure 6.10(a) depicts the case of OBTN FDLAlt (αD = 1.4) and BoCS FDLAlt with a different
number of alternate routes. The route selection is implemented such that the case of only one
alternate route corresponds to the constrained alternative routing approach. It can be seen that
introducing alternative routing to BoCS as the primary contention resolution strategy (AltFDL)
leads to increased congestion and a higher loss probability up to high overprovisioning factors.
This performance degradation is small for only one alternate route and the case of constrained
alternative routing with an unrestricted number of alternatives. However, it is substantial for the
cases with two and three alternate routes. Only for rather high values of the overprovisioning
factor, do the virtual links have enough capacity so that an overall improvement in the burst loss
probability can be achieved. In contrast, OBTN assigns all capacity beyond α = αD = 1.4 as
shared overflow capacity to virtual links which carry traffic on alternate routes. Therefore, these
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Figure 6.10: Impact of the routing scheme and the capacity assignment in BoCS and OBTN

resources optimally support the alternative routing scheme and immediately reduce the burst
loss probability.

In contrast to AltFDL, FDLAlt can improve the performance compared to the reference BoCS
architecture Figure 6.10(b) shows that increasing the number of alternate routes reduces the
burst loss probability compared to BoCS. For three alternate routes, the performance is compa-
rable to OBTN with FDLAlt but is still clearly worse than OBTN with AltFDL. The figure also
demonstrates that constrained alternative routing in BoCS is outperformed by unconstrained
alternative routing. As there is no shared overflow capacity the number of alternative routes is
the deciding factor.

As a summary, alternative routing with several alternate routes as the primary contention resolu-
tion scheme in dense virtual topologies is unstable for AltFDL. For FDLAlt, alternative routing
yields improvements which are comparable to OBTN FDLAlt. However, it still cannot reach
the performance of OBTN AltFDL. Consequently, alternative routing, the hunting mode, and
the assignment of shared overflow capacity have to fit together to leverage their full potential.

6.5 Impact of the FDL Buffer Design

The structure and dimensioning of the FDL buffer is an important part of the node design and
has direct impact on the number of switch ports. Therefore, this section looks at the impact of
the number of buffer ports for a single FDL as well as the number of FDLs for a fixed number of
buffer ports. All previous studies use an FDL buffer with a single FDL operated in WDM with
32 wavelengths. Although this parameterization is motivated by the single node evaluations
presented in Section A.1, the following results confirm that this decision is also advantageous
in the studied network context.
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Figure 6.11: Impact of the number of FDL buffer ports (F = 1)

Figure 6.11 depicts the burst loss probability vs. the overprovisioning factor for a single FDL
(F = 1) with a varying number of buffer ports NF, i.e., a varying number of wavelengths per
FDL. These network performance results for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN (αD = 1.4), support the
findings for a single OBS node in Figure A.32. Increasing the number of buffer ports improves
the QoS for a given α or reduces the overprovisioning factor required for a given QoS. Es-
pecially BoCS benefits from additional buffer ports, because of its otherwise low contention
resolution performance (cf. the improvement from NF = 8 to 16). While increasing the number
of FDL buffer ports beyond 32 leads to further improvements in the OBS network scenario, it
has only minor effects for BoCS and OBTN.

In order to more precisely demonstrate the impact of a higher number of FDL buffer ports for
a given network dimensioning, Figure 6.11(b) depicts the burst loss probability vs. the number
of buffer ports for different fixed values of α. For low loss probabilities (lower two groups of
curves), the loss probability floors out for a higher number of buffer ports in BoCS and OBTN
but not yet in OBS. In contrast, for a high loss probability (upper group) all three architectures
benefit only slightly and exhibit saturation. It can be further concluded that for BoCS and for
OBTN with a low loss probability, values around NF = 32 can be called optimal regarding QoS.

Regarding dimensioning, the FDL buffer directly contributes to the number of switch ports.
Also, it indirectly affects both the number of switch ports and the number of fiber hops through
overprovisioning factor α required to meet a QoS criterion. Therefore, the optimal configuration
regarding the overall number of switch ports can very well be different from the optimal number
considering QoS only.

Figure 6.12(a) presents the total number of switch ports vs. the total number of fiber hops
for different values of NF and the target burst loss probabilities of 10−4 and 10−5. Starting

2As an overprovisioning factor of α > 1 corresponds to an offered load value less than 1 the results match
despite the different visual impression.
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(b) Impact of number of buffer FDLs (NF = 32)

Figure 6.12: Impact of different FDL buffer configurations

from NF = 8, increasing the number of buffer ports first reduces both the number of switch
ports and fiber hops. Then, with higher values of NF the marginal gain of an FDL buffer in
terms of a lower overprovisioning factor diminishes. This leads to a slower reduction in fiber
hops and an increase in the total number of switch ports. Finally, BoCS and OBTN exhibit no
further improvements in fiber hops but a steep increase in switch ports, which originates in the
saturation effect discussed in conjunction with Figure 6.11(b). While values of NF = 16 and 24
yield minimal or close to minimal total number of switch ports in all architectures, 32 buffer
ports still reduce the number of fiber hops with a limited penalty in switch ports.

Regarding the impact of the target loss probability, Figure 6.12(a) shows only very marginal
impact except for NF = 8 and for the BoCS results. This behavior for BoCS can be explained by
the slow improvement of the burst loss probability with an increasing overprovisioning factor
in Figure 6.11(a) for these cases.

Apart from the number of FDL buffer ports, the number of FDLs in the buffer F is an impor-
tant parameter regarding realization. Figure 6.12(b) varies F while keeping the total number of
buffer ports, i.e., the product of buffer FDLs and wavelengths per FDL, constant at NF = 32.
Except for BoCS with F = 1, increasing the number of buffer FDLs yields no significant per-
formance benefit. As the number of buffer ports remains constant, there is also no significant
impact on the number of switch ports or fiber hops. Despite the same number of buffer ports, the
different FDL buffer architectures are still not equivalent regarding node realization and scala-
bility (cf. Section 3.5.4 and Section A.2). For instance, broadcast-and-select node architectures
(cf. Section 3.5) scale substantially worse in terms of the number of output fibers than the num-
ber of wavelengths per fiber. As an additional buffer FDL leads to an increase in complexity
comparable to that of an additional output fiber, fewer buffer FDLs with a higher number of
wavelength channels yield realization and scalability advantages. Thus, it can be concluded that
F = 1 is the best choice here.
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Table 6.1: Total number of virtual links for different virtual topologies
Athr = 0 Athr = 1 Athr = 2 Athr = 3

OBS 46 - - -
OBTN Hthr = 1 240a 218 188 150
OBTN Hthr = 2b 240a 218 188 150
OBTN Hthr = 3 170 150 128 106
BoCS 240a - - -

a. full-mesh virtual topology
b. differs from Hthr = 1 only in the dimensioning process

The evaluation of the impact of FDL buffer design on client layer and server layer resources
demonstrates that a QoS-centric view alone is not sufficient. Thus, the resource model used
here helps to quantify important trade-offs to derive proper design decisions. Beyond this level
of abstraction, models for specific physical node architectures are required to also additionally
study the impact of technological effects (cf. Section 3.5.4).

6.6 Impact of the Virtual Topology Design

In all previous sections of this chapter a full-mesh virtual topology was used for OBTN. While
this approach is commonly applied in WDM core networks to minimize transit traffic, a sparser
virtual topology can also be attractive as discussed in Section 4.4.1. Reasons are not only better
scalability and simplified management but can also be resource efficiency. For instance, virtual
links carrying only little traffic achieve a low statistical multiplexing gain and thus require a
high overprovisioning factor. This effect can lead to a situation in which this penalty exhausts
the gain of reducing the transit traffic. Therefore, this section studies virtual topology design
approaches, in which virtual links are selected depending on traffic demands and/or depending
on the number of physical hops of a virtual link. As discussed in Section 2.4, these criteria are
also used in virtual topology design for WSN.

6.6.1 Demand-based Virtual Topology Design

As virtual links with only little traffic can reduce or diminish the advantages of a dense vir-
tual topology, this first alternative approach only selects virtual links for those OBTN core node
pairs which exchange more traffic than a given traffic demand threshold Athr. The traffic demand
matrix used for all previous evaluations contains traffic demands from 0 to 12.9 Erlang (wave-
length channel equivalents). In order to only avoid the most inefficient virtual links, small traffic
demand thresholds Athr = 1, 2, and 3 Erlang are used in the following (they are written without
the pseudo-unit Erlang to improve the clarity of the graphs). As can be seen from Table 6.1 (row
with Hthr = 1), the number of virtual links decreases from 240 in the full-mesh case to 218, 188,
and 150 for Athr = 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
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Figure 6.13: Impact of traffic demand thresholds on virtual topology design

The dimensioning process outlined in Section 5.2 and depicted in Figure 5.2 is also applied
here3. However, the resource pool for direct end-to-end lightpaths is reduced by the share of
traffic demands that do not qualify for a virtual link. These resources are instead shifted to the
resource pool for shared overflow capacity. This transfer of capacity corresponds to a reduced
overprovisioning factor of the direct end-to-end lightpaths αD and an increased ratio of shared
overflow and total network capacity β.

Figure 6.13(a) shows the burst loss probability vs. the overprovisioning factor α for the different
values of Athr. Here, the dimensioning process for the demand-based virtual topology design
starts with αD = 1.4 which is reduced to 1.38, 1.31, and 1.14 for Athr = 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
Thus, for a systematic analysis, the figure also depicts the results for the respective values of αD
with a full-mesh virtual topology.

Compared to the full-mesh virtual topology with αD = 1.4 the demand-based designs signifi-
cantly improve the QoS and thus only require a smaller overprovisioning factor α for a target
QoS level. Regarding the full-mesh virtual topology with the same αD value, demand-based
virtual topology designs also yield a slight improvement for most overprovisioning factors.

In order to complete this study, Figure 6.13(b) depicts the total number of switch ports vs. the
total number of fiber hops for OBTN with a target burst loss probability of PL = 10−4. For
reference, the results for OBS and BoCS are also included. Compared to a full-mesh OBTN
with α = 1.4, the demand-based design reduces the total number of fiber hops (up to 9 % for
Athr = 3 ) with some penalty in the number of switch ports (up to 4 % for Athr = 3 ). Compared

3In order to implement this threshold function in the dimensioning process most efficiently, a slightly different
order in the capacity computation is used. This led to minimal differences in the results depicted in Figure 6.12
compared to Figure 6.1(a) and Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.14: Impact of path length thresholds on virtual topology design

to the full-mesh topologies with reduced αD values, only marginal reductions in the number of
fiber hops can be observed though.

Summarizing, the studied demand-based virtual topology design allows to reduce the number
of virtual links: For Athr = 1, the number of virtual links decreases by 10 % without substantial
changes in client layer and server layer resources. In contrast, Athr = 2 and 3 reduce the number
of virtual links by 22–37 % at a smaller number of hops but (slightly) more switch ports.

6.6.2 Path-based Virtual Topology Design

While the demand-based virtual topology design avoids virtual links carrying only little traffic,
the path-based design selects virtual links based on their number of physical hops. In order to
primarily set-up virtual links for traffic demands generating a large amount of transit traffic,
the studied approach only selects virtual links which span at least Hthr links in the physical
topology. By definition, Hthr = 1 selects all possible virtual links and thus corresponds to the
full-mesh case. Note that a threshold of Hthr = 2 leads to a full-mesh virtual topology as the
single hop virtual links are always deployed for shared overflow capacity. However, for Hthr = 3,
the number of virtual links is reduced to 170 as listed in Table 6.1.

The dimensioning of the path-based virtual topology follows the same adaptations to the di-
mensioning process in Section 5.2 discussed above. Although Hthr = 1 and Hthr = 2 both lead
to a full-mesh virtual topology, they still differ in the dimensioning. In the former case, part of
the resources for single hop virtual links are computed from the resource pool of end-to-end
resources. In the latter case, they are all computed from the pool of shared overflow capacity
yielding a higher statistical multiplexing gain.
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Figure 6.15: Overall comparison of the number of fiber hops, switch ports, and virtual links

As an extension to the pure path-based approach, the combination of path-based and demand-
based virtual topology design can further leverage the problem of virtual links carrying too little
traffic. Table 6.1 shows that a threshold of Hthr = 3 reduces the number of virtual links even more
significantly from 218, 188, and 150 to 150, 128, and 106 for Athr = 1, 2, 3 respectively.

Figure 6.14 analyzes the burst loss probability and the client layer and server layer resources
for purely path-based (Athr = 0 ) and combined schemes (Athr = 1, 2, 3 ). Figure 6.14(a) shows
independent of Athr that the difference in the dimensioning process for Hthr = 1 and Hthr = 2
has only marginal impact on the QoS. In contrast, selecting virtual links with Hthr = 3 leads to
considerable performance improvements for all demand thresholds. Regarding the client layer
and server layer resources in Figure 6.14(b), the differences between Hthr = 1 and Hthr = 2 are
again marginal. Consequently, the effect of the separate vs. integrated dimensioning for single-
hop links is negligible. However, the improvements are more pronounced for Hthr = 3. In the
latter case, the number of fiber hops decreases while the number of switch ports increases, both
by about 7 %.

In order to summarize the section on the impact of virtual topology design, Figure 6.15 com-
pares the number of fiber hops, switch ports, and virtual links for OBS, different OBTN virtual
topologies, and BoCS. All numbers are normalized to the reference case of OBTN with a full-
mesh virtual topology.

The figure shows that the demand-based and path-based virtual topology design approaches can
reduce the number of virtual links in OBTNand thus simplify management. At the same time,
they achieve small improvements in fiber hops at approximately the same penalties in switch
ports. Although detailed relations of capital and operational expenditures finally have to decide
on the optimal configuration, it can be concluded that OBTN is not limited to a full-mesh virtual
topology and also performs well with a lower connectivity.
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Figure 6.16: Impact of the total traffic demand on the burst loss probability

6.7 Impact of Traffic Demands

The trade-off regarding client layer and server layer resources for OBS, BoCS, and OBTN is
controlled by the statistical multiplexing gain per virtual link and the amount of transit traffic
in nodes (cf. Section 2.4.3). Because of the economy of scale, a network, which is dimensioned
for an absolutely higher total traffic demand, achieves a better link utilization and thus requires
relatively fewer client layer and server layer resources (cf., e.g., the figure in Chapter 4.1-1.4.4
in [Küh04b]). Also, the higher the traffic demand for a virtual link, the slower grows the uti-
lization when scaling up the traffic demand. Consequently, a higher total traffic demand favors
architectures with fewer traffic per virtual link like BoCS or OBTN and penalizes OBS. In or-
der to quantify this effect, this section analyzes the sensitivity of the results obtained so far with
respect to higher and lower traffic demands.

Figure 6.16 depicts the burst loss probability vs. the overprovisioning factor α for four differ-
ent traffic demand values. Figure 6.16(a) compares OBS, BoCS, and OBTN for 0.25 and 0.5
times the total traffic demand A0 used so far (cf. Section 5.3.3), while Figure 6.16(b) shows
the results for the reference traffic demand A0 and a 1.5 times higher demand. The figures con-
firm that smaller traffic demands lead to higher overprovisioning factors because of the reduced
statistical multiplexing gain, particularly for BoCS and partly for OBTN. In contrast, a higher
traffic demand reduces the required overprovisioning factor because of the higher statistical
multiplexing gain which can again be best seen for BoCS.

The consequences of changing the total traffic demand on client layer and server layer resources
are shown in Figure 6.17. Relative to OBS, lower traffic demands penalize BoCS and OBTN
regarding the number of switch ports while a difference in the number of fiber hops remains. A
higher traffic demand, however, increases the advantage in switch ports of OBTN and BoCS.
Here, the OBTN realization with αD = 1.4 still needs less fiber hops than BoCS—although the
margin becomes smaller.
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Figure 6.17: Impact of the total traffic demand on the client layer and server layer resources

Summarizing, OBS can be considered the natural choice for small traffic demands while BoCS
ultimately becomes the natural choice for high traffic demands. OBTN provides an attractive
solution for intermediate traffic demands where neither OBS nor BoCS can offer optimal so-
lutions. Thus, it can be the architecture of choice to support network evolution for increasing
traffic demands. In addition, the traffic demands in wavelength equivalents (or Erlang) do not
continuously increase despite sustained traffic growth (in Gbps). Instead, increasing traffic de-
mands trigger a migration towards higher bit-rates per wavelength channel, in transport net-
works typically by a factors of four. These transitions again reduce the traffic demand in wave-
length equivalents and lead to such intermediate traffic demands rendering a solution between
OBS and BoCS attractive.



7 Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis presents the design, modeling, and evaluation of the optical burst transport net-
work architecture (OBTN). The architecture is motivated by the need for flexible, scalable, and
cost-efficient transport in next generation networks. In addition, it is stimulated by the research
activities towards highly dynamic optical network infrastructures.

OBTN defines a network architecture to transport and switch optical burst data in a core net-
work. The design objectives for the OBTN architecture are (i) an overall high quality of service,
(ii) a network design allowing for cost-efficiency and scalability, and (iii) a network evolution
perspective based on the current wavelength-switched networks. These objectives are achieved
by combining selected concepts, architectures, and strategies of optical burst and optical packet
switching as well as of multi-layer traffic engineering.

In order to provide the background information for the design of OBTN, Chapter 2 introduced
the general characteristics, requirements, and trends for next generation transport networks.
Also, it discussed the concept of layering in next generation networks and its application in
layer networks for the virtualization of transport resources. Consequently, virtual topology de-
sign and dimensioning were analyzed to quantify the trade-offs regarding connectivity and re-
source requirements. Chapter 2 also reviewed the fundamental technologies as well as currently
emerging data and control plane architectures for optical transport networks. This presenta-
tion was then extended towards a long-term perspective. It described architectural constraints
and classification criteria for highly dynamic optical network architectures. These criteria were
used to characterize the fast optical circuit switching, optical burst switching, and optical packet
switching architectures. Then, hybrid optical network architectures were discussed as a frame-
work to combine wavelength-switched and optical burst/packet-switched networks.

Chapter 3 discussed the state of research and technology for optical burst switching to structure
the design space and identify promising approaches. Thus, it presented the requirements for
the different functions in an OBS network and classified the proposed architectures and mecha-
nisms. Particularly, it addressed contention resolution which is necessary to achieve a high QoS
in burst-switched networks. Here, wavelength conversion, fiber delay line buffering, alterna-
tive/deflection routing, and their combinations were looked at. It was concluded that wavelength
conversion is a promising primary contention resolution strategy but should be complemented
by FDL buffering and/or alternative routing. Thus, architectures, parameters, and operational
strategies for FDL buffers were discussed in detail. This was supported by Appendix A which
analyzed the performance of shared FDL buffers for different configurations and traffic char-
acteristics. The review of alternative/deflection routing showed that it can only support other
contention resolution schemes if it was closely controlled, i.e., if extensive deflections and
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route variations are avoided. Finally, architectures and realization aspects for burst-switched
core nodes were presented to understand their resource and scalability constraints.

Chapter 4 presented the design rationale for OBTN and explained how OBTN combines a
burst-switched client layer network with a wavelength-switched server layer network. Then,
it introduced its fundamental concepts, namely the dense virtual topology, constrained alterna-
tive routing, and shared overflow capacity. These components were analyzed regarding their
consequences for the overall node and network architecture. Further architectural details and
variants as well as operational strategies of OBTN were discussed to complete the presentation.
Finally, a qualitative discussion of OBTN with respect to optical burst switching and hybrid
optical networks concluded this chapter.

Chapter 5 described a unified resource model which allows to dimension and evaluate burst-
switched architectures with different virtual topologies. Also, it detailed the dimensioning pro-
cess for OBTN. Then, it addressed the simulation methodology and the reference evaluation
scenario used in Chapter 6. It discussed metrics for node and network resources as well as for
QoS performance. Finally, it derived QoS objectives for burst-switched core networks.

Chapter 6 evaluated OBTN and compared it with the two burst-switched reference architec-
tures OBS and Burst-over-Circuit-Switching. OBS uses a sparse virtual topology while BoCS
employs a full-mesh virtual topology. The evaluations in Section 6.1 showed that for the same
high target QoS, suitable OBTN dimensionings require substantially less resources in burst-
switched nodes than OBS and slightly less than BoCS. This improvement comes at the cost of
higher resource requirements compared to OBS in the underlying wavelength-switched server
layer. However, applying the cost relations for wavelength-switched networks, in which band-
width is considered a commodity and client layer resources the major cost driver, OBTN yields
an overall cost reduction. The best results for OBTN were obtained when approximately 10 %
of the network capacity was assigned as shared overflow capacity.

In Section 6.2, the comparison of OBTN and OBS was extended towards OBS architectures
without an FDL buffer and OBS architectures with alternative routing. It was demonstrated that
bufferless OBS with and without alternative routing requires approximately the same amount
of server layer resources as OBTN. However, it consumes more client layer resources. For OBS
with an FDL buffer, alternative routing did neither impact the client layer nor the server layer
resources substantially.

In Section 6.3, the analysis of different hunting modes for contention resolution in OBTN iden-
tified that alternative routing should be probed before the FDL buffer. Furthermore, the effec-
tiveness of constrained alternative routing and of the shared overflow capacity in OBTN was
assessed by isolating them in Section 6.4. This was achieved by comparing OBTN and BoCS
which use the same virtual topology but differ in the routing flexibility and network dimension-
ing. The evaluations showed that applying any of the concepts alone to BoCS did not yield any
or only limited improvements or even produced severe penalties. However, if applied together
as OBTN, they harmonize and effectively improve performance.

Then, Section 6.5 compared different FDL buffer architectures and dimensionings. It quantified
the trade-off of improved contention resolution, thus reduced node and network resources and
the additional node resources required for the FDL buffer. The results showed that increasing
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the number of FDL buffer ports up to approx. 16–24 led to fewer node and network resources.
Beyond this dimensioning, node resources increased with diminishing reductions regarding re-
sources in the underlying server layer.

Section 6.6 demonstrated that OBTN is not restricted to the full-mesh virtual topology used for
all previous evaluations. A traffic demand-based and a path-length-based virtual topology de-
sign approach were introduced and investigated. For one example parameterization, the number
of virtual links could be more than halved with a small penalty in client layer resources and a
small gain in server layer resources.

Finally, Section 6.7 studied the impact of changing total traffic demands on the performance
and on resource requirements of all three architectures. It showed that when increasing the
total traffic demand, BoCS becomes increasingly efficient. For small traffic demands OBS be-
comes more attractive. However, OBTN provides an attractive solution for intermediate traffic
demands where neither OBS nor BoCS can offer optimal solutions.

Concluding, OBTN was shown to offer an overall high QoS, to effectively reduce the node
resources of the burst-switched client layer, and to perform well in a wavelength-switched net-
work context.

Further work could extend the OBTN architecture by mechanisms for QoS differentiation and
survivability. Dynamic and reconfigurable virtual topologies could be incorporated to adapt to
traffic demand variations. As applicable analytical performance models for FDL buffers become
available, analytical performance models could be defined for OBTN. Then, virtual topology
designs could be based on exact performance models which could further optimize the resource
requirements. Finally, the resource model which currently uses the number of switch ports and
fiber hops as metrics could be extended towards a larger set of client layer and server layer re-
sources. Such more detailed, yet implementation-specific resource model could then also allow
for cost comparisons.





A Evaluation of OBS Nodes with Shared
FDL Buffers

The discussion in Section 3.4.3 introduced several FDL buffer architectures and their design
parameters. Based on QoS and complexity arguments, it motivated the application of a shared
single-stage feedback FDL buffer with coordinated output and buffer scheduling. In order to
obtain a deeper understanding of those architectures and to support the parameter selection for
Chapter 6, this section looks closer at this type of buffer. It evaluates the design parameters
regarding their effects on performance, first by qualitative arguments, then quantitatively by
simulation. The results presented in Section A.1 summarize several previous studies on the per-
formance of FDL buffers [Sch01, Gau02a, GBPS03, Gau04, GKS04b]. Section A.2 discusses
results with an integrated evaluation of performance and technology outlined in Section 3.5.4
and first reported in [BGPS03, GBPS03, GBP05].

A.1 Performance of OBS Nodes with Shared FDL Buffers

This section focuses on the performance of shared FDL buffers with a single fixed delay or a
set of fixed delays. An example for this type of buffer is the single-stage feedback FDL buffer
allowing only one recirculation (Figure 3.16(b)). Because of the feedback architecture and full
wavelength conversion capability assumed in the OBS node, e.g., the TAS node in Figure 3.15,
wavelength conversion is available before and after buffering. Thus, the buffer capacity can
be most flexibly shared. Resources on the output fiber and in the buffer are scheduled in a
coordinated way. In the PreRes strategy, bursts are only buffered if they can be scheduled on
the output fiber for the time when they leave the buffer.

A.1.1 Qualitative Discussion

Figure A.1 illustrates a simple performance model for the coordinated scheduling of a single
FDL and a WDM output fiber. Although not depicted, the FDL buffer is assumed to be shared
among all output fibers so that buffering requests arrive from all output fibers. A newly arriving
burst cannot be directly scheduled to the output fiber, which happens with probability PO, the
node attempts to schedule an FDL and a wavelength channel on the output fiber together. The
scheduling of the output fiber wavelength channel is needed after buffering with delay TF and
fails with probability P∗

O(TF). The scheduling of a wavelength channel in the respective FDL is
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Figure A.1: Blocking on the output wavelength channels and in the FDL buffer

blocked with probability P∗
F . In both cases, the super-script ∗ indicates that the probabilities are

conditioned on the blocking event at burst arrival.

Based on this model, a burst is finally lost with probability PL if both its direct and delayed
scheduling is blocked. In general, this can be expressed as:

PL = PO · [1− (1−P∗
O(TF))(1−P∗

F)] (A.1)

and for the practically interesting cases with P∗
F ¿ 1 and P∗

O(TF) ¿ 1 by the approximation:

PL ' PO · (P∗
O(TF)+P∗

F) (A.2)

The multi-FDL case can be treated accordingly by considering the joint probability for the
output fiber and for the buffer FDL.

The relation Eq. (A.2) allows to isolate the effects of traffic intensity and output fiber dimension-
ing from those of the FDL buffer dimensioning. In extreme regimes, either the output channel
blocking probabilities PO and P∗

O(TF) or the buffer blocking probability P∗
F determine the sys-

tem behavior. In-between these two regimes, a superposition of the effects can be observed in
the simulations. For a single wavelength channel and a dedicated buffer, this relation has been
extended to a quantitative analysis in [RC05].

The initial and future output channel blocking probabilities PO and P∗
O(TF) in Eq. (A.2) are

closely correlated. First, because they describe the state of the same output fiber at two close
time instances. Second, because P∗

O(TF) is conditioned on an initial blocking event and thus
focuses on the time of or immediately following a busy period. Therefore, a higher buffering
delay, TF, increases the probability that the busy period ended. This, again, reduces the blocking
probability P∗

O(TF) until it floors out due to saturation. Here, a higher delay flexibility can offer
additional opportunities for successful scheduling.

PO and P∗
O(TF) are both strongly influenced by the traffic intensity and the number of wavelength

channels on the output fiber. Therefore, a different behavior can be observed in low and high
load regimes. The probability P∗

F of not being able to reserve a wavelength channel in the FDL
depends on the traffic offered to the FDL buffer and its capacity. The following evaluations show
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Figure A.2: Architecture and parameters of the degenerate multi-FDL buffer

that the number of buffer ports NF is a decisive parameter. Therefore, FDL buffers with a small
and large number of ports are distinguished below. The following performance evaluation is
structured according to those principal regimes. Its quantitative results support the conclusions
of the former qualitative discussion.

A.1.2 Simulation Scenario

All simulations are performed for a single OBS node with N = 4 input and output fibers each
carrying M = 16 wavelength channels, i.e., a total of 64 input and output wavelength channels.
Unless stated differently, the studies apply FDL buffers as depicted in Figure A.2 with up to
NF = 64 ports. The degenerate FDL buffers are structured in F = 1,2,4, and 8 FDLs with
delays TF,i = i ·D for 1 ≤ i ≤ F .

Bursts arrive to the node following a Poisson process. The destination of bursts is uniformly
distributed over all output fibers. Also, selection of the wavelength on which a burst arrives at
the node follows a uniform distribution. For the burst transmission time, the simulations use
a negative exponential distribution with a mean value of h = 10µs, i.e., a mean burst length
of 12,500Byte for a bit-rate of b = 10Gbps. The wavelength channels on the output fiber and
in the FDLs are scheduled together according to PreRes. Finally, all resources use a first-fit
reserve-a-fixed duration algorithm with void filling (cf. Section 3.3).

A.1.3 Performance Evaluation Results

The evaluations first explain the principal operational regimes of OBS nodes with shared FDL
buffer. Then they focus on the effects of the number of FDL buffer ports, the delay granular-
ity, and the structure of the FDL buffer. Finally, the influence of the distribution of the burst
transmission time is studied with parameterizations obtained from IP traffic traces.
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Figure A.3: Burst loss probability for different numbers of FDL buffer ports

A.1.3.1 Impact of the Offered Load

Figure A.3 depicts the mean burst loss probability vs. the offered load per wavelength in the
case without and with FDL buffer. The burst loss probability for the bufferless case is obtained
from the M/G/n loss model. The delay granularity, i.e., the delay of the shortest buffer FDL, is
chosen to be 4 mean burst transmission times (D = 4h = 40µs). In the left subfigure, results are
presented for up to 16 FDL ports, while the right subfigure shows the cases of 32 and 64 ports.
The parameter sets correspond to the operational regimes of a small and a large number of FDL
buffer ports as discussed in the qualitative discussion above.

The figures show that the performance improves over the entire range of load compared to the
bufferless case. For small load values, the burst loss probability is reduced by several orders of
magnitude. In contrast, the improvement is only limited for high load situations, in which the
initial and future output blocking probabilities are so high that the buffer is flooded and even a
high capacity cannot resolve contention effectively.

A.1.3.2 Impact of the FDL Buffer Dimensioning

Figure A.3 shows that the burst loss probability decreases with an increasing number of FDL
buffer ports. For only few buffer ports, the FDL buffer is the sole bottleneck. Thus, the structure
of the FDL buffer, i.e., the number of FDLs F , has no or in the case of 16 ports only minor
impact. In contrast, for many buffer ports, the FDL buffer does not constitute the bottleneck any
more. Consequently, the structure of the FDL buffer and the delay flexibility become significant.
On the one hand, increasing the buffer capacity for a single FDL beyond 32 does not yield any
improvements because no additional buffered bursts can be scheduled with this delay. On the
other hand, increasing the delay flexibility by a higher number of FDLs in the buffer reduces
the burst loss probability. However, as the blocking probability decreases, the buffer capacity
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Figure A.4: Effect of the buffer structure for different delay granularities

becomes an issue again: While doubling the number of FDLs from 4 to 8 is ineffective for 32
buffer ports, it is highly effective for 64 buffer ports.

For low and high load values (ρ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.8), Figure A.4(a) and Figure A.4(b) analyze
the impact of the number of buffer ports and the delay granularity (D = h,2h,4h). Both figures
extend the above finding, that the structure of the FDL buffer has negligible impact for few
buffer ports, to smaller delay granularities. Again, this can be seen from the overlapping curves.

For ρ = 0.5, increasing the number of ports NF from 1 to 16 reduces the burst loss probability
by orders of magnitude. In contrast, this has only little effect for ρ = 0.8 as future scheduling is
blocked on the highly utilized output fibers. Still, when increasing the number to 80, the buffer
becomes effective and both the burst loss probability and the number of buffer ports at which the
curves floor significantly depend on the buffer structure. For a large number of buffer ports, the
influence of the delay granularity increases. In Figure A.4(b), a buffer with 4 FDLs and a delay
granularity of D = 4h achieves a burst loss probability comparable to a buffer with 8 FDLs and
D = 2h. Here, arguments concerning the realization complexity favor the implementation with
fewer FDLs but higher delay granularity.

Regarding the realization complexity, the number of FDL in the buffer should be minimized as
is shown in Section A.2. Thus, if the QoS and network utilization requirements allow to use an
FDL buffer with only few ports, the solution with a single FDL is clearly beneficial. However,
if FDL buffers with more ports have to be employed, the best solution from a realization point
of view has to be obtained from an integrated evaluation of performance and technology (cf.
Section 3.5.4 and Section A.2).
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Figure A.5: Effect of the delay granularity for different numbers of buffer ports

A.1.3.3 Impact of the Delay Granularity

Figure A.5 depicts the dependence of the delay granularity in a more detailed way, again for
offered loads per wavelength of ρ = 0.5 and 0.8. For the lower load and a small number of
buffer ports, the case of a single FDL is selected based on realization arguments. For a load of
0.8 FDL buffers with 4 and 8 FDLs are used. In both cases, increasing the delay granularity D
reduces the burst loss probability until saturation at approx. 4 mean burst transmission times
is reached. Obviously, this delay value is optimal to not only overcome the busy period of the
output fiber but also to distribute the buffered bursts on the output fiber uniformly over time.

As FDL buffers were originally used in slotted nodes, for which a delay granularity of one
packet transmission time (slot) is the natural choice, this parameterization was also used in
many studies on unslotted nodes. However, previous results in [Gau02a, GBPS03] as well as the
results presented here motivate a higher delay granularity. Thus, a delay granularity of D = 4h
is used for all simulation studies in Chapter 6.

A.1.3.4 Impact of the Distribution of the Burst Transmission Time

In order to validate the previous assumption of a negative exponential distribution for the burst
transmission time, the sensitivity of the results with respect to different distributions is studied.

The performance is studied for 4 general distributions with the same mean burst transmission
time but different coefficients of variation cT. The negative exponential distribution (cT = 1) is
compared with a shifted negative exponential (cT = 0.5) and two second order hyperexponen-
tial ( cT = 1.5 and cT = 2) distributions1. For these distributions, Figure A.6(a) shows that in

1The hyperexponential distribution satisfies the symmetry condition ph1 = (1− p)h2 where p is the branch
probability and hi are the mean values of the respective phases.
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Figure A.6: Effect of the distribution of the burst transmission time

principle a coefficient of variation greater than 1 yields a higher burst loss probability compared
to the negative exponential and shifted negative exponential case. Also, it can be seen that the
differences become more prominent as the number of buffer ports increases. However, the burst
assembly process can closely control the burst statistics.

As discussed in Section 3.1, several publications show that with time-based assembly the distri-
bution of the burst transmission time converges to a Normal distribution [Lae02, IA02, YCQ02b,
dVRG04]. In addition, [Lae02] shows that a Gamma distribution also provides a good fit2. For
the following study, both Normal and Gamma distributions are used and parameterized as if
resulting from time-based assembly of the Internet packet trace of the uplink of a student dor-
mitory network at the University of Stuttgart [Sas04]. The packet trace has a mean bit-rate
during the considered period of 25Mbps. It is aggregated in intervals of 4ms in order to model
time-based assembly. At the same time, this assembly period generates a mean burst length of
12,500Byte used above. In the assembled burst trace, the coefficient of variation of the burst
length was measured to be cT = 0.771, i.e., smaller than for the negative exponential distribu-
tion.

Figure A.6(b) depicts the burst loss probability vs. the offered load per wavelength for the
negative exponential (cf. Figure A.3), the Normal and the Gamma distribution. In addiion, the
bufferless case according to the M/G/n loss model is plotted, for which the distribution of the
burst transmission time has no effect. It can be seen that the burst loss probability is insensitive
with respect to these distributions of the burst transmission time. These results were again found
to be insensitive with respect to the FDL buffer structure. Therefore, they are only presented
for an FDL buffer with a single FDL. Based on this observed approx. insensitivity, a negative
exponential burst transmission time is a valid modeling assumption and is used in all simulations
studies in Chapter 6.

2The advantage of the Gamma distribution is its strictly positive support. For the Normal distribution this has
to be enforced by resampling and adapting the mean value to match the offered load generated with the negative
exponential and Gamma distributions, respectively.
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A.2 Integrated Evaluation of Performance and Technology

This section presents the results of an integrated evaluation of performance and technology
as described in Section 3.5.4. These results were initially published in [BGPS03, GBPS03,
GBP05]. It quantifies the impact of different architectural variants of tune-and-select (TAS)
OBS nodes on maximum and maximum effective throughput.

A.2.1 Evaluation Scenario

The integrated evaluation comprises the following three TAS node configurations which are
depicted in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16:

- TAS: basic TAS architecture

- TAS-dFDL: TAS architecture with one dedicated FDL per output fiber

- TAS-shFDL: TAS architecture with F = 1,2,3 or 4 FDLs in a shared FDL buffer

The TAS nodes are studied in an isolated scenario with N = 4 input and output fibers. They are
modeled with state-of-the-art components as characterized in [GBPS03]. The signal analysis
models a reference signal path from a 3R wavelength converter (cf. Section 2.2.2) in one node
to the 3R wavelength converter in the adjacent node. Along this path, it considers noise and
crosstalk as physical impairments for bit-rates of 10 Gbps and 40 Gbps. It uses a threshold for
the maximum acceptable BER of 10−22 in order to have enough safety margin for impairments
not considered yet, e.g., SOA dynamics.

While the dedicated FDL buffers have a delay of TF = 2h = 20µs, the shared FDL buffer is
degenerate with a delay granularity of D = 2h = 20µs. Both FDL buffers coordinate the FDL
and output fiber scheduling according to the PreRes strategy (cf. Section 3.4.3.4). For the per-
formance and technology evaluation, the number of wavelengths in the FDL buffer and on the
input/output fibers is the same. The TAS nodes with FDL buffers primarily use wavelength con-
version to resolve contentions and only resort to the FDL buffer if this fails. For this isolated
node scenario, the maximum acceptable burst loss probability is chosen to be 10−6, again to
have enough margin for a network scenario.

A.2.2 Results of the Integrated Evaluation

Figure A.7 depicts the maximum number of wavelengths per input or output fiber, the maximum
throughput (wire bars) and the maximum effective throughput (solid bars). First, the evaluation
shows that the maximum throughput and the maximum effective throughput values are in the
range of 2.5–6 Tbps for both 10 Gbps and 40 Gbps. Therefore, the nodes with 40 Gbps obviously
cannot benefit from the higher bit-rate regarding the maximum throughput values. This is due
to the fact that at 40 Gbps noise degrades the signal more severly.
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Figure A.7: Results of the integrated evaluation of performance and technology [GBPS03]

From a pure performance perspective, Figure A.3 shows that FDL buffers reduce the burst loss
probability. Also, it demonstrates, that for a high number of buffer ports multi-FDL buffers are
advantageous. Figure A.7 shows that introducing a dedicated or shared FDL buffer and increas-
ing the number of FDLs F leads to higher signal degradation and thus a smaller maximum
throughput compared to TAS. Still, the improved contention resolution performance and the
higher achievable utilization partly pay off for the maximum effective throughput. Here, TAS-
shFDL with 1 FDL for 10 Gbps and TAS-shFDL with up to 3 FDLs for 40 Gbps outperform
the basic TAS architecture. TAS-dFDL yields the lowest maximum and maximum effective
throughput for both bit-rates.
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